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Most existing table tennis teams never play each other as a team. "Triples" for the first time allows three-
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Out", and "Draw" game outcomes. Details on scoring, umpiring, match progress displays and possible 
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doubles and Triples matches. Part 3 provides a glimpse into the future. It describes how Triples 
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"Quadruples", and how electronic sensors and computerised displays will soon lead to the "intelligent 
table tennis table". With its 60 figures, 12 tables, 45 references and 3 "new terms" registers the book is 
lucid and user-friendly. Collectively it invites table tennis players, coaches, organisers and administrators 
alike to try out the new game - and in this has the support of the International Table Tennis Federation. 
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A NEW TEAM SPORT
THEORY, EQUIPMENT, RULES, STRATEGIES 
and Future Possibilities of a
NEW  FORM  OF  TABLE  TENNIS
Günter Arndt
 “It is extremely refreshing to read a book that presents to 
us a new vision of our sport—a variation on a common and 
traditional theme. Singles in table tennis are the marquis 
events of any major international championship. Doubles 
are a traditional event as well, and give us a glimpse of 
what a team could be. But it is not really a team event. This 
brings us to the “traditional” team events with a myriad of 
playing systems over the years. In fact, what we have is an 
accumulation of single matches within a team structure, 
but it is not really a playing team in the pure sense of the 
word.”
“The author opens our minds towards a new form 
of play. TRIPLES. This ingenious playing method 
actually combines all the current forms of traditional 
table tennis playing systems into one exciting 
package. We have three players as in the current 
team matches; we have players playing side by side 
as in the current doubles; and we have a head-to-
head confrontation as is the tradition in singles. 
The author proposes a dynamic and exciting new 
way to enjoy our sport. With a slight modifi cation in 
equipment, but maintaining all the basic elements of 
our sport, a new way to play is born.”
The ITTF and its President welcome with open 
arms a new, creative and innovative method that 
stimulates us to pick up our racket and TRIPLE our 
fun…”
From the Foreword by Mr. Adham Sharara, President of the International 
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by A. Sharara, President, International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) 
 
 
It is rare to find those that are ready to challenge traditions and lead our 
imagination towards the unusual. If it were not for English aristocrats seeking 
shelter from the rain, taking a tennis game indoor and improvising rackets 
(cigar boxes), balls (Champagne corks) and nets (books) on a dining room table, 
our beloved sport of Table Tennis (Ping Pong, Flim-Flam or Gossima) would not 
have seen the light. 
 
It is extremely refreshing to read a book that presents to us a new vision of our 
sport - a variation on a common and traditional theme. Singles in table tennis 
are the marquis events of any major international championship. Doubles are a 
traditional event as well, and give us a glimpse of what a team could be. But it is 
not really a team event. This brings us to the "traditional" team events with a 
myriad of playing systems over the years. In fact, what we have is an 
accumulation of single matches within a team structure, but it is not really a 
playing team in the pure sense of the word. 
 
The author, Mr. Guenter Arndt, opens our minds towards a new form of play. 
TRIPLES. This ingenious playing method actually combines all the current forms 
of traditional table tennis playing systems into one exciting package. We have 
three players as in the current team matches; we have players playing side by 
side as in the current doubles; and we have a head-to-head confrontation as is 
the tradition in singles. The author proposes a dynamic and exciting new way to 
enjoy our sport. With a slight modification in equipment, but maintaining all the 
basic elements of our sport, a new way to play is born. 
 
I have visions of six kids, three aside, crowding the playing area in a flurry of 
activity. I have visions of older men and women playing mixed Triples with an 
elegant footwork shuffle. I have visions of parents and their kids playing family 
against family in a friendly challenge. Any proposal that increases the options to 
play table tennis is always welcome. In this case, the ITTF and its President 
welcome with open arms a new, creative and innovative method that stimulates 
us to pick up our racket and TRIPLE our fun. Welcome to creativity, welcome to  
innovation and welcome to a new great way to enjoy our sport. 
 
On behalf of the ITTF, I congratulate the author, Mr. Guenter Arndt, for his 
courage in challenging the establishment and for his love of our sport, which 







This book presents a table tennis game which for the first time allows three 
players to play “serious” table tennis simultaneously as a team: “Triples”. It 
explains the rationale for the new game, the equipment needed and how to 
make it, the rules, how to play and umpire it, and its integration into existing 
and future table tennis events - all with the aim of increasing the player, 
spectator and media appeal of table tennis. Collectively it enhances the already 
popular image of table tennis by adding a “true team sport” to its repertoire. 
 
It is written in three parts. Part 1, written particularly for the scientifically-
minded, establishes the theoretical basis of Triples and provides detailed 
information on the design and manufacture of its hardware. Arguing that 
existing table tennis teams actually never play each other as a team (except in 
doubles), it shows how to make that possible – preferably using a round table. It 
analyses the geometrical and physical aspects of conventional table tennis 
games and compares them with those of Triples, showing that playing 
conditions in Triples are equivalent to or better than in the former, with e.g. a 
greater “action space” and shot variety. A comprehensive equipment chapter 
then covers various novel table and net designs, including a “retrofit” solution 
by which a rectangular table tennis table can be converted to a circular Triples 
table and vice versa. 
 
Part 2 is written especially for the table tennis practitioner, and is all s/he needs 
to know to play the game. It gives a detailed account of the Triples rules and the 
reasoning behind them, including some concepts new to table tennis, such as 
“Tie Break”, “Shoot-Out”, and “Draw” game outcomes, all of which were tested 
and shown to be practical and appealing during first verification trials. Details 
on scoring, umpiring, match progress displays and possible team strategies are 
presented, ranging from point-by-point score sheets to the design of 
combination team events involving singles, doubles and Triples matches. 
 
Part 3 provides a glimpse into the future. It first describes how Triples 
equipment can be cleverly used to create interesting practice and recreational 
arrangements with hitherto unheard-of table geometries and playing 
possibilities – including, for example, a table tennis “hurdles race”. Secondly, 
based on recent research in mechatronics, it shows how electronic sensors and 
computerised displays will lead to the “intelligent table tennis table”. This, 
especially in view of ever-faster ball speeds, will facilitate umpiring, including for 
example indisputable “let” calls, and lead to fairer game outcomes – not only in 
Triples. And finally, as a logical extension to Triples, a look at the feasibility of 
yet another table tennis team option, namely 4-player “Quadruples”, is described 
and left for the reader to ponder… 
 
Collectively, and based on the author’s 50 years of table tennis experience and 
research, the book invites the table tennis world – players, coaches, organisers 
and administrators alike, to try out and hopefully embrace the new game. It 
provides all the tools and information necessary to do so - and more. 
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Why Triples in Table Tennis? 
 
To let three people experience the thrills of team interaction  
while playing the fastest sport on earth - as a real team.  
 
Ever since the first Congress of the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) 
on 12.12.1926, the boundaries of table tennis have been pushed out further 
and further. The evolution from Singles to Doubles to “Triples” is seen as a 
natural part thereof, although the latter has so far not happened since the 
technical means to do so did not exist. The aim of this book is to overcome that 
hurdle. And interestingly, its timing coincides with yet another stepping stone in 
table tennis history, namely the decision to include table tennis TEAM events 
into the next Olympic Games in 2008 – with teams consisting of 3 players… 
 
From the first authoritative text on table tennis by I. Montagu in 1936 [1], and 
whilst acknowledging what may have been the very first book on table tennis 
per se, viz. “Ping Pong” by A. Park in 1902, to the excellent account of its 
historical development, its “legends” and its international organisation by 
Uzorinac and the ITTF in 2001 [2], the history of table tennis and its acceptance 
as a world sport has been well documented. In the Foreword to the latter book 
the ITTF president A. Sharara aptly writes*: 
 
“…The present is our challenge to strike the right balance between tradition and 
innovation. It is our collective venture to be selective in maintaining some of our 
traditions while re-inventing our sport to better meet the challenges of modern 
society and be equipped for the future.” 
 
And this is happening: although the basic table–net geometry and laws of table 
tennis have essentially remained unchanged over the past 100 years, significant 
changes have recently occurred in ball size (from 38mm to 40mm), game length 
(from 21 to 11 points), and of course in racket technology, where continuous 
innovations abound. These changes demonstrate the willingness of the table 
tennis community to accept change and embrace new ideas as per the above 
sentiments. They have also contributed to the game becoming faster, more 
ingenious, more technical and certainly more demanding over the years, to a 
point where table tennis is now a major world sport demanding maximum 
physical and mental fitness at the competitive level. At the same time, on the 
other end of the spectrum table tennis also has its place universally as one of  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*quoted with permission from ITTF 
 
 2 
the (perhaps the) most popular, accessible, affordable and liked recreational 
games – especially if played in groups or “teams”. 
 
Yet in table tennis team competitions today, teams of three to six players only 
play Singles and Doubles matches. Teams in fact cannot play each other as 
whole teams. To do so requires a quantum leap in table tennis thinking, and a 
first step towards that possibility is presented in this book – Table Tennis 
Triples. 
 
The book was researched and written whilst keeping in mind the above general 
spirit of openness to change and future orientation. In doing so due 
consideration was given to many previous publications on table tennis, ranging 
from earlier historical texts [e.g. 3, 4] to more recent technical and pedagogical 
books on table tennis. Particular emphasis was placed on German literature, as 
perhaps representative of European developments in general over the past 30 
years [5 - 12]. 
 
And secondly this book and the new game it describes are based on the 
author’s experience gained as a table tennis player and part-time coach for over 
40 years (and, last but not least, as a university teacher). During competition 
matches in that time, and while “endlessly” sitting on the side waiting for one’s 
turn on the table, the question occurred to him “how can more than four people 
play table tennis on one table?” – And out of this the idea of a round table tennis 
table and system was born, and patented by him in the 1980s [13 – 15].  
 
A round table tennis table 
 lets more people play the game 
 at the same time. 
 
This means higher participation rates - up to 8 people can comfortably play on 
one table - and less waiting, and among other features this “Round Table Tennis 
System” included “fun elements” such as rotating nets and other target devices, 
and a moving playing surface…. 
 
However his main job as engineering professor left little time to fully and 
seriously pursue the dissemination of this idea, apart from some first 
publications and presentations [16 – 21]. These described the concepts of, and 
first practical experience gained with such "Round Table Tennis (RTT)", 
concentrating especially on pedagogical aspects. They pointed to Round Table 
Tennis as primarily a new version of table tennis concentrating on applications 
in a recreational, rehabilitational, skill-learning and practice-oriented context, 
and included a first RTT Games Catalogue for primary schools [16a]. Verification 
trials at the University of Würzburg in Germany, apart from reinforcing the 
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feasibility of the RTT idea, also concluded that its introduction into schools and 
recreation sport programs was seen as particularly promising [16b]. 
    
Today one can see round table tennis tables based on the author’s ideas (mainly 
weatherproof outdoor tables) in recreational venues such as parks, playgrounds, 
swimming pools and other recreational areas, and occasionally practice versions 
of the round table appear in the more recent literature [e.g.10]. However, 
competitive indoor table tennis singles and doubles matches on the round table 
did not eventuate - nor were they meant to: the circular table was there to 
complement, not replace, the traditional rectangular competition table. But as 
part of this first exposure, one “round-table” configuration which promised to 
become an exciting new version of serious and competitive table tennis was 
published in 1987: a first version of the "Triples" table tennis team game [22].  
 
That paper already incorporated some of the basic principles of Triples. 
However in hindsight three factors contributed to the fact that it and the “round-
table table tennis system” essentially lay dormant since then. Firstly it is now 
clear that the above papers, published in journals such as the Supplement of the 
International Journal of Physical Education [19, 20] and the internationally little-
known New Zealand Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation [21, 
22], did not reach the appropriate international table tennis audience and 
decision makers needed to make a lasting impact. Secondly it was the author’s 
main profession and job which left little time and resources for pursuing this 
“hobby”.  And thirdly the technical and other aspects of the Triples game as 
described there needed more thought, research and testing in order to give 
Triples the solid theoretical and practical base needed to meet the rigorous and 
exacting demands of the competitive table tennis world. 
 
That has now been done. This book is the result, and presents a fully developed 
and tested game, its rules, equipment and future potential. It describes a new 
approach to the Triples game, following substantial improvements since the 
original ideas.  It takes into account the general innovative mood of table tennis 
in the 2000s, as well as the abovementioned 40 years of competitive table 
tennis playing and coaching experience – on both rectangular and round tables. 
 
But before outlining its contents one other point needs to be made. One of the 
aims of the ITTF is to extend the profile of table tennis in general, its 
participation base, and its technical development [e.g. 2]. The increase in ball 
diameter from 38 to 40 mm is one example. This has purposely slowed down 
the game and at times created longer and more spectacular rallies. Another 
initiative with similar objectives and results is the ITTF-sponsored experiment 
with “Longer-Reach” table tennis on two tables [23, 24]. Both these initiatives 
purposely increase player- and mass media appeal by making the ball more 
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visible during, and the overall game more adaptable to world-wide television 
coverage.  
 
Precisely these issues and objectives also drive  
the development of the Triples table tennis game. 
 
For with the tremendous popularity of “conventional” table tennis around the 
world, i.e. Singles and Doubles matches, and championship audiences In China 
and Europe reaching tens of thousands of spectators - and even 500 million if 
television coverage around the world is considered [25] - it stands to reason that 
television audiences will embrace the novelty of seeing two 3-player Triples 
teams playing one another, at the same time, on one table. 
 
In line with the premise of “…meeting the challenges of modern society and be 
equipped for the future” (see above) the present text also goes one step further. 
Firstly, with the ever-expanding “intrusion” of electronics and computers into 
our daily lives, it considers how, and with what benefits, electronics can be used 
to assist Triples umpiring, ultimately leading to play on the “intelligent” table 
tennis table. And secondly, since some table tennis competitions today are 
based on teams of 4 to 6 players, the possibility of simultaneous play with 
teams of more than 3 players, for example “Quadruples”, is also considered. 
 
Book Overview 
After this introductory chapter the subject matter is presented in the following 
seven chapters, progressively dealing with some background (Part I), the Triples 
game as such (Part II), and some of its possible extensions (Part III). 
 
Part I provides the theoretical and practical prerequisites for playing Triples. In 
Chapter 2 the rationale for, and basic thinking behind the Triples game are first 
outlined in a theoretical background section (which the table tennis 
“practitioner” may want to skip). It looks at team sports in general, and at World 
Table Tennis Team Competitions in particular, and shows that the conventional 
table tennis repertoire really does not include a true “team game”. It then shows 
how the use of a circular table can overcome this problem, and justifies this by 
an analysis of the geometrical and other advantages of Triples in comparison to 
“standard table tennis”.  
 
Chapter 3 then contains a detailed description of the equipment used in Triples. 
Various table designs (including non-circular) and net assemblies are given, 
including the modular sector table option and the possibility of relatively simply 
and reversibly converting the conventional table tennis table to a round Triples 
table by using extension segments.  The novel concepts of a sloping net and a 
raised “Centrepiece” are introduced, and preferred court layouts consistent with 
existing table tennis venues are discussed. 
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Part II describes how to play the Triples game. It covers its rules, scoring and 
strategies. With most of the rules and laws of conventional table tennis still in 
force for Triples, Chapter 4 introduces some necessary and logical 
modifications and extensions of these for Triples. It specifies how players 
interact with the equipment and the other players, and lays down a detailed set 
of rules for this, utilising such new concepts as “free play”, “service rally”, 
“service round” and “player rotation”.   
 
This is followed in Chapter 5 by a detailed description of the three-phase 
Triples game plan and its possible outcomes. In it some new features aimed at 
heightened player and spectator appeal, as well as fairer outcomes, are 
introduced. These include the possibility of “tie break” and “shoot-out” rallies for 
close games, and highlighting the “team character” of Triples by an extension of 
overall game duration to a time frame consistent with other team sports. The 
issues of Triples scoring and umpiring are addressed, and details of scoring 
devices and displays, as well as point-by-point score sheets are presented. A 
look at practical verification trials confirming the feasibility of all the rules and 
issues described in Chapters 4 and 5 concludes the chapter. 
 
Whilst relatively simple to understand and play, Triples can nevertheless be 
quite challenging intellectually and, as is the case with any true team game, 
comes with the freedom of allowing many game strategies. This aspect is dealt 
with in Chapter 6, addressing some of the finer points of Triples, and showing 
what can be done with the game. To this end some sample team game 
strategies are presented indicating the scope of new possibilities which Triples 
teams can utilise. Also, the optional integration of Triples matches into existing 
table tennis events and schedules is discussed, and such “combination team 
events” are shown to be feasible. 
 
Part III then looks at some “extras”. Chapter 7 discusses the usefulness of 
Triples equipment for practice and recreational purposes – not only from a 
Triples perspective, but also for specific shot practice and as preparation or 
warm-up for conventional table tennis events. It is shown how not only Triples, 
but also singles and doubles table tennis practice games can be played on the 
round table – and how a complete event with all three game varieties can 
actually be scheduled on one table. The main thrust of this chapter however is 
to show how the modularity of the Triples table allows many interesting 
equipment variations and hence practice options, including handicap, robot and 
playback layouts. 
 
Chapter 8 provides some possible glimpses of the future. The concept of 
“modular table tennis” is introduced, incorporating some rather unexpected and 
astonishing game variations. It is illustrated by examples which range from 
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allowing players to determine their own table geometry, to the “table tennis 
hurdles race”. This is followed by a brief discussion of the inevitable and 
advantageous introduction of modern sensor technology and electronics into 
table tennis, particularly into Triples umpiring. It is shown how inbuilt sensors 
for detecting line, net and edge balls can assist the umpire and eliminate human 
error and subjectivity, thereby leading to a fairer game, and how they can be 
interconnected with computerised scoreboard displays. These indicate the real-
time status of how the game on the “intelligent table tennis table” is 
proceeding… And finally, in view of existing 4-player team competitions, the 
possibility of playing “Quadruples” on either the round Triples table or a 
modified oval variation thereof is considered and shown to be feasible, and a 
first set of Quadruples rules is presented.  
 
Finally, in order to facilitate reading and the general “management” of the book 
by the reader, the additional information contained in the peripheral sections 
provides some useful backup. This consists of the lists of figures and tables, of 
abbreviations and symbols used, the registers of new terms at the end of each 
of the three Parts, the reference section, and the appendix. These will assist the 
reader with cross-referencing and with maintaining an overall perspective of the 
book’s contents. 
 
Triples (literally) has that “extra edge” for further raising the public image of 
table tennis. It is hoped that this book will provide a solid foundation towards 
table tennis being recognised and accepted as not only a true, but also the 
world’s fastest team sport. The author invites his fellow table tennis enthusiasts 
around the world, and the relevant table tennis authorities and decision makers, 
to try out the Triples game, and welcomes any feedback on this book and/or its 
consequences. 
 







2.  RATIONALE  AND  THEORETICAL  BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Teams and Table Tennis 
 
Teams have something in special. They bring together people who cooperate, 
support each other, practice goodwill and understanding, and create synergy. 
When in action, each team member contributes, knows what to do, and above all 
has the success of the team in mind.  Modern industry and business, and most 
other human endeavours, rely on teamwork - from management teams to 
improvement teams to quality circles to rapid response teams, etc. etc. And 
none of them can match the “rapid response” needed to play successful table 
tennis… 
 
One basic feature of sporting teams is that all players are engaged in the game 
at once. So far table tennis teams are not, with the exception of doubles 
matches, as the most rudimentary example of a “team”. According to the Oxford 
dictionary, a “team” consists of “two or more persons working together”, so that 
doubles in table tennis does qualify as a “team game”, as do many other 2-
person sports “teams” such as in tennis, beach volleyball, etc.  
 
But in table tennis team competitions, collectively representing the major part of 
the international table tennis repertoire, teams typically consist of 3 to 6 
players, and “team events” are actually played as a combination of singles and 
doubles matches.  Table 2.1 shows some common table tennis team 
compositions, and their use of singles and doubles matches played as part of 
the most commonly known “Team” competitions. It is interesting to note that 
the Olympic Games have hitherto not included a table tennis team event as 
Table 2.1: Comparison of Table Tennis Team Competitions 
Event Number of 





Corbillon Cup 2 (to 4) 4 1 
Swaythling Cup 3 9 - 
Swedish League 3 9 1 
Modified Swayth. Cup 3 (to 5) 6 1 
World Team 
Championships 
3 5 - 
European Champions 
League 
3 5 - 
German 1st Bundesliga 4 8 2 
German Other 
Bundesliga 
6 12 4 
Olympics to 2004 














  2 ) 
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such, but only singles and doubles medals for both genders: the welcome 
decision to include team events for the 2008 Olympics was made as recently as 
October 2005. Also, the ongoing world team rankings are based on the ranking 
points of the three highest ranked players in each association/country – without 
them ever having played each other as a team….  
 
To call a competition consisting only of singles matches a “team” competition is 
actually a misnomer, since circumstances differ completely between teams 
playing simultaneously, rather than making consecutive individual contributions, 
in which none of the “special” attributes above can come to bear. Doubles is the 
exception, and as early as 1951 world champion Johnny Leach wrote “… doubles 
is a team game, and must be played as a team game; …remember: your partner 
will have to deal with the return; …you must play to the opponents’ weakness 
and the partner’s strength” [3]. Despite this, it could be said that what actually 
happens at the table even in doubles table tennis is still perceived primarily as a 
game played by two individuals rather than by a “team”... 
 
The obvious conclusion then, and well-known fact, is that team A actually never 
plays team B as a team. Table tennis tables simply are not big enough for that, 
so that only parts of team A can play parts of team B, and the full teams can 
never be “put to the test” against each other as one unit. The true combined 
strength of the team cannot really become apparent since the players never face 
the opposing team together in a team situation.  
 
The “compromise solution”, and present system of judging team strength, 
consists of adding up individual players’ contributions to make up the overall 
team score. This system applies to table tennis team matches and many other 
team sports, and is certainly representative of combined team strength. But it 
lacks the ultimate test, and that certain “spark” and magnetism which only 
interactive full-team engagement can deliver, and which make “real” team games 
so attractive to spectators. Maybe that is one reason why in some other 
countries such as Australia (where outdoor sports dominate), table tennis hardly 
ever features on Television: is it that watching singles and doubles matches 
cannot compete with watching “real” team sports? 
 
And there is another reason: the perceived demands placed on the players’ 
physical strength and stamina. Since games are now played to only 11 points 
(and leaving aside the pros and cons of this rule change), and since a match 
usually consists of no more than 4 or 5 winner-won games (i.e. best of 7 or 9), a 
match, or “the action” is, on average, finished "relatively quickly" when 
compared with many other team games. Although the level of physical and 
mental involvement during the time of play can be extremely high, some critics 
nevertheless point to the relative "ease" of table tennis as compared, for 
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example, to soccer, rugby or hockey, with their continuous player engagement 
and sustained “whole-team” effort over long time periods. Also, the short 
duration of the rallies and games in table tennis can prevent the gradual 
build-up of spectator excitement towards the final decision. 
 
2.1.1 Teams consisting of three players 
As can be seen from Table 2.1 various table tennis team events, including the 
top world events, are based on three-player teams. From the above observations 
it would seem beneficial and meaningful to have some version of table tennis in 
which whole teams can play each other, as the ultimate test of “team strength”.   
“Triples” offers a solution for such teams of 3. It has the potential for extending 
the stated goal of the ITTF, as the “ultimate table tennis authority”, to assure 
that table tennis is maintained “…as a contest between the personal skills of the 
players”… to “…a contest between the personal and team skills of the players”. 
 
The rules of Triples address the above issues by increasing the number of 
players per team from 2 to 3, extending match times, enabling longer rallies, 
and introducing a new scoring system. Player interaction in the doubles team 
takes place on a one-to-one basis. Increasing the number of players per team 
from 2 to 3 immediately adds another dimension to the game, with the increase 
in team synergy also enabling greater scope for tactical and strategic game 
variations. From a spectator perspective the physical reality of enabling – and 
watching - whole teams of three players playing each other simultaneously has 
the potential to increase the popularity of table tennis even further, - assisted no 
doubt by the addition of Triples to the Television table tennis repertoire. 
 
The “secret” of Triples is simple – it is played on a round table 
  
This overcomes what may be regarded as the physical “limitations” 
accompanying play on the conventional rectangular table. This, together with an 
appropriate set of game rules based on conventional table tennis, results in a 
new and workable team game.  
 
2.1.2 Teams consisting of four or six players 
Table 2.1 shows that some table tennis team competitions, notably in Europe / 
Germany, are also based on teams consisting of four or six players. Naturally 
the “whole team” engagement argument would be even stronger if one could 
devise a game involving that number of people. This, within limits, is still 
conceivable for competitive play on one round table with four players per team, 
as will be shown in Section 8.3, dealing with “Quadruples”.  
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And although a round (Triples) table can also accommodate 12 players for a 
“fun game”, it obviously cannot cater for a serious game with that many players. 
One solution in that case is to follow standard practice with table tennis teams 
and rank the six team members from 1 to 6, and then divide them into an 
upper, or “Triples A Team”, and a lower  “Triples B Team”.  These half-teams 
then play two Triples matches against their counterparts from the opposing 
team, either as an add-on item to the existing singles and doubles matches, or 
as an independent event. This will test the “combined half-team strength” of the 
upper and lower three players in each team and at least come one step closer to 
determining the winner from a real combined team perspective.  
 
2.2 The “Triples” Team Solution 
The conclusion one can draw from the above is that, irrespective of whether a 
team consists of 3, 4 or 6 players, Triples as played on a circular table provides 
a vehicle for better testing real combined team strength than is possible at 
present with any conventional table tennis team event.  
 
It is claimed that Triples has the potential to elevate table tennis from a 
“quasi”- team sport to a “real” team sport. 
 
The main reasons for this are that Triples, apart from introducing some exciting 
new concepts and shot variations to table tennis, and when compared to 
existing conventional table tennis games, allows: 
 
• simultaneous full-team participation and interaction 
• prolonged player engagement and build-up of spectator excitement 
• continuity of play, uninterrupted by frequent breaks (caused by short games) 
• longer game rallies 
• increased sponsorship visibility. 
 
This book was written to substantiate these claims. Having outlined the reasons 
for the new game, we can now look at the details of how this “new team sport” 
may be achieved. 
 
2.2.1 The basic round-table Triples layout 
 
As mentioned above, at the basis of Triples lies the circular table shape. By 
making its whole circumference available for play, the round table provides the 
best practically feasible Triples solution, superior to any other table shape. This 
will now be demonstrated by comparing the geometrical features of the circular 
table tennis table with those of the conventional rectangular table, as well as the 
player movement or action regions associated with each. 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic layout and player positions of the Triples game: 
team A plays team B on a round table, across one net. - But how? How big is the 
table? How  high is the net? Who serves where? What is the order of play? Who 
hits the ball when?  Can’t the players next to the net just smash the ball in? – 
etc. etc...: on the way to answering these and similar questions, let us start by 
looking at sizes and spaces. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: The Basic Round-Table Triples Layout 
LW: Left Wing,   CC: Centre Court,   RW: Right Wing 
 
2.2.2 Size and length considerations 
 
The basic advantage of the round table over the rectangular one is that "more 
periphery", or a greater table “edge length” (E), is available for play, 
accompanied by a bigger table area.  Figure 2.2 illustrates this for two basic 
options, with only half the tables shown for clarity. The first is with the diameter 
of the round table equal to the LENGTH of the standard rectangular table, ie 
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Figure 2.2: Size Comparison: Conventional v. Triples Tables 
D = Diameter, E = half table Edge length, A = half table Area 
r = rectangular, s = standard, p = practice 
 
On the conventional RECTANGULAR table this "playing edge length" E
r 
approximately equals the width of the table. It is also essentially the width of 
the region within which a (singles) player primarily moves, irrespective of how 
far behind the table s/he is, since play is essentially "one-dimensional" along the 
general longitudinal direction of the table.  
 
Notwithstanding this “over-simplification” it is recognised that the most interesting 
rallies in table tennis result from angular shots not played at right angles to the 
 
Footnote 1: The "discovery" that the length of the diagonal of a standard rectangular  table 
tennis table is approximately “pi” metres (3.136m, with π = 3.14..., hence the earlier term “Pi 
Table Tennis”) was first made by the author in 1979 [13, 14]. The rationale for having the 
conventional table with the “odd” metric dimensions of precisely 2.740 x 1.525 metres is 
simply because its imperial equivalent of 9.0 x 5.0 feet originally felt “just right” by the early 
table tennis pioneers, with the metric diagonal equivalent of “pi” being a pure coincidence – 
and also an omen for “Round Table Tennis”?  
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net. This, by necessity (as will be seen later), is the case for most Triples shots, 
since play on the CIRCULAR table is essentially "two-dimensional", or 
multi-directional. A much larger playing edge length, equal to half the table 
circumference, is available. For a round table with diameter equal to the length of 
a standard rectangular table the edge length increases above that of the 
rectangular table, Er , by a factor of (4.304/1.525=) 2.82, for a diameter equal to 
the diagonal of the standard table by a factor of (4.932/1.525=) 3.23. Playing        
experience has shown that these two diameters, ie 2.74 and 3.14 metres, 
represent the practical table "diameter limits" for competitive play. 
 
The 2.74m diameter (“Practice”) size may be used for general practice and 
competition, with only two small quasi-triangular areas (shown cross-hatched in 
Fig 2.2) "lost", when compared to play on the rectangular table. It could be 
argued that this is in fact beneficial, since "conventional" players practicing on 
this round table will have this "extra area" available to them when switching 
back to competitive play on the rectangular table. 
 
The “Standard” Triples table 
The 3.14m diameter (“Standard”) size, with an effective table “length" 40 cm 
larger than the rectangular table (3.14 - 2.74 = 0.40m, or 20cm each side, as 
also shown cross-hatched in Fig 2.2), functions as the serious competition, 
“exhibition” or “championship” table. Triples played on this table size realises 
the advantages of the new game most effectively, and offers players a whole 
new dimension in playing and in freedom of movement. 
 
It is suggested that the 3.14 diameter size be the 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD for Triples matches. 
 
This size also lends itself perfectly to having the circular table shape generated 
by attaching curved extension leaves to the standard rectangular table, thereby 
creating an economically attractive and flexible “two-in-one” solution. This will 
be described in Section 3.4. 
 
From the above it may be generalised that, on average, the competitive round 
table tennis table offers an effective average "playing edge" increase of 3 times 
that on a conventional table: (2.82 + 3.23): 2 = 3.03. It could therefore be 
argued that, from the viewpoint of pure table space (or “baseline length”) 
allocation per singles player, and under playing conditions equivalent to those 
of the conventional game, the number of players on one table may also be 
logically increased by a factor of 3, i.e. from two to six, or three per side: one 
Triples team. 
 
This is the “mathematical basis” of the Triples game. 
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As was shown in Figure 2.1, in the Triples game the table is logically divided 
into six equal sectors by the net and the two “Triples lines” marked on the table. 
The two Triples lines essentially replace the central “doubles line” on the 
conventional table, and serve a similar purpose. The net is located over the 
parting line between the two table halves. For the “Standard” 3.14m Triples table 
the playing edge length of each sector is (4.935:3=) 1.645m, i.e. 8% larger than 
the 1.525m length for the standard rectangular table. In terms of “edge length 
per player” both can therefore be considered as equivalent, with a slight 
advantage of Triples over conventional table tennis. 
 
With this in mind it is fair to say that, from a viewpoint of serious and 
competitive table tennis, it follows that the Triples game is totally equivalent to 
the standard singles and doubles games in terms of playing action, speed and 
skill. In terms of its possible range of shot directions, ball trajectories, game 
variety and team strategies it in fact considerably surpasses the conventional 
game, as will be seen later.  
 
2.2.3  Playing area and “Action Space”      
 
The overall playing area of the 3.14m table is (7.747/4.179=) 85% larger than 
the conventional table area. Collectively this means that players have an 85% 
greater “target area” to play to, thereby allowing them to move further back 
from the table than in the conventional game, if necessary, and still “hit the 
target”, i.e. they have a greater “Action Space”. 
 
The 60-degree sector area for the Standard 3.14m Triples table is 1.29 m2, i.e. 
23% bigger than the conventional doubles court area, (i.e. quarter rectangular 
table area) of 1.05 m2. Hence from the point of view of “surface area per player”, 
Triples play may also be considered equivalent to, and for the 3.14m table 
rather better than that during doubles play in conventional table tennis. 
 
The other intrinsic advantage of play on the the round table over that on the 
rectangular one is that the Action Space behind the table increases with the 
square of the distance away from it (A∝r2) i.e. players have a larger area 
available in which to move around than with the conventional table. There the 
predominantly “one-dimensional” nature of the game effectively only results in a 
corresponding linear increase in Action Space. This comparison has been 
illustrated in Figure 2.3, showing a hypothetical half-conventional and half- 
Standard Triples table located inside the conventional minimum Table Tennis  
Competition court size of 14x7 metres, together with the ”typical” floor areas - 
or Action Spaces - in which an individual player would reasonably be expected to 
move during a game. The 14x7m boundary has been added to provide a 
perspective on relative magnitudes. 
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The cross-hatched region shown in the right half of Fig. 2.3 generally applies to 
conventional singles players, with defensive shots played from 2 to 3 metres 
behind the table [c.f. 12]. The cross-hatched region in the left half indicates the 
possible region or Action Space from within which a Triples player nominally 
stationed at the central sector (or “Centre Court” – see Fig. 2.1) could be 
expected to play. Based on experience and the “85% larger target area” reason 
explained above, this region can readily extend to 4 metres. The areas of the 
two cross-hatched regions are 10.50 and 22.43 square metres respectively, 
giving the Triples player just over twice the possible Action Space than is the 
case for the conventional player. In Figure 2.3 the included angle of the Triples 
Action Space was taken as 90 degrees, i.e. exceeding the 60-degree sector 
angle. This is because the Action Spaces of the individual players obviously 
overlap, as is the case in conventional doubles. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Comparison of Individual Player Action Spaces 
 
A more complete comparison accounting for such team player interactions is 
shown in Figure 2.4, also accounting for “extreme” shot conditions: in 
conventional table tennis the extreme "playable" distance behind the table may 
be taken as 5 metres (chop defence 2 to 4m, loop defence 3 to 5m). This is 
recognised in standard table tennis championship matches by stipulating the 
minimum court dimensions as 14 x 7 metres, i.e. allowing for a ½ (14 - 2.74=) 
5.63m deep space behind the table. For the Standard 3.14m Triples table 
experience has shown that this ”playable distance”, in extreme cases, can be 
extended to over 6 metres (see Fig 3.16), resulting in a circular overall Triples 
Action Space about 15 metres in diameter.  And this leads to another important 




Figure 2.4: Comparison of  Doubles v. Triples Team Action Spaces 
M = actual movement spaces possible and feasible 
N =”nominal” action spaces 
 
Reviving long-distance shots in table tennis 
Among the most exciting features of many ball sports, such as basketball, 
soccer, rugby etc., are long-distance shots. The same applies to table tennis, 
where the most spectacular rallies often involve shots played from far behind  
  
the table, in particular balloon defence or loop shots. However, these shots 
have largely disappeared in modern table tennis. The reasons are firstly the fact 
that in the conventional game one cannot move too far from the table since the 
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next ball may be played very short (although in doubles this problem is partly 
alleviated by the other player – but may still arise with the arrival of the next 
ball…) and secondly by the intrinsic evolution of table tennis towards an ever 
faster game played close to the table (*Footnote 2). 
 
As will be seen later, the rules of Triples allow a player to stay and continue 
playing from far behind the table while the other two team members “cover up” 
for her/him close to the table. The opportunity is therefore created for a revival 
of the “lost art” of long-distance shots, and hence for increased spectator 
appeal – a shot returned correctly from 6 metres behind the table (c.f. Fig 3.16) 
is bound to create a rousing spectator response!  
 
Three times increase for Triples 
 The above two Action Space limits are indicated in Figure 2.4, with the 
previous “individual player” spaces of Fig. 2.3 superimposed. The overall 
“extreme” region areas shown are 30.4m2 for (doubles) conventional table 




= 2.8. If the two triangular 
portions cut off the doubles area by the standard 7m court boundaries are 
subtracted, and without the 2-degree Triples area restriction, the ratio in fact is 
90.05/28.6 = 3.14 (once again, pi!), so that collectively a three-fold increase 
results. The conventional doubles Action Space obviously exceeds that for 
singles, but cannot go too far beyond it because of the alternating play rule in 
doubles. Alternating play as in conventional doubles effectively restricts the 
Action Space of each player - s/he cannot move off to one side or back from the 
table too far, since the next shot to be taken by her/him may go to the other 
side or just over the net.  
 
No such limitation exists in Triples, which incorporates a fundamental change 
in the "order of play" rule, aimed at allowing the players and team more 
freedom in movement and strategy. Apart from the return of service, any one 
member of the team can return the ball. Hence each player can theoretically 
play from anywhere inside the 180-degree space available. Practical 
considerations limit this to approximately the individual 90-degree spaces 
described above and shown in Fig 2.3 for each of the three players. These 
regions have been indicated as M1, M2 and M3 in Fig 2.4, together with their 









Footnote 2: Another reason is the increased pressure on players caused by reducing 
the winning game score from 21 to 11 points. As world-class player Petr Korbel put 
it: “…If you play games to 11, winning is certainly a question of luck and of one’s 
form on the day. Before you were able to adjust your tactics somewhat, or play a few 
balls for the spectators, but now there is no more time for this…” [26]. 
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2.2.4 Advantages of Triples 
 
In summary, and based on these geometrical considerations, a number of new 
features can be listed which distinguish the Triples game from standard table 
tennis. These collectively represent a strong argument for making it an 
attractive new “team game addition” to the existing table tennis repertoire. 
 
From a geometrical viewpoint four features predominate: 
 
1. Triples allows an edge length per player equal to that in the conventional 
game,  
2. Triples allows, and is indeed aimed at, the maximum range of stroke 
directions possible, virtually extending through a full 180 degrees, and  
3. Triples offers a greater "action space" per player than that typically 
feasible in singles or doubles games on the conventional rectangular 
table, partly since 
4. Triples allows the reappearance of long-distance shots and -play in 
competitive table tennis. 
 
Decision time 
Another geometry-related advantage of the “Standard” 3.14m Triples table is 
that its extra “length”, i.e. the 40cm by which its diameter exceeds the length of 
the conventional rectangular table, effectively “slows down” the game - which 
has also been one of the objectives of introducing 40mm balls. Because of the 
“longer” table, opposing players will have to stand about an extra half metre 
further apart compared to the conventional game.  If the ball is played close to 
or over the centre of the table, it can travel that extra distance before being 
returned, unless of course intercepted before. This, if necessary, gives players 
up to 15% more time in which to decide how to return the ball, and who should 
return it.  
 
Naturally that only applies to “centralised” play (i.e. with the ball passing over or 
close to the table centre) – the further away from the centre the ball is played, 
the shorter will be the shot length, hence decision time. When confronted by a 
Triples table, “conventional” players initially and naturally tend to favour play 
across the “lower”, i.e. standard-height, section of the Triples net, thereby 
experiencing this “slow-down” effect. On the other hand the possibility of 
varying shot lengths over a much wider range than in conventional table tennis 
is a further attraction of Triples: the minimum feasible shot length, (e.g. when 
playing at or near the table periphery), measured horizontally, is about 9 cm, 
compared with the maximum of about 8 to 9 metres or more (as follows from 




One can therefore add two further advantages to the above list: 
 
5. Since Triples play inherently tends to be “centralised”, up to 15% more 
decision time is usually available for players to react than in conventional 
table tennis. 
6. Triples allows a tremendous range of “shot lengths”, - from 9 centi-
metres to around 9 metres. 
 
New rules 
It is realised that the change from a rectangular to a round table tennis table 
represents a radical step which, as is the case with any major change, people 
will resist. However, by making such a radical physical change the opportunity 
offers itself of simultaneously making some radical changes in other aspects of 
the game, such as its rules and scoring - partly of course as a result of the 
former, but also in order to add some interesting new features to the time-
proven standard rules of conventional table tennis. To this end, and as will be 
described in Chapters 4 and 5, the rules of Triples are based on the standard 
ITTF rules of table tennis, but also incorporate some additional features 
successfully practised in other sports.  
 
The main examples of such rule changes are: 
 
7. The new concept of a “Service Rally” specifying both the service AND its 
return, leading to 
8. the need for players to perfect good forehand as well as backhand 
services rather than specialising in a single “un-returnable” service 
(which can result in rather monotonous games),  by introducing three 
mandatory directions for service delivery 
9. The new concept of “Free Play” (after the Service Rally) in which any 
player can effectively hit the ball (as in table tennis for the physically 
handicapped)  
10. The introduction of three distinct phases in the Triples game 
proceedings and scoring: the “Straight Game”, “Tie Break” and “Shoot-
out” phases. 
11. The change from two to three advantage points needed to win close 
games in the Tie Break and Shoot-Out phases. 
12. The introduction/possibility of a Draw game outcome if no decisive 
advantage is reached by either team. 
 
Having shown that the circular table shape theoretically leads to an acceptable 
Triples game incorporating some advantages over conventional table tennis, 
the next step is to see how this can be put into practice. For this we must first 
look at the equipment needed, which is the subject of the next chapter. 
However before doing this, another issue needs to be addressed: 
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2.2.5 Triples with other table shapes? 
 
This section would not be complete without considering the possibility of 
playing Triples table tennis on a non-circular table, such as rectangular, 
hexagonal, elliptical, etc. Naturally that is possible, however the following 
arguments will show that, although some feasible “modified” or “practice” 
versions of Triples on a non-circular table exist, none of these alternatives can 
seriously compete with the inherent benefits of the round table. The two main 
“contestants” are the rectangular and hexagonal table shapes, which will now 
be briefly considered.  
 
Rectangular 
As a first reaction to the idea of Triples play one might logically ask whether this 
cannot be achieved by “just using a wider table”, i.e. whilst maintaining the 
rectangular shape. For this to be realised, and as a necessary prerequisite to any 
serious table tennis game, the basic player requirements of the standard game 
must however be maintained.  As far as possible each player must be able to 
move around in a playing area, or Action Space, equivalent to that of a singles 
player in conventional table tennis, and be “responsible” for the same table 
width, or Edge Length, as when playing on a rectangular table.  
 
Doubles play on a conventional table tennis table utilises a central doubles line 
and play alternates between partners (exceptions to this apply for the physically 
handicapped, where either partner can return the ball). Each player is essentially 
“in charge” of a 76cm-wide court, although shots other than the service can be 
played anywhere. - Could a wider table, with the addition of another court, not 
simply accommodate another player?   
 
Theoretically it could: the table would stay the same length and have a width of 
3 x 0.76 = 2.28 metres, with TWO dividing lines, i.e. three “Triples courts”. 
However, with three people behind it the space would be very cramped indeed, 
and the above “action space” requirement could certainly not be met. On the 
other hand all the rules of Triples as described later would still be applicable: 
they are independent of the actual shape of the six courts, so that the 
“rectangular Triples solution” is theoretically possible – in practice perhaps as a 
recreational fun game.  
 
Two-table “Longer Reach” format 
Many interesting table tennis game and practice variations and exercises can, 
and have, of course been thought of based on one or more standard rectangular 
table tennis tables and half-tables. Blum [10] lists 1014 (!) examples, including 
all kinds of geometrical arrangements with both half and whole tables such as 
offset, side-by side, in-line, inclined, triangular and other table formations. The 
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underlying objective thereof is the fun-based introduction to and training for the 
standard game. 
 
One such variation involving 2 standard tables has recently been supported by 
the ITTF, the so-called “Longer-Reach Team Play Format”. Its aims and objectives 
were somewhat similar to those of Triples in that it targeted “…an alternative 
definition to team competition in table tennis sport” [24], with two teams of 3 
players being involved. A layout of two conventional tables placed side-by-side is 
used, separated by a (up to 2m-wide “still waters”) gap covered by a synthetic 
mesh, along which the net is arranged. This gives an effective “table” size of 
2.74m wide by 5.06m long, and results in an “edge length per player” of (2.74:3 
=) 0.91m, compared to 0.76m in doubles or 1.65m for the “Standard” round 
Triples table.  
 
The direction of play is therefore “across” the two conventional tables. Obviously 
and intentionally only very long shots (hence the name “longer-reach”) can be 
played. A player standing 1 metre behind the table has to play a minimum shot 
length of at least 5 metres, with much longer shots being possible. However, the 
players will not be able to reach across the 1.53m table halves to play shots 
close to the net/gap. This means that some of the essential elements of the 
standard table tennis game are “lost”, and that the “Longer-Reach” game 
requires ball skills rather different from those of the standard game. This is 
nevertheless compensated for by a slower, more “visible”, and perhaps more 
“athletic” game. Together with a first simple set of rules (which could be 
developed further) this makes the “Longer-Reach” table tennis variation a new 
game in its own right, and worth being pursued further as such. It in no way 
“competes” with the author’s Triples game, which maintains the basic “high-
speed character” of the standard game and, as will be seen, incorporates many 
new and innovative ideas beyond ‘long reach’. 
 
Hexagonal 
Another option is to make the table hexagonal. Although somewhat more 
radical, this solution also appears quite logical since each of the players could 
be seen as “in charge” of one of the six sides of the hexagon. Basically this does 
represent a workable arrangement, especially in the context of a “composite 
table” in which one simply adds four triangular side-leaves to a standard 
rectangular table as shown in Figure 2.5a. This generates the hexagonal shape 
in a “non-threatening” manner since it can quickly be converted back to the 
standard rectangular table. It will be discussed further in Section 3.4.8. 
However, a hexagonal table tennis table is far from the optimal Triples solution. 
It actually defeats the purpose of Triples as an integrated TEAM game in a 
number of ways. These, when compared to the round table, are as follows: 
1. The six straight sides are automatically perceived as belonging to one 
player each, with everyone “owning” their own court. This is 
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counterproductive to team play, where cooperation rather than territorial 
ownership is needed. 
2. Each player faces his/her opposite number head-on, i.e. across “their” 
pair of parallel sides on opposite “ends” of the table. The hexagonal table 
could actually be thought of as the superposition of 3 conventional tables 
as shown in Figure 2.5b. Together this creates the perception that the 
overall game consists more of three individual singles games being 
played simultaneously by 3 pairs of players, rather than of two coherent 
teams of three interactive team players playing each other. 
3. The active playing perimeter for each team is effectively “interrupted” by 
two corners, or discontinuities, separating the three players. Apart from 
creating a safety hazard (e.g. players hitting the protruding corners) this 
creates an aesthetically less pleasing appearance (angular v. round) than 
the smooth and continuously curved edge of the round table: the more 
“natural” solution (the Earth is also round: it has no corners…). 
4. Compared to the the Standard 3.14m diameter Triples table the “End 
Segments” as per Fig. 2.5b are “lost”, resulting in a smaller playing area 
and consequent loss of the associated benefits. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Geometrical Aspects of the Hexagonal Triples Table 
a. Geometry of the hexagonal Triples table 
b. Superposition model: three conventional tables 
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In short, the uniformly curved periphery of the round table practically combines 
the three players into one integrated, cooperating team, both visually and 
psychologically, thereby supporting the primary aim of Triples. 
 
However, despite the above counter-arguments, the choice of whether a circular 
or hexagonal Triples table is used ultimately comes down to personal player 
preference. None of these arguments is grave enough to outright prevent 
Triples being played on a hexagonal table. All the rules of Triples - described in 
Part II – apply equally well to the round as well as the hexagonal table. As 
mentioned before, they are in fact independent of table shape, as long as three 
courts exist on each table half. 
 
In conclusion, space and game requirements for serious Triples table tennis 
necessitate a round table. Both the rectangular and hexagonal Triples table 
alternatives are inferior to the circular shape. This also applies to an elliptically-
shaped or oval table, which is effectively a special case of the circular table, and 
has special significance for teams with more than 3 players. It will be dealt with 
in Section 8.3.  
 
2.3 Summary: Geometrical Aspects of Triples 
 
The purpose of this Chapter was to show that Triples in table tennis is feasible 
theoretically. In doing this it has been established that the geometrical features 
of the round Triples table lead to a number of outcomes which, in conjunction 
with appropriate rule changes, arguably make the “Triples Solution” a welcome 
addition to table tennis per se. In a nutshell these are: 
 
• a greater range of possible shot directions and shot lengths are 
possible than in conventional table tennis, whilst maintaining the 
same table edge length per player  
• a larger “Action Space” results in which players are free to move 
around during play  
• increased player decision and reaction time results for most shots 
• the possibility is offered of bringing back spectacular long-distance 
shots/rallies into competitive table tennis. 
 
These geometrical features, together with the new rules as described in Part II, 
establish the necessary physical prerequisites for player activity, focusing on 
whole-team involvement. They should, and are purposely designed to, also 
generate and satisfy increased spectator appeal for the team-sport oriented 
public. Triples is therefore designed to increase the popularity of table tennis 
even further and, by expanding its horizon past the conventional game, likewise 
increase its participation rate.  
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But first one needs to look at how the above theoretical considerations can be 
put into practice. Chapter 3 therefore investigates the design and construction 
of the equipment and associated hardware requirements necessary to make 
Triples table tennis a reality. 
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3. TRIPLES  EQUIPMENT 
 
Apart from standard table tennis rackets and balls the three basic “equipment 
elements” of the Triples game are the Table, the “Centrepiece”, and the Net 
Assembly. Each of these must conform to the boundaries set by the basic 
geometry and other physical requirements of Triples. Also, the materials and 
general manufacturing and quality parameters used in Triples equipment must 
be identical to those of conventional table tennis. However, within these 
boundaries various design possibilities still exist for each of the three elements, 
some examples of which are described below. 
 
3.1 The Triples Table 
 
Apart from its height, which is the same as that of the conventional table, the 
diameter of the Triples table is its other major parameter. As explained above, 
there are two preferred table sizes: the "Practice" table with a diameter of 2.74 
metres, and the “Standard” (or "Competition") table 3.14m in diameter. The 
choice between the two sizes is a question of cost, space and player and/or 
tournament standard: the larger size must be used for important competition, 
championship and spectator/exhibition matches. The "Practice” size is 
appropriate for practice and club matches, with smaller organisations (clubs, 
schools) usually operating on limited budgets and in more confined playing 
venues. - However, even they may be able to afford the “Triples Extension 
Leaves” which convert the standard rectangular table to the Standard 3.14m 
Triples table, as described later.  
 
3.1.1 The Three Basic Round-Table Designs 
 
Construction 
The “standard table tennis table characteristics” such as materials, surface 
makeup and ball bounce, etc., must be the same for the Triples table as for the 
conventional table, with the playing surface at the same standard 0.76m height 
above the ground. Although a one-piece, 3.14m-diameter table is technically 
possible (and perhaps appropriate for world championships and similar events), 
the practical construction of the Triples table typically follows one of three 
distinct designs, each of which has its particular advantages: 
 
• The “Two-Halves Table” 
• The “Composite Table” 
• The “Modular Table”. 
 
The “Two-Halves” foldable table layout, as the preferred competition table, is 
constructed in the same manner as that commonly used for the conventional 
table. With it, the complete range of conventional rectangular table and support 
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structure designs (fixed, mobile, folding/hinged, playback, etc.) also applies to 
the round table. Examples of foldable mobile Triples tables which can easily be 
moved and set up by a single person are shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
                                   
                            a                                                                      d 
        
                            b                                                                      e 
                              
                            c 
Figure 3.1: The Folding Round Triples Table: Examples  
a. Mobile folding table with “permanent” (conventional) practice net 
b. Unfolding  c. Setup complete  d. Playback configuration  e. Table storage 
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One attractive alternative is to simply add the abovementioned “Triples 
extensions” to the standard rectangular table without in any way interfering with 
it, resulting in the “Composite Triples Table”. Another is to construct and 
assemble the table from six identical 60-degree sector modules: the “Modular  
Triples Table”. Both the “Composite” and “Modular” tables have advantages in 
terms of cost, storage, flexibility and other game possibilities, and are described 
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
 
Line Marking 
For both the Standard and Practice Triples tables, and following standard table 
tennis marking convention, a 2.0cm-wide white line is provided around the table 
perimeter, the “Perimeter Line”. However, the 3mm-wide conventional doubles 
line is replaced by two prominent 1cm-wide white lines at 60 degrees to the net 
(or parting) line, meeting at the centre: the two “Triples Lines”. These divide the 
table surface into six equal sectors, i.e. three “courts” per side: the “Centre 
Court” (CC), “Left Wing” (LW), and “Right Wing” (RW), as was shown in Figure 2.1. 
The reason for the increased width of the Triples lines is their increased 
significance in Triples play, which requires that players and umpires can clearly 
see them, and are therefore clearly aware of the three courts at all times. 
 
3.2 The ”Centrepiece” 
 
A new feature of the Triples game is the “Centrepiece” (obviously located at the 
centre of the table). It has two functions. Firstly, to prevent balls coming to rest 
“irretrievably” at the centre of the table, and secondly to effect an angled 
rebound for balls landing within the central region – a new challenge for table 
tennis players. Whilst the Centrepiece is technically only needed for the 
“Standard” (3.14m) table; its use on the “Practice” (2.74m) table is nevertheless 
advisable (though optional), in order to practice the unaccustomed and less 
predictable rebounds off the Centrepiece. The same applies for the “clipped” 
version of the Composite table (see Section 3.4). 
 
3.2.1 Rationale and Bounce Geometry 
 
In traditional table tennis the distance between the net and the ends on the 
conventional table, i.e. 1.37m, represents the maximum distance a player has to 
stretch  (including the length of his/her racket), in order to play close to the net. 
This distance must not be exceeded for Triples. The 2.74m round table satisfies 
this requirement, however the 3.14m table exceeds it by 20 centimetres. This 
means that balls landing close to the centre of the latter can usually not be 
played, nor can they be easily retrieved from there. To accommodate the 1.37m 
requirement, and as an extra feature of competitive Triples, a central, 40cm 
diameter shallow cone or hub, i.e. the “Centrepiece”, is situated at the centre of 
the 3.14m table, as shown in Figure 3.2. It fits essentially under the net, and 
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assures that balls are prevented from coming to rest or “sitting” in the central 
table area: they will roll off towards the table edge.  
 (a) 
    (b) 
    (c) 
    (d) 
 
Figure 3.2: The Triples “Centrepiece” (PATENT APPLIED FOR) 
a. Effect of cone angle on ball rebound 
b. Experimental Centrepieces for testing ball roll-off and bounce 
characteristics 
c. 40cm diameter Centrepiece with net joint cover 
d. Triples line extensions on Centrepiece 
 
The angled rebound off this cone is in fact another innovative feature of the 
Triples game, and creates interesting playing situations and player responses: 
since the balls arriving from the opposite side effectively land on a “downhill 
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slope” this has the effect of “accelerating" them, as indicated in Fig. 3.2a. If by 
mistake the ball lands on one’s own side, i.e. on the “uphill” part of the cone, 
the opposite effect occurs. That also happens if a short “sideways” shot is 
played from either Wing Court close to the net and nearly parallel to it: the ball 
can then land on either the “uphill” or “downhill” side (as seen by the player) of 
the opponents’ Centrepiece half. The exact angle of rebound will naturally be 
also determined by the type and amount of spin on the ball. During normal play 
the majority of shots will obviously not land on the Centrepiece, but those that 
do (and experience has shown that to be a very rare event) present players with 
a new challenge. 
 
3.2.2 Construction  
 
The surface of the Centrepiece is part of the playing area and must therefore 
have the same bounce characteristics as the parent table. The cone angle of the 
Centrepiece is chosen such that it deflects the balls landing on it (or purposely 
played there) in a way which still enables them to be reasonably 
played/returned. Trials with central cone heights between 10 and 50 millimetres 
(c.f. Fig. 3.2b) have shown a cone height of 31 mm (π cm…) to best satisfy the 
dual objectives of ball retrieval and angled rebound. For visual effect it is 
suggested that the Centrepiece be of a different colour to that of the main 
playing area such as white, which together with the white Triples lines and net 
border creates an aesthetically pleasing effect (Fig. 3.2c). Alternatively or in 
addition it can be used do display sponsors’ logos, which should however not 
unduly interfere with the 60-degree Triples lines ideally extending right to the 
centre as shown in Fig. 3.2d. 
 
The Centrepiece may be attached permanently to the table surface, either as an 
integral part or in two halves, or may be constructed as a removable unit. That 
option is needed when playing Triples on the Composite table, where the two 
halves of the Centrepiece are simply placed against the existing conventional 
net and are aligned with each other by means of dowel pins which readily fit 
through or under the existing net. This can be seen in the trial Centrepiece 
halves shown in Fig. 3.2b.  
 
A central cutout may be left in the Centrepiece which allows a support post or 
similar device to be located there as per Fig. 3.2c. This post can for example be 
used to anchor the tension strings extending from the sloping net portions (see 
Section 3.3) at the centre for extra strength and stability. Furthermore, the 
relatively large diameter of the Centrepiece enables the space underneath it to 
be utilised beneficially, for example to house electronic equipment needed for 
sensor-assisted umpiring, a feature of the future “intelligent Triples table” (see 
Section 8.2). This applies particularly to the Modular Table construction 
discussed in Section 3.5. In that case a central “equipment tower” may be 
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located underneath the Centrepiece by leaving a hole accommodating such 
equipment in the middle of the table, which during play is covered up by the 
Centrepiece itself. 
                                                         




As for the conventional table, the Triples net is arranged over the parting line 
between the two table halves, and follows the same colour scheme. It also has 
the same height as the conventional net, but only over its central portion: 
similarities end there. - Obviously it would be very easy for the players in the 
wing courts to smash the ball into the adjacent opposite court if the net was the 
same height along all of its length. This would create a completely impractical 
situation. For this reason the height of the Triples net increases towards the 
periphery of the table, as shown in Figure 3.3. It must also be said that, 
although the wing players can come very close to the net, they (“or anything 
they wear or carry”) must not touch the net assembly during play, as is the case 
in the conventional game. – see ITTF rule 2.10.1.9 [27]. 
 
The length of each of the sloping portions and of the central horizontal portion 
is the same, each being one-third of the overall table diameter (measured along 
the table surface). This is a simple and logical solution, with each player 
essentially “in charge” of one-third of the net, and still presents the Wing Court 
players with sufficient challenge for ball returns even when leaning forward as 
far as possible to reach the lower net portion. The other, related variable is the 
exact height of the two sloping net portions. The net has to be high enough to 
prevent the above “easy smashes”, without however exceeding a reasonably 
playable limit. Trials have shown that the optimum solution is obtained by a net 
height of 41cm at the table periphery (*Footnote 3).  
 
As for conventional table tennis, the net continues on both sides past the table 
edge. These “overhangs” are designed as two semi-circular “screens” blending in 
harmoniously with the main net, and fulfill the same purpose as the net 
overhangs in conventional table tennis. Good returns have to pass over or 




Footnote 3:  Trials performed with net heights at the table periphery varying from 10π 
to 15π, ie 31.4 to 47.1 centimetres, have shown that this height of 41cm, or 13π, 
results in the best compromise between excessively “uncomfortable” net heights (the 
average person can still comfortably look and play over it) and the one-third 
sloping/level requirement mentioned above. 
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Figure 3.3: Triples Net Configurations (PATENT APPLIED FOR) : 
a. Overall Net Geometry with Standard 3.14m Triples Table 
b. Adaptation of Standard Net to 2.74m Practice Table 
c. Example of Centre Detail for Standard Table 
d  Example of Framed “Clear Net” Construction on Standard Table  
(with front half table removed for clarity)  
                e. Example of Modular Half-net Construction with Central Post and 
Peripheral Upward Post 
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This sweeping and aesthetically pleasing net configuration, apart from the 
circular table shape, is the other main feature distinguishing the overall 
appearance of the Triples table from the conventional rectangular table/net 
geometry. It characterises the physical layout and visual impact of Triples. The 
“three thirds” net height variation essentially means that “quasi-normal” table 
tennis can be played over the central table and net portion, but that new ball 
control skills are needed for effective play from and within the Wing Courts. 
 
The large net area resulting from the combination of the two relatively large 
triangular portions and the semi-circular screen areas deliberately serves 
another purpose. It lends itself perfectly as commercial advertising space and 
for promotional purposes, e.g. for the insertion of manufacturers’ logos, or, 
perhaps more importantly, those of tournament or event sponsors, as also 
indicated in Fig 3.3b. This already happens to a limited extent with conventional 
nets, but can be developed much further with the bigger area now available. 
Hence Triples, by providing scope for increased visibility to sponsoring 
organisations - whose financial support is vital to the running of most table 
tennis events - may actually contribute towards attracting increased sponsorship 
money. 
 
3.3.2 Construction of Net Assembly  
 
The main dimensions of the Triples net, which also define its geometry, are 
shown in Figure 3.3a. For consistency and (economic) convenience they are the 
same for both the Standard (3.14m) and Practice (2.74m) tables. The top edge 
of the net is lined with the usual white border lining, which also extends right 
around the two semi-circular side screens as shown in Figs. 3.3d and e. The 
bottom edge should be as close as possible to the table surface (and may even 
touch it). The actual net material may be the same as for conventional nets. 
However, provided the net is as transparent and as ball-“absorbent” as the latter, 
and conforms to the geometry shown in Fig. 3.3a, manufacturers are free to use 
other materials (e.g. plastics or wire mesh) which may be more suited to the 
larger net area, and may provide superior stability and simpler designs than 
conventional materials. To use the standard net on the Practice table a net 
adaptor, shown in Fig. 3.3b, and consisting of an extension clamp and a fill-in 
screen extension, is provided at each side. 
 
The net is attached to the table by means of net posts placed at the periphery of 
the table. These peripheral net posts may extend upwards as well as downwards 
as indicated in Fig. 3.3b, but should preferably only point downwards as per Fig. 
3.3d. That can be accomplished by using a strong (e.g. metal) frame running 
right around the net periphery and covered by cloth, firmly supporting the 
tensioned net. This has the advantage that there is no “obstruction” anywhere 
within the net area, and that an uninterrupted space is available for sponsorship 
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logos etc. The alternate solution using an upward peripheral post is shown in 
Fig. 3.3e, also demonstrating the use of self-supporting wire mesh net material. 
Alternatively, if standard “soft” net material is used a tension cord may be 
inserted along the top edge as in conventional nets, this cord being continued 
from the sloping parts to the centre, where it is anchored (at a point 1.54cm, or 
~π/2) above the table, as shown in Figs 3.3b and 3.3c.  
 
Obviously the net on the Triples table is much longer than that on the 
rectangular table, i.e. 3.14m (without the “screens”), as against 1.83m (incl. the 
15.25 cm overhangs). It has been found in practice that the strength and quality 
of today's nets does in fact allow these relatively long distances to be bridged in 
one span with essentially no central sag, although that is also guaranteed by 
providing the additional central support post as shown in Figs. 3.3c and 3.3e, 
which then also serves as anchor for the abovementioned top net cord 
(*Footnote 4). 
  
The net construction described so far mainly applies to the “two-halves” 
Standard and Practice tables. As described in Section 3.1, other table designs 
are possible for which the net assemblies have to be modified, with the overall 
dimensions and effect however the same as shown in Figure 3.3. - For example, 
the net arrangement for the Composite table differs from the above in that it 
consists of three individual sections, one of them being the existing 
conventional net assembly which is left “untouched”. 
 
3.4 The Convertible “Composite” Triples Table 
 
It is possible to quickly, easily and reversibly convert a conventional table tennis 
table and net to a Triples table and net configuration by using auxiliary table 
leaves. This not only results in an economical advantage, but, since the process 
is “reversible”, effectively means that one has both table shapes readily 




There is no question that for serious competition and championship matches the 
“complete” Triples table should be constructed in two halves, with an 
“uninterrupted”, smooth playing surface on both. Such tables will obviously be 
more expensive than conventional ones, although on a cost-per-player basis the 
difference is somewhat offset since six, rather than two or four people occupy 
the table simultaneously. Nevertheless, such tables will be an extra investment 
Footnote 4: The centre support was a standard feature of earlier round table tennis 
variations [13 -21], and has the added advantage that for example Triples "team 
handicap" configurations can easily be set up - see Section 7.2).  
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and will need extra storage space, which especially smaller clubs may not be 
able to afford. 
 
It would therefore be advantageous if one could somehow “convert” the 
standard rectangular table into a Triples table, preferably without any 
constructional changes to the existing standard table and net, so that these can 
readily be converted back to their original purpose and shape.  
 
3.4.2 Triples Extensions                                  
Figure 3.4 indicates how this may be achieved, with the rectangular table shown 
superimposed on the 3.14m diameter Standard Triples table. It divides the 
“extra Triples area” (shown cross-hatched) into two large side segments (“side 
leaves”) 2.74m long - or alternatively four quarter segments 1.37m long -, and 
two small end segments (“end flaps”), each 1.525m long. Theoretically the two 
Triples lines meet the periphery just outside the rectangular table corners. The 
actual difference is ½(1.570 - 1.525) = 2.25cm, i.e. approximately one edge line 
width on the conventional table. Therefore for all practical purposes they can be 
considered to coincide with the diagonals of the conventional table, the 
difference being negligible (the Centre Court actually has an included angle of 
58 degrees and 2 minutes, the two Wing Courts one of 60deg 59mins).  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Composite Triples Table Geometry: Rectangular and Round 
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These diagonal Triples lines naturally have to be added to the conventional 
table. They may be superimposed or painted permanently onto the table surface 
in a “Triples colour”, such as red, which distinguishes them from the white lines 
on the conventional table. Or they can be effected by using thin plastic adhesive 
tape which can be added to and removed from the standard table as required (in 
the “intelligent Triples table” (c.f. Section 8.2) such Triples “taped lines” may 
contain electronic sensors for assisting in the detection of line balls). One 
advantage of this solution is that apart from the peripheral line no other line 
markings whatsoever are needed on any of the four extension segments. 
 
The two larger segments along the sides, or “Side Leaves”, are typically 
designed as standalone units. They are preferably constructed  as four hinged or 
free-standing “Quarter Side Leaves”, as indicated in Fig. 3.4., or as two integral 
segments as indicated in Figure 3.5. They are simply placed against the existing 
rectangular table either without any direct connection to it, or preferably using 
docking clips and pins or dowels to achieve firm attachment and exact 
alignment with it, as illustrated in Figure 3.5a. This figure also indicates the 






Figure 3.5: The “Clipped” Triples Table 
a. Attachment detail 
b. The Clipped Composite Triples Table 
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The above “conversion” is based on the “Standard”, i.e. 3.14m diameter Triples 
table, with the curved part of the Side Leaves having a 1.57m radius - what 
about the 2.74m “Practice” Triples table? - Of course one could also provide Side 
Leaves with 1.37m radii and attach these to the rectangular table. However this 
defeats the purpose since the rectangular shape would predominate, with its 
four corners protruding “dangerously” beyond the circular shape, as could be 
seen from Fig. 2.2, thereby altogether creating an incompatible and impractical 
arrangement.  
 
If the “shorter” Practice Triples table is needed, a much better and overall 
cheaper “composite solution” is to simply use the four Quarter Leaves described 
above for the 3.14m table without the “End Flaps”, leading to the “clipped” 
Triples table. 
 
3.4.3 The “Clipped” Triples Table 
 
Once the two Side Leaves have been added it may be argued that the overall 
shape of the table is already “essentially round”, the two missing end segments 
being only a “minor part” of the overall circular shape. In fact, it might even be 
argued that the other two segments, the “End Flaps”, especially for practice / 
training or recreational purposes, may not be necessary at all. Without them the 
Centre Courts become 20 centimetres “shorter” in the middle (and essentially 
maintain their “conventional table tennis character”), which is an advantage in 
terms of the player’s position (closer to the net, smaller area to cover), but a 
disadvantage for the opposing team, which has less area available for ball 
placement. Also, since the Centre Court player then plays on an essentially 
“conventional” table half, there is no longer a need for the Centrepiece, although 
it should preferably remain there for practice purposes. This “clipped” table 
shape, shown in Figure 3.5b, therefore imposes a more difficult playing 
situation than the fully round shape, which is psychologically good for practice. 
This difficulty is then removed when playing “seriously” on the fully circular 
competition table (*Footnote 5).  
 
However, the fully circular shape is needed for the “true” Triples game, meaning 
that the two End Flaps must also be fitted. They can be attached in the same 
way as the Side Leaves, or simply be hinged to the ends of the standard table 
and folded away under it when not in use.  
 
 
*Footnote 5: Time alone will tell whether people, and the competitive table tennis 
world at large, will actually prefer the “clipped” round table to the completely round 
shape for Triples – there are pros and cons for both, and only playing experience on 
both will determine the “winner”. Fundamentally and aesthetically the perfectly round 
shape is  however ”just perfect”…   
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This naturally means a minor “retrofitting” modification to the underside of the 
existing table, which however in no way interferes with its standard rectangular 
shape, nor the standard game or playing conditions. 
 
3.4.4 The “Retrofit” Solution 
 
Most clubs and individuals are likely to want to try out “the new thing” with least 
expense and inconvenience first, for which the composite solution, when used 
in conjunction with their existing table(s), provides the ideal answer. Before 
committing resources to buying a “full” circular Triples table they only have to 
invest in the Side Leaves and End Flaps, as described above, to try out Triples 
play. The added advantage is that these extensions need less storage space 
than the full Triples table when not in use. For a simple “retrofit” design as 
described below, and shown in Figure 3.6, the cost of the extensions is less 
than half that of a full Triples table. The overall cost of the retrofit solution is 
usually  outweighed by the extra convenience and flexibility achieved by it.  
 (a)    (b) 
 
  (c) 
 
Figure 3.6: The Preferred Composite Triples Table Design (PAT. APP. FOR) 
a. The Six Segment System 
b. Prototype Quarter-leaf Assembly with Net 
c. Overall View of Prototype Composite Triples Table 
  
One factor to be considered with the retrofit design is that all conventional table 
tennis tables have manufacturing tolerances, or height variations, which will 
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cause misalignment between the existing (foldable) table and the Side Leaves, 
especially if these are in one piece. It has been found that commercially 
available conventional tables exhibit height variations of up to +/- 7mm from 
the legal height of 76 cm (i.e. just under 1%, which in everyday play is quite 
acceptable). A similar argument applies to one-piece Side Leave tolerances, so 
that major and unacceptable discontinuities could arise along the joining edges. 
This can to some degree be overcome by making the two 2.74m long Side 
Leaves height-adjustable. However, not only would that be expensive and 
physically awkward, but it would not solve the problem since conventional 
folding tables (because they fold) also exhibit height variations even along their 
own length. 
 
The solution to this problem is to construct the Side Leaves in two halves, ie to 
provide four quarter segments whose height can be adjusted individually to 
match any existing variations in table height. Likewise the two End Flaps can be 
constructed as clip-on segments with adustable legs. In this way the 
“discontinuities” in the table surface caused along the edges where the 6 
segments (all of which must have “sharp” top edges along the joints) are joined 
to the existing rectangular table are minimised. Slight ball bounce irregularities 
may possibly still be caused, which however may not be too objectionable 
especially in social or lower grade competitive play, and may be accounted for 
by playing a “let”.  
 
This six-segment design, shown in Figure 3.6a, is by far the cheapest and most 
flexible solution, and the preferred “retrofit” variation of the Composite Triples 
Table. A prototype version of the Quarter Side Leaves has been shown in Figure 
3.6b. Each of them has three legs, detachable for easy storage. The outer leg is 
fixed to achieve the standard 760mm playing surface height, the two inner legs  
are height-adjustable to suit the particular table, as are the two-legged End 
Flaps. The quarter-leaf assembly shown standing also has the composite net 
structure fitted (see Sect. 3.4.5). The six segments are fitted and clamped one-
by-one to the conventional table. They can all be lifted by one person (one 
18mm-MDF Quarter Leaf incl. 3 legs weighs approx. 12 kilograms, an End Flap 5 
kg), are easily manoeuvrable, accessible from all sides, can be fitted to any 
existing conventional table, and need minimum storage space – an ideal set of 
parameters, or even requirements, for the typical table tennis club. An example 
of the final table assembly is shown in Fig. 3.6c. 
 
The time taken for – and perhaps possible inconvenience caused by - assembly 
and disassembly of the composite table is more than compensated for by the 
fact that the six segments effectively create a “2-in-1” solution, i.e. two table 
shapes (as well as a number of unexpected and interesting new shapes and 
game possibilities – see Chapter 8), thereby allowing the flexibility to play both 
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the standard singles and doubles games as well as Triples on the same table, 
with minimum changeover effort.  
 
3.4.5 The Composite Net 
 
There are various ways of solving the net situation when converting the 
rectangular table to the Triples configuration. Their overall result must be to 
achieve the net contour shown in Figure 3.3 whilst leaving the standard net 
assembly untouched on the rectangular table. Figure 3.6 indicates one solution 
in which the two net extensions are rigidly attached to two of the Quarter Side 
Leaves. They can similarly be attached to the two integral Half Side Leaves as 
per Fig. 3.5  Apart from the higher net posts at the table periphery each leaf 
has an inside net post, as per Fig.3.6b. These additional “inside” posts are 
slightly longer than the 15.25cm net height. Appropriate recesses are provided 
along the parting line of the Triples Leaves, i.e. under the net, to accommodate 
the existing net posts and support clamp structure. One solution to achieve the 
overlap with the standard net is shown in Fig. 3.6b, with (for example) a 
horizontal bar passing through both posts and supporting the cantilevered net 
portion. Obviously other solutions exist. 
 
Two prototype Triples net sections are shown in Figure 3.7, one using self-
supporting wire mesh, the other cloth as the main net material. Both contain a 
41cm-radius half-hoop which supports the semi-circular overhanging net screen. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Prototype Triples Composite Net Extensions (PAT. APP. FOR) 
 
The overall Triples net shape is therefore generated by the combination of the 
existing conventional and the two Triples extension nets, as shown in Figure 
3.6c. The fact that the three net sections are an “integral”, i.e. pre-assembled 
part of the three table modules, results in the least amount of effort and 
disturbance in switching between table shapes. It must be noted that not only 
the net, but indeed the six Triples segments themselves can actually be used in 
interesting new combinations on a “standalone” basis for practice and 
recreational purposes, as described in Section 8.1. 
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3.4.6 The mobile “Standalone” Triples Net 
 
Another “least-effort” solution to the table-net interaction is to provide two 
completely self-contained, independent net units supported off the floor, which 
are simply placed against the table edge and clipped into place, with two “half-
nets” protruding to the centre of the table. These “standalone nets” can in fact be 
used on ANY of the three table designs - or any others, for that matter -. Since 
they extend right to the floor they also have the beneficial effect of indicating the 
territorial ”boundaries” between the two teams, ie  acting as mini-barriers 
between the two opposing wing courts. 
 
Many designs are possible, the main requirements being lightness, stability and 
ease of assembly and storage. One example is shown in Figure 3.8 (two such 
units are of course required). It consists of a half-net supported on an 
independent stand, with the cantilevered net end joining up with that of its 
counterpart at the centre to form the complete Triples net. For exact location 
the net ends may be clipped to the centre post. In principle, the unit  consists of 
a main support post A through which net support rod B passes at point 1. This 
rod supports the horizontal portion of the net (hidden inside the top net fold). A 
suspension wire or cord C (likewise hidden inside the top fold of the sloping net 
portion) holds up the net at point 2, then passes over the main support post at 
point 3 and down to its anchor point 4 at the base. A counterweight may be 
necessary there (not shown) to counteract the lever arm of the cantilevered net.  
 
 
                                              (a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 3.8 : Example of “Standalone” Triples Net Unit (PAT. APP. FOR) 
a. Design Detail: A – Main support post; B – Net support rod;  
C – Tension wire; D – Optional screen 
                               b.  Example of Mobile Unit 
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Also, an optional screen D may be fitted for safety and aesthetics, and to remind 
wing-court players of their “action space boundaries”. The unit may be fitted 
with fixed feet, or with lockable wheels as indicated in Fig 3.8b. This allows easy 
setup and is also particularly useful for “handicap” games, as discussed in 
Chapter 7. Also, the net support rod B may be adjusted lengthwise, so that, for 
example during practice or for special effects, the horizontal part of the net may 
be shortened or “eliminated”. 
 
As was the case for the Standard net (Fig. 3.3d) it is also possible to construct 
the Composite and/or Standalone nets with a peripheral (metal) frame to keep 
the net area completely free of any obstructions, for example for advertising 
purposes. 
 
3.4.7 Hinged and Other Table Designs 
 
The “retrofit” composite Triples table described above is based on a 
conventional table to which the extension leaves are clamped one-by-one, after 
the required height adjustment. The advantage thereof is that no modifications 
whatsoever are required to the standard rectangular table. However there are 
many other possibilities of achieving the same outcome, i.e. to have a table 
which “can be both round as well as rectangular”, if the table is designed as a 
composite table (i.e. with this in mind) right from the outset. This simply 
involves some provision on the rectangular table which allows the conversion 
leaves to be fitted to it, or pulled out from beneath it and locked in place quickly 
and accurately. In essence the principle is the same as that used for other 
extendable tables such as dining tables.  
 
Figure 3.9 shows a hinged construction as one such example. Each of the six 
Triples segments is attached to the standard table by means of two horizontal 
hinges provided at the side and end faces of the table.  The hinges are designed 
to accurately line up the playing surfaces of the table and the extension 
segments, with the latter being slid into place and locked, and support legs fully 
deployed. When not in use the segments may be removed altogether or simply 
folded out of the way, coming to rest at an angle of 70 degrees to the floor 
since the Side Leaves are wider than the height of the table (80.75cm c.f. 
76.0cm). They will touch the floor approx. 27cm away from the table. This 
inclination may in fact be advantageous since, whilst folded down, the Side 
Leaves can be covered with a protective cover and used as clearly visible 
advertising space. A full-length, one-piece net as used for the Standard Triples 
table is the preferred net solution for this setup, but a modular 3-piece net can 





Figure 3.9: Hinged Composite Triples Table Design 
 
This is just one design example. Many other solutions for converting the 
rectangular to the round table, and vice versa, exist. Cost, convenience and 
speed of conversion will influence their choice. 
 
3.4.8 The Composite Hexagonal Triples Practice Table 
 
As described in Section 2.2.5 and shown in Fig 2.5 a hexagonal table also 
represents a workable, though sub-optimal Triples table geometry. It can 
obviously be generated in the same way as described above for the round table, 
by adding four triangular side-leaves to the standard rectangular table. These 
can similarly be standalone units clamped to the latter, or hinged as per Fig. 
3.9. Since the distance across corners is the same as the diameter of a Standard 
Triples table, i.e. 3.14 metres, a standard Triples net can be fitted, as indicated 
in Figure 3.10. This essentially leads to a straight-edge version the 2.74m- dia. 
“Triples Practice” table (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 2.2). Players are“missing out”on 
the extra segmental playing area available with the 3.14m Standard Triples 
table. This can however be beneficial for practice sessions. Compared to the 
curved side-leaves of the round table, the smaller and straight-sided extension 
leaves of the composite hexagonal table are also cheaper and easier to produce.  
 
This may be attractive to smaller clubs, and for “trying out” the basic ideas of 
Triples, by simply using the existing rectangular table(s) in a reversible manner. 
It must however be cautioned that first impressions can be misleading. The full 
range of Triples benefits, such as for example the possibility of long shot 
lengths right around the courts, can only be experienced with the full 3.14m 
diameter table. On the other hand, this disadvantage of the composite 
hexagonal table may, when viewed from a practice perspective, be outweighed 
by the possibility of using its inherent geometrical properties to also generate 
different table geometries for practice. Such new arrangements are naturally 
also possible with the extension leaves of the composite round Triples table. 
Practice arrangements for both the round and hexagonal composite tables are 





Figure 3.10: Composite Hexagonal Triples Practice Setup 
 
3.5 The Modular Triples Table 
 
A number of features also make the “modular” construction of the Triples table 
attractive, as an assembly of six sectors corresponding to the six Triples Courts. 
This applies equally well to the round as well as the hexagonal or other table 
shapes. Only the round “serious Triples” alternative will be considered here, 
from which the design of other shapes can however be inferred.  
 
Compared to the two-halves construction, the advantages of the six-sector 
design are greater flexibility, smaller panels less likely to warp or deform, more 
compactness for easier handling and storage, and possibly cheaper 
construction. Moreover, as will be discussed further in Chapter 8, the six table 
modules can be used as the basis of a “new system” of table tennis [28].  
 
Figure 3.11 illustrates the principle. The basic “building block” is one 60-degree 
table sector or “module”. Six of these are joined together to make up the table, 
the edges of the modules coinciding with the radial Triples lines. Various 
support and joining options exist for achieving the complete table, two of these 
being shown in the figure: the table may be built up of six individually 
supported standalone modules, or of three hinged folding pairs, or even of two 
single plus two hinged modules.  
 
As is implicit in the Composite table design, the Modular table should also be of 
“Standard” Triples size, i.e. 3.14m diameter, in order to reap the full benefits of 
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the Triples game. And as was the case there, it is necessary to minimise any 
surface irregularities or misalignments at any two of the joining faces, i.e. at the 
Triples court lines - at the third “line”, i.e. underneath the net, this is less 
important. This can again be ensured by making some of the supports height-
adjustable, as described in Section 3.4. However, this problem can, at least 
during the “Service Rally” (see later) be resolved in that an irregular ball bounce 
off these joints is treated as a “line call” leading to a “let”, i.e. repeat service, 
since the irregular bounce is caused by the equipment rather than the player. As 
mentioned before, in the “intelligent” version of the Modular Triples table these 
joints can also be used to house line ball sensors. 
 
          
                        (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 3.11: The Modular Triples Table: Sector Unit Design (PAT. APP. FOR) 
a. Single sector modules 
b. Folding pair construction 
 
Figure 3.12 shows three prototype sector modules, together making up one half 
3.14m Standard Triples table. In its assembled state the sectors are clamped 
together at the support ribs extending underneath and along their straight 
sides, or “flanks”. It can also be seen that at the centre a (9cm-diameter) hole is 
left. For reasons to be explained in Chapter 8 this enables a conventional table 
tennis net to be attached, without any modifications, along any of the sector 
flanks. 
 
   
 
Figure 3.12: Prototype Modular Triples Sectors 
a. Three standalone sectors 
b. Assembled half Triples table 
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This is illustrated in Figure 3.13, showing standard table tennis net assemblies 
fitted to the sector modules. This photograph also illustrates the principle of 
exact table-top alignment: the central sector leg is fixed and results in the 
standard playing surface height of 76cm, whereas the two outer legs are height-
adjustable to account for any irregularities. During play the central hole is of 
course covered by the Centrepiece. But more importantly, this “hole”, i.e. the 
central recess on each sector module, allows central net posts to be attached 
and hence half-length Triples nets to be fitted, as was shown in Fig. 3.3e above. 
Alternatively the Mobile Net Unit shown in Figure 3.8 may of course be used. In 
each case two of these opposing net sectors create the overall Triples net. 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Conventional Nets on Sector Modules 
 
By way of example, the assembly sequence of a complete Modular Triples table 
is shown in Figure 3.14.  Fig. 3.14a shows the “knocked-down Triples package” 
consisting of six sector modules, two half-nets, two half-Centrepieces and a 
prototype scoreboard (to be discussed in Section 5.2.), ready for transport 
and/or storage. Each of the sector modules weighs about 20kg, meaning that 
they are light enough to be handled by one person. One person alone can 
therefore readily assemble the whole table, typically in the sequence illustrated 
in Figs. 3.14b to d. To facilitate setup – as well as “player rotation” (see Section 
4.5) – the edges of the six sectors are colour-coded: Black for the Centre Court 
sectors, Red for the Right Wing sectors, and Yellow for the Left Wing sectors. 
 
Figure 3.14e then shows the final Triples table at the playing venue (in a 15m-
diameter court – see Section 3.6) and ready for competition play. It also 
illustrates another option for playing surface alignment of the modular table 
sectors. Since the floor in various playing venues is not always perfectly flat it is 
necessary to compensate for this in the table. An easy way to achieve this is to 
construct the two (“red” and “yellow”) Wing Court sectors with a fixed height of 
76.0 cm, but the Centre Court sector with adjustable-height supports, enabling 
the joints between it and the Wing Courts to be fine-tuned for flatness. For the 




              
                (a)                                                               (b) 
 (c)   (d) 
(e) 
 
Figure 3.14: Assembly of Complete Modular Triples Table Setup  
(PATENT APPLIED FOR) 
a. “Knocked-down Triples Package” 
b. 3 Table Sectors erected and Net halves on standby 
c. 5 Sectors erected, Net and Centrepiece in place 
d. Assembly complete, all Sectors interconnected 
e. Final Triples table setup ready for competition  
 
The two Centrepiece halves shown in Fig. 3.14 have a non-slip soft underside 
and are simply placed on the table surface. Alternatively they may consist of six 
individual parts fitted to the six sector modules as indicated in Fig. 3.15, with 
appropriate cutouts for any centre posts. 
 
Among other things the “half-net” feature, and the interchangeable nature of the 
sector modules, allows the half-nets to be arranged along any of the radial 
Triples lines, which is useful for example during handicap games. Figure 3.15b 
illustrates this in combination with the modular Centrepiece option. 
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                              (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 3.15: Modular Centrepiece (PAT. APP. FOR) 
a. Three Centrepiece modules 
b. Assembled modular Centrepiece configuration 
 
3.6 Triples Courts 
 
Having specified the main equipment items needed for actually playing the 
Triples game, some of the auxiliary items and facilities also need to be 
considered, such as scoring and display devices, umpire location and the Triples 
court and its surroundings. Scoring and display devices will be dealt with in 
Section 5.2, suffice it to say here that in Triples even more than in the 
conventional games it is important that players as well as spectators are clearly 
and continuously kept informed of game proceedings. This places special 
emphasis on prominent and clearly visible displays, strategically placed with 
respect to the players/court, the umpires and the spectators. 
3.6.1 Court size and shape 
 
When playing generally in clubs or homes one obviously has to adapt to existing 
space limitations. – With very few rooms being round, the round Triples table in 
a  rectangular room is nevertheless quite acceptable since the “unused” corners 
can usefully be occupied by spectators etc. As is known form the conventional 
game a space of as little as 1.0 to 1.5 metres behind the table is still quite 
“playable”, especially for recreational or practice games. The same applies to 
Triples, so that any room 5 metres wide will qualify for that kind of Triples 
game, noting that the predominant direction of play in that case will still be 
“lengthwise”. The ideal shape would perhaps be on oval room… 
 
Competitive table tennis on the other hand  is normally played in sports halls or 
gymnasiums where usually no such restrictions apply, the shape and size of the 
courts being determined by the portable surround screens or barriers. These 
can therefore also be set up to suit the Triples configuration not only for ”pure” 
Triples matches, but also when Triples is played as part of an overall event 
consisting of singles, doubles and Triples matches, with the surround screens 
quickly adjusted to suit. This is the basis of the following considerations. 
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Figure 2.4 illustrated the player movement space requirements for Triples 
compared to those for conventional singles and doubles play, with the minimum 
conventional competition court size of 14 x 7 metres also indicated. Various 
possibilities exist on how to accommodate the much larger Triples Action Space 
into a reasonable court configuration compatible with existing court sizes. 
Obviously this depends on the standard of play: beginners, recreational and 
practice play does not need as much space as competitive play. For one 
Standard 3.14m Triples table the following options suggest themselves, in order 
of increasing skill level and “Triples compatibility”: 
 
• A conventional 14x7m court 
• A conventional “championship” or “Show Court” 16x8m  
• A double conventional court, i.e. 14x14m 
• A double conventional “championship” court of 16x16m 
• An octagonal 16m Triples court 
• A hexagonal 19m “championship” or “Triples Show Court”. 
 
These options are indicated in Figure 3.16, in relation to the 15m diameter 
Triples Action Space shown in Fig. 2.4. For general practice and recreational 
Triples a Triples table may simply be placed in a standard 14 x 7m court. This 
only leaves 2 metres on each side for the two Wing players, which is however 
still acceptable for attacking play, but prevents the full deployment of all Triples 
shots, thereby limiting its scope. A similar argument still applies when using the 
standard 16 x 8m championship court, although to a lesser extent. For top-
grade competitive play the “extreme case” Action Space shown in Fig. 2.4 must 
however be allowed for.  As can be seen from Fig. 3.16a, this essentially 
happens when using two 14 x 7m conventional courts, achieved by simply 
removing one row of surround screens and thereby causing least upheaval to 
standard competition facility layouts and spectator seating. For example, the 
maximum of 8 tables and hence courts used in conventional competition “main 
events” then simply changes to four 14 x 14m Triples courts. – And it happens 
completely when using two 16 x 8m courts, for which a parallel argument 
applies as in the closing stages of conventional main events, where the 
preferred court size is 16 x 8m (once the number of tables in play is down to 4 
or less). Hence, when Triples is played in conjunction with conventional games 
and hence court layouts, the 16 x 16m square court option is the preferred 







Figure 3.16:  Triples Court Layouts 
a. Comparison of Court Design Options 
b.   Court Layout for Trials on Standard 3.14m Table 
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But for “pure” Triples events, an even better solution which brings the spectators 
closer to the game, makes better use of floor space, and is altogether more 
compatible with the “circular nature” of Triples, is to use an octagonal or 
hexagonal court shape as shown in Fig. 3.16a (ideally even round, as in circus 
arenas, but this may be somewhat impractical - see *Footnote 6). This also 
favours television coverage from above. In that case the preferred solution is the 
“6π” hexagonal layout inside a circumscribed circle of 19 metres (six pi =18.8m), 
which allows 19m across corners and 16.5m across sides. The hexagon is 
strategically placed such that the six corners can accommodate the (2) umpire 
and display stands in line with the Triples net, and for example (4) line judges’ 
or coach/player boxes in line with the Triples lines.  
 
Whilst the above refers to theoretically optimal layouts, in practice and  
especially for smaller clubs and venues existing building restrictions will 
necessitate some compromise solutions. One example is shown in Figure 3.16b, 
in which an essentially oval 14 x 9m court has been set up in a rectangular hall 
using standard surround screens. Apart from showing the Standard Triples table 
and net, the umpire stand with the Triples scoreboard, and four (optional) line 
judge seats inside the court, this photograph also gives an overall impression of 
the relative magnitude and general makeup of a workable “Triples Arena”.  
 
3.7 Other Triples Equipment  
 
All other equipment and materials used in Triples and not specifically mentioned 
above such as rackets, balls, scoreboards/displays (with some modifications), 
lighting, flooring etc. are basically the same as those in conventional table 
tennis. However two associated aspects which need attention and perhaps 
further development are player identification and the possibility of heavier 
“Triples balls”. 
  
3.7.1 Player Dress 
 
As will be seen from the next chapter it is crucial that each of the players in a 
Triples team occupies the correct position at the start of any rally. As is the case 
in doubles, these positions change during the game. For this to be monitored by 
the umpire as well as the players, each player must wear, apart from standard 
table tennis clothing, some kind of identification such as a bib, which  
 
Footnote 6: If a stadium is designed specifically for Triples and/or other round table 
tennis tables, significant increases in the number of “players per square metre” 
active at any time can in fact be achieved as compared to a stadium with 
rectangular tables. This was shown in an earlier publication [21] and warrants 
further consideration [28],- see also Appendix 10.3b. 
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prominently indicates his/her position in the team. This is not a necessary 
prerequisite in the conventional doubles game. Further details are given in 
Section 4.5. 
 
3.7.2 Triples Balls and “Long Shots” 
 
Standard table tennis balls are used in Triples. As shown above, one of the 
attractions of Triples is the “revival” of long-distance play. The photographs in 
Figure 3.17 illustrate this.  The action shot series a, b and c was taken during 
earlier “long-distance” tests with conventional nets [19-21], and d and e during 
recent tests with the new Triples net. Both used conventional balls.  Collectively 
they show that even with conventional balls returns from as far as 5 to 6 metres 
behind the Triples table are feasible. Lighter balls are less “effective” in long-
distance play than heavier balls, since they slow down more due to air 
resistance. This of course may be intentional in order to slow down the game, as 
is the case in the “Longer-Reach” play format described in Section 2.2.5 [24]. On 
the other hand, further research and development into heavier-than-normal 
“Long-distance Triples balls” as an optional extra may be warranted in future 
[28], to enhance the long-shot aspect of table tennis, and especially of Triples, 
even further. 
 
3.8 The Next Step 
 
This completes the practical equipment aspects of Triples, building on the 
theoretical treatment of the previous chapter. It has been shown that the 
practical realisation of the necessary equipment is feasible, resulting in some 
interesting and innovative additions to standard table tennis hardware. It also 
completes the necessary “Background” part of Triples.  
 
With this done, we can now embark on perhaps the most important part of this 
book, i.e. how to actually play the game - the rules, scoring and other “action 
aspects” of Triples: how can you possibly make a table tennis team game work 
with two three-person teams playing with one ball on a round table? - Part 2 of 
this book deals with these aspects of Triples, as well as with umpiring and 
possible team strategies. It also shows how Triples can fit harmoniously into the 









Figure 3.17: Long-distance Shot Practice for Triples 
  a, b, c: Early tests with conventional net 
  d, e:  Up to 6m loop defence on Standard Triples table 
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3.9 Register of New Terms Introduced in Part I: 
 
Action Space Overall region available to players behind the table 
in which to move during play 
Centre Court Central sector on each half of the Triples table 
Centrepiece Raised central hub on the Triples table serving 
mainly for ball retrieval 
Clipped Triples Table ‘Composite’ Triples table without ‘End Flaps’ 
Composite Net Triples net made up of a conventional net plus two 
independent inclined Triples net portions 
Composite Table Triples table consisting of a ‘conventional’ table  
tennis table plus side and end extension leaves 
Conventional Table Standard-size rectangular table tennis table 
Convertible Table ‘Conventional’ table reversibly convertible to a 
‘Composite’ Triples table 
End Flap Two table segments at ends of ‘conventional’ table 
for conversion to circular Triples shape 
Extension Leaves Additional table portions needed to change 
conventional table into Triples table 
Hexagonal Triples Table Alternate (sub-optimal) Triples table shape 
Hinged (Composite) 
Table 
‘Composite’ Triples table whose extension leaves 
fold away for conventional table tennis 
Left Wing (Court) The left-hand sector court on each team’s 
table half 
Long (Distance) Shot Balls/shots played from 3 metres or more behind 
the table 
Longer-Reach Format                 Experimental (ITTF) ‘long shot’ game played across 
2 parallel conventional tables  
Modular Table Triples table consisting of six interconnected 60-
degree ‘standalone’ sector units        
Perimeter Line (2cm-wide) white ‘baseline’ around periphery of 
Triples table 
Pi 3.14159265…. 
Playing Area Table surface area available for play 
‘Practice’ Triples Table 2.74m (9ft)- diameter Triples table 
Retrofit Triples Table ‘Conventional’ table with Triples attachments 
Right Wing (Court) The right-hand sector court on each team’s table 
half 
Round Table Tennis Table tennis system invented by the author in 1979, 
based on circular tables 
(Triples) Sector Playing area bounded by 2 radial ‘Triples lines’ and 
the circular arc between them 
(Triples) Segment Playing area bounded by circular (Triples) arc and 
straight (‘conventional’ table edge) chord 
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Side Leaves Extensions along sides of ‘conventional’ table 
needed to convert it to a circular Triples table 
Standalone Net (Trolley) Movable, floor-mounted ½-Triples net structure 
‘Standard’ Triples Table 3.14m (~π) – diameter Triples table 
(Table Tennis) Triples Table tennis game in which two teams of 3 people 
each play simultaneously on one table 
Triples Court (‘Arena’) Overall floor area required for Triples play (not to be 
confused with playing courts on table) 
Triples Lines Two (1cm-wide, white) lines at 60 degrees to the 
net, marking out the six Triples courts 
Triples Net  Net assembly used on Triples table, sloping  
upwards on both sides from standard-height central 
section to 41cm height at periphery 
















4. THE RULES OF TRIPLES 
 
Since Triples is, after all, a game of table tennis, all of the basic rules of 
conventional table tennis also apply to Triples. The extra rules of Triples are 
simple and logical. Obviously some new features and terms have to be 
introduced when compared to the conventional games of table tennis. These will 
now be presented together with the reasoning behind them. Also, as a partial 
break with tradition and based on many years of competitive table tennis 
playing and coaching, some variations to the standard rules are introduced 





For the purpose of explaining the Triples game in detail, the notation and terms 
shown in Figure 4.1 (a more detailed version of Figure 2.1) will be used: Team A 
plays team B.   
 
 
Figure 4.1: Triples Terminology 
1, 2, 3 : Player positions (shown as at start of a Triples game) 
A, B : team designation 
CC – Centre Court, RW – Right Wing, LW – Left Wing 
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Each team has players 1, 2 and 3.  As mentioned above, these playing positions 
need to be carefully allocated among the three players, and visibly marked on 
each player. Each playing field consists of a Centre Court CC and two outside 
courts, the "Right Wing", RW, and "Left Wing", LW. These are defined by the net 
and the diagonal Right and Left Triples Lines. 
 
4.2. Basic Laws 
 
The basic laws of conventional table tennis as per current ITTF ruling apply, with 
the following exceptions and modifications. 
 
4.3 The “Service Rally” 
 
This is a new concept. The “Triples Service Rally” consists of two shots, the 
actual service and its return. It is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
(a) Directions of Service and Return of Service 
                                            Service        ------------  Possible Returns 
 
 
(b) Example of Service Rallies in one Service Round 
 
Figure 4.2 : The six Service Rallies in each Service Round 
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4.3.1 Service and “Service Round” 
 





Centre Courts can therefore also be referred to as the “Server Courts”. During 
service the racket must strike the ball behind the table edge and within the 
hypothetical radial “extensions” behind the table of the left and right Triples 
lines. Each server makes a total of 6 (six) consecutive services, namely 2 (two) 
consecutive services to each opponent. These six services constitute one 
“Service Round”, as illustrated in Figure 4.2a. 
 
• The server  (in Fig. 4.1 initially 1A, the “opening” or “lead” player) first 
serves two services to player 1B at Centre Court B : CCB (the two “Centre 
Court Serves”) 
• S/he then serves two services to player 2B at the opposite Right Wing, 
RWB (the two “Right Wing Serves”) 
• S/he finally serves two services to player 3B at the opposite Left Wing, 
LWB (the two “Left Wing Serves”) 
 
The reason for the six services is twofold. Firstly players are used to serve two 
services at a time from the conventional game. This feature therefore remains 
the same, but is simply extended to challenge all 3 players of the opposing 
team. Secondly, since the possibility of multi-directionality, or “sideways play” is 
a fundamental property of Triples, this is emphasised straight away by the 
server having to deliver services not only “straight down the middle” as in the 
conventional game (although this familiar “conventional” service still starts off 
the Service Round), but also, and more importantly, to the two Wing Courts 
 
During service the ball must of course always strike the server's court first (i.e. 
within the Triples lines), and then land within the respective receiver's court (c.f. 
standard doubles rules). This arrangement, among other things, is designed to 
typically test three elements of the server's serving skills: critical ball placement 
skill (1A to 1B), forehand serving skill (1A to 2B), and backhand serving skill (1A 
to 3B). However, there is no compulsion as to the choice of forehand or 
backhand during any of the six services: any type of “legal” service delivery may 
be used at any time. To remember which side to serve first after the CC service 
one can use the prop “Forehand First”- but for right-handers only... As in 
conventional table tennis, net services result in a “let” call and are re-played. 
After these six services, i.e. after each Service Round the service changes to the 
other team. 
 
A Note on “Line Balls”:  A ball is deemed “in” if it lands on any line bounding 
an “active” court:  
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• Both the left and right Triples lines defining the SERVER’S Centre 
Court are part of this court. 
• During Centre Court service rallies the same applies to the RECEIVER’S 
CC:  a ball striking either line on his/her side is “in”. 
• During both the Right Wing and Left Wing service rallies the Triples 
lines defining those courts are deemed to be part of them, 
respectively. 
 
This follows the same interpretation as with doubles table tennis. Obviously the 
umpire will make the final decision in marginal cases, calling a let if necessary 
(for example if equipment misalignment leads to irregular ball bounce - see 
Section 3.5). It is envisaged that in future the use of electronic sensors will 
deliver an “absolutely correct” decision (see Section 8.2.1). 
 
4.3.2 Return of Service 
 
After the server has made a good service, the respective receiver must return 
the ball to EITHER of the two wing courts/players on the opposite side, as 
also illustrated in Fig. 4.2a. The Wing Courts can therefore also be referred to as 
the “Return-of-Service Courts” (abbreviated RoS: i.e. “Right RoS Court” and “Left 
RoS Court”). The return of service must therefore not land in the server’s 
(Centre) court, but the service receiver can choose to which of the two Wing 
Courts s/he returns the ball. Line balls are treated as before, i.e. any ball landing 
on the respective Triples line is deemed “in”. 
 
The rationale behind this is as follows. Basically three feasible alternatives exist 
for the return of service: 
 
a. the receiver returns the service to anywhere on the other side  
b. the receiver must return the service to his/her opposite or “equivalent” 
court/player on the other side: CC to CC, RW to RW, LW to LW 
c. the receiver must return the service to EITHER of the opposite Wing 
Courts – as mentioned above. 
 
Alternative (a) will not bring out the “multi-directional” aspect of Triples, since 
players will automatically tend towards playing “lengthwise” across the low part 
of the Triples net - as they are used to from the conventional game. This was 
conclusively confirmed during early trials. 
 
Alternative (b) overcomes that problem and, as proved in trials, generally “feels 
good” for the receiver of the service. However it has a major disadvantage. Since 
the return of service goes to a specified court/player - who in most cases will 
shoot the ball back where it came from - the other two players in his/her team 
stand “idle” during that time, and play tends to get dominated by two players. 
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Alternative (c) overcomes both these problems. Firstly, since the ball must be 
returned to either of the “lateral” Wing Courts the wing players do not know to 
whom the service will be returned and must therefore be alert, so that all three 
players of the serving team become immediately “involved“. Secondly, the 
inherently new Triples feature of a round table shape, leading to “lateral” play, is 
fully exploited and stressed not only during the service, but also during its 
return.  
 
Alternative (c) has therefore been adopted and successfully implemented during 
trials. Essentially the successful execution of the service and its return provide 
an “entry ticket” to the main rally for both teams - and not just for the server’s 
team as in standard table tennis -. What happens in the rally after these two 
introductory shots is of course entirely up to the players/teams themselves. 
 
To further illustrate the concept of the Service Round, some examples of the two 
shots constituting this “entry ticket” are shown in Fig.4.2b, in which the 
trajectories of the service- and service return shots chosen by the players are 
analysed for six typical Service Rallies, as follows: 
 
In Service Rally     
Number…:  … the Service Receiver decided to return …: 
 
1.                 a long, fast topspin service with a smash over the low net   
                      portion to the Left Wing 
2. a short backspin service with a slow lob to the Right Wing,       
over the high net portion 
3. a fast forehand service with a backhand flip to the Left Wing  
4. a slow backhand service with a drop shot into the extreme 
corner of the Left Wing, behind the high net portion 
5. a long backhand topspin service with an ’extreme angle’ or 
cross-court topspin shot into the same corner as in  (4.) 
6. a short backhand backspin service with a block shot into the 
near Right Wing corner. 
 
It can be seen that the Service Receiver’s (split-second) decision as to which 
Wing Court to return the service to is entirely his/her own, and will depend on 
many factors such as the service itself, the relative strengths and positions of 
the opposing Wing Court players, etc. There is no prescribed pattern, and for 
the example shown this resulted in the opposing Right Wing player receiving 
only 2, the Left Wing player 4 service returns during this Service Round 
…perhaps the latter was the weaker player…?   
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It should be noted that, in order to highlight the different functions of the Wing 
and Centre Courts during the Service Rally, they may optionally be painted in 
different shades of blue (or green), for example dark blue for the Centre/Server 
Court and light blue for the Wing/Return-of-Service Courts, or, for fun and 
recreational applications, even in different colours altogether! – However this is 
not recommended for serious competition play… 
         
A Note on Net Balls during the Service Rally: The return of service is a 
compulsory part of the “prescribed” service action. For that reason, and 
contrary to conventional table tennis, any net ball during the return shot 
must also be re-played, which means that both the service and return 
(to the same player) must be re-played, i.e. the whole “Service Rally” is 
repeated. 
 
The two shots described in 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 together constitute a good “Service 
Rally”, which introduces the game proper.  Logically one “Service Round” 
incorporates 6 service rallies, and also comprises 6 game rallies and hence 6 
scored points: 
 
1 Service Round = 6 Service Rallies = 6 game rallies = 6 scored points 
 
Collectively the concept of a specified return of service and of a “Service Round” 
and its rules constitutes the first Triples breakaway from the standard rules of 
table tennis. 
 
4.4 “Free Play” and the “3-Shot Rule” 
 
After the receiving player has made a good service return to either of the Wing 
Courts on the server’s side, the player at that court is then free to play the ball 
back to anywhere on the opposing team’s table half, and any member of the 
opposing team can then likewise return it to any player/court on the other side. 
From there onwards there are essentially no restrictions as to who plays the ball 
at any one time, nor where it should land, i.e. the playing order is arbitrary: 
any team member can hit/return the ball to anywhere in the other team's field. – 
This is the “Free Play” phase of Triples.  
 
The only qualification to “Free Play” is that any one player cannot play more than 
three shots in succession. After that another team member must play the ball. 
This is the Triples “3-Shot” Rule. 
 
This “no-more-than-3-shots-in-a-row” limit is imposed to ensure even player 
participation. If the ball is played by the same player for a fourth time in a row 
his/her team loses the point. However, once another player has taken over from 
the “3-shot-player”, i.e. “broken” his/her run, the latter can in turn play again. 
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There is no limit to the number of “3-shot-runs” per player in any rally. The 3-
Shot Rule ensures that no single (strong) player can dominate play - and no 
(weak) player can be forced unduly “into submission”. It demands that the team 
must be continuously alert and have tactics in place for one of the other two 
team members to take over from the “3-shot-player” once s/he has played those 
3 consecutive shots. Naturally the opposing team will try to avoid the former 
situation anyway, and the own team the latter, so that usually a good interactive 
game, with all players participating equally, results even without this rule 
coming in force. Also, practice has shown that monitoring of the 3-Shot Rule is 
not as arduous as might be imagined: the players themselves usually and 
naturally take care of it, although for important competition matches a “3-Shot 
Rule Umpire” may be appointed. 
 
Apart from this, Free Play gives the players, and hence the team, complete 
freedom of choice and action, and leads to a multitude of new and exciting team 
strategies in terms of playing and player position tactics. The team members 
only have to be at their "service" positions during the service rally, and – 
unlike the standard doubles game, are then free to exchange positions during 
the rally, if they so wish. This means that, within physical limits, they can and 
indeed have to make split-second decisions on who should be where and who 
should actually return any one particular shot. It also means that those teams 
which a strategy on how to handle this situation, and how to avoid player mix-
ups and collisions, will have a decisive advantage. Examples of some Triples 
team strategies are described in Chapter 6. 
 
Free Play is the second major breakaway from the conventional game, and is a 
basic feature of any “real” team sport. Measured against that criterion it could 
therefore be argued that doubles in table tennis, with its alternating play rule, 
cannot really qualify as a “real” team sport. Even in other two-player team sports 
such as tennis or badminton such “free play” is a basic prerequisite. 
 
Free Play is one of the most exciting features of Triples, - if not THE most 
exciting ! 
 
 4.5 Player Rotation and Identification 
 
Whenever a player has completed a Service Round, i.e. his/her round of six 
services and game rallies, his/her team "rotates" clockwise around its table 
half by one court, as indicated in Figure 4.3, and the service changes "ends" 
(there are actually no ends on a round table!). The player coming off the Left 
Wing Court could be imagined to circulate clockwise, “behind the other team” 
(or “over the table”!), to reach his/her new position at the Right Wing, but the 
two “rotation paths” shown in that figure may be a better way to remember the 
sequence - in practice s/he will of course just move across to the RW position. 
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To further facilitate memorising the rotation sequence, and for constantly being 
reminded of one’s position within a Service Round, the vertical table edges of 
each of the three courts should have a distinct colour. For example: 
 
• Black  for Centre Court CC 
• Red for Right Wing RW 
• Yellow for Left Wing, 
 
with each player always rotating from court to court in a black-yellow-red 
sequence, starting with the service from Centre Court. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Player Rotation between Service Rounds             
 
After this rotation the sequence or Service Round described in Section 4.3 is 
repeated, as the next Service Round by the other team. Table 4.1 illustrates this, 
using the notation of Figure 4.1. Hence the process is repeated until all six 






Table 4.1: Player Positions, Service Order and Team Rotations 








4.5.1 Player Numbering 
 
In most team games the relative positioning of players is important, including in 
doubles table tennis. In Triples this is not only important but, as will be 
appreciated from the above as well as from Table 4.1, it becomes a paramount 
necessity to not only know and monitor which player occupies what position at 
any one time, but also to strategically allocate the players to the three positions,  
as will be discussed further in Chapter 6. This becomes especially important if 
the game reaches the so-called “Tie Break” phase described in Chapter 5.  
 
Therefore Triples players must be allocated to the Triples positions 1, 2, and 3 
(as shown in Figure 4.1), with the appropriate number (and team) appearing in 
large print at the front and back of each player. This is no different from other 
team sports where players wear permanently-numbered shirts. In Triples table 
tennis these numbers may be made detachable (e.g. using Velcro), or they may 
appear on 2-sided bibs also indicating the team colours (for example green and 
red – to correspond with the scoreboard display – c.f. Fig. 5.3), as shown in 
Figure 4.4. If the team decides, the bibs, i.e. the allocation of the players to 
particular team positions, can be exchanged between matches. They assure 
proper service sequencing and player rotation, and are indispensable for 
effective umpiring.  
 
 
Figure 4.4: Use of Bibs for Player Identification of Triples Teams A and B 
 
4.6 The “Triples Cycle” and Change of “Ends” 
 
From the above it is seen that Triples play is "cyclic", in (6 x 6 =) 36-point cycles: 
the “Triples Cycle”. After each cycle, every player has served twice to, and 
received two services from, each opponent, and has played from each of the 
three positions/courts on his/her team's field, at least once.  
 
After each Triples Cycle both teams change “ends”- in Triples more 
appropriately called “Sides” -, and take up their initial player positions on the 
other side. Play then continues and follows exactly the same pattern as shown in 
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Table 4.1. With a typical Triples game consisting of between 10 and 12 Service 
Rounds, teams will change sides only once, after Round 6, or twice in the case 
of an extremely close and prolonged game (see Section 5.1).  
 
Consistent with the (“π-based”) Triples framework the winning game score for 
“normal” Triples is in fact 31 (10π). However in a "close" Triples game play must 
continue until the second 36-point Cycle has been fully completed, so that each 
player has also served from each side (“end”). With this cyclic playing pattern, 
and with every player having served to, and received services from, every 
opposing player and on both sides, a completely fair and equitable game 
foundation is established and maintained in Triples, with no player being 
advantaged or disadvantaged in any way by virtue of the rules, environment or 
game proceedings. 
 
The above rules essentially cover the order of play and player movements in 
Triples. They have been summarised in Table 4.2 for ready reference, and cover 
the normal situation where one team has won the game by scoring 31 points 
whilst leading by at least 2 points, i.e. a maximum score of 31:29. If a 30:30 
score is reached new arrangements apply, as described in the next chapter.  
 
Having now established the physical basis of the game, one can address its 
management, and the monitoring of both its rules and of overall Triples game 
proceedings. Chapter 5 therefore covers all the issues concerning Triples 
scoring and umpiring. 
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Table 4.2: The Rules of Table Tennis Triples – Part 1: The “Straight Game” 
 
The laws of conventional table tennis as per ITTF regulations also apply in 
Triples, with the following modifications 
 
ORDER OF PLAY AND PLAYER MOVEMENTS 
 
A Triples Team consists of three players numbered 1, 2, 3 
 
1. Both halves of the round Triples table have 3 Courts: 
              Centre Court CC, Right Wing RW, and Left Wing LW 
 
2. All Services are delivered from the Centre Court CC 
 
3. Two consecutive services must be delivered to each opposite court: 
           First to CC, then to RW, then to LW.  These six services constitute a  
            Service Round 
 
5.  All Service Returns must be played to EITHER of the opposite Wing Courts 
 
6. The service together with its return constitutes a Service Rally. Any net ball 
during these 2 shots (also the return) leads to a replay of the Service Rally. 
Note: Apart from this, any line calls, net balls and edge balls are treated in 
the same way as in conventional table tennis. 
 
7. After each Service Rally Free Play starts: any player can return any ball to 
anywhere on the opposite table half. The only restriction during Free Play is 
a maximum of three consecutive shots by any player (the “3-Shot Rule”). 
 
8. Players must be at their Designated Positions for the Service Rally only. 
After this they can play from any position 
 
9.   After each Service Round each player of the team that just served moves   
clockwise to the next court and service changes sides. After this Team 
Rotation the next Service Round starts 
 
10. Six Service Rounds constitute one Triples Cycle. After each Triples Cycle 
teams change sides and the Cycle repeats 
 
      11. A Triples Game is normally played to 31 points, with the usual 2-point 
             lead: the “Straight Game”. 
 





5. TRIPLES  GAMES  AND  SCORING 
 
Just as the rules of Triples are designed to encourage team interaction, the 
Triples scoring system further enhances its “team nature” by an approach 
designed to raise player and spectator appeal to a level commonly expected of, 
and able to compete with other ”real team sports”. The Triples scoring system 
progressively introduces new stimulants, or “excitement features”, designed to 
steadily increase pressure on the players - psychologically and otherwise. 
 
5.1 The “Triples Game” 
 
A Triples game is the equivalent of a single game in standard table tennis. It 
differs from the latter in that new “count-down” rules apply for “close games”, 
i.e. if neither team has reached a decisive lead over the other towards the end of 
the normal game. This is achieved by arranging the Triples game, and hence its 
scoring, to proceed in up to three phases, with progressively increasing player 
and spectator excitement levels: the “Straight Game”, “Tie Break” and “Shoot 
Out”.  
 
5.1.1 Phase 1: The “Straight Game” 
  
The standard Triples game, or “Straight Game”, is played to a winning score of 
31, with 2 advantage points (*Footnote 7). Most games will in practice be 
completed in this phase. Apart from the variations mentioned in Chapter 4 
conventional ITTF table tennis rules apply. This includes the provision of the 
usual “let” calls, with netballs only leading to a let if they occur during the 
Service Rally. 
 
The closest final score will therefore be 31:29, although statistically a greater 
points margin will usually eventuate, with the winning team having shown that it 
could convincingly “go past the post” first, so that a “Straight Game” has indeed 
been played. 
 
5.1.2 Phase 2: The “Tie Break” 
 




Footnote 7: This conforms with the author’s “unified theory of table tennis”, 
according to which Singles is played to 11, Doubles to 21, Triples to 31, and 
“Quadruples (Quads)” to 41winning points. It is also worth remembering that 
in the initial stages of table tennis development in the early 1900s, games 
were in fact played to 30, not 21 [e.g. 2]. 
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At this stage a total of 60 points will have been played, corresponding to one-
and-two-thirds Triples Cycles (1 Triples Cycle = 36 points: see Table 4.1), and 
the third players of each team (3A and 3B) have not yet had their second Service 
Round. 
 
At this point two departures from the conventional rules of table tennis 
come into play, resulting in what is considered to be a fairer treatment of 
close game outcomes than is the case with conventional table tennis: the 
“Tie Break”. 
 
• Firstly, for the sake of completeness as well as fairness to all, the second 
Triples Cycle must be completed, i.e. another 12 points must be played 
irrespective of which team wins these points.  
 
In this respect the “Tie Break” is equivalent to “Extra Time” in soccer, 
where, in case no winner has emerged during standard playing time, play 
continues for a set time irrespective of score.  At the end of the Tie Break 
phase every player will have served two complete service rounds.                          
           
• Secondly, to win the Tie Break, a team must lead by at least the “Triples 
Advantage” of three points (not just two) at the end of the twelve Tie 
Break rallies.  
 
This means that the game will be won by the team first reaching a score of 38,  
i.e. a 38:34 game outcome. Although the 3-point “Triples Advantage” may be 
reached earlier DURING the Tie Break (e.g. 33:30 after 3 rallies, 34:31 after 5, 
36:33 after 9, 37:34 after 11), play must continue until the cycle of 12 rallies is 
completed. This on the one hand gives the losing team the chance to improve 
their final point score up to 34, just 4 points behind the winner, which could be 
significant in tournaments where the total point score needs to be considered. 
On the other hand, the winning team can make its victory even more convincing 
by increasing its lead to a (unlikely, but possible) maximum of 12 points - a final 
score of 42:30.  
  
The Tie Break phase also stresses the importance of the No 3 players, since only 
they are serving during it, so that the allocation of the No 3 player position in 
each team becomes critical. Typically the “best server” will occupy that position, 







5.1.3 Phase 3: “Shoot-Out”  
 
Of course the general excitement level increases even further if a score of 36:36 
or 37:35 is reached during the Tie Break Phase 2. A total of 72 points as well as 
all player and service combinations will have been played, and both teams are 
back at their starting positions. For a 36:36 score both teams are of course at a 
completely equal position, whereas for 37:35 the leading team is just “one point 
away” from winning the game – which will happen if they win the next point… 
 
At this crucial stage, and with two Triples Cycles completed, the even more 
demanding “Shoot-Out“ rules come into force, which essentially give both 
teams complete freedom on how to play: 
 
• At the score of 36:36 or 37:35, i.e. once point No 72 has been played, a 
3-minute “time-out” break is declared – for teams to re-group and 
decide on final strategy. 
 
• The choice of sides (“ends”) and of first service is then determined as 
follows:  
o For the 36:36 score both teams automatically change sides again, 
and the first service is determined by an umpire - tossed coin. 
o For the 37:35 score the leading team can choose either service or 
side, the lagging team the other.  
 
Shoot-Out play 
The Shoot-Out phase then begins with the existing score, and ends as soon as 
one team gains a lead of 3 points. This means that the first team to establish 
the “Triples Advantage” wins the game. That on one extreme can be as soon as 
after one rally and point being scored, i.e. going from 37:35 to 38:35, or on the 
other it can lead to up to 18 more Shoot-Out rallies being played, as shown 
below. 
 
During Shoot-Out the following rules apply:  
 
• The teams play for the Triples Advantage whilst alternating with one 
service each. 
 
• The “Shoot-Out Round” comprises a maximum of 3 x 6 = 18 scored 
points, with each player serving up to 3 times. 
 
• Service is free – the team decides who serves when. The only 
restrictions on serving are that any one player can deliver no more than 
two consecutive services (interspersed, of course, by one from the 
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opposing team), and no more than three services in total during the 
Shoot-Out Round.  
 
• Ball placement is free – although the service must still be delivered 
from the Centre Court, it can be directed to, i.e. land anywhere on the 
other team’s table half. 
 
• Player positioning is free, even during service - the team decides who 
should stand where during service, and no restrictions are placed on 
player movement during any rally, consistent however with the ”3–Shot 
Rule”, which still applies -. This also means that: 
 
• Service Return is free – any one of the 3 players in the receiving team 
can return the service to anywhere in the server’s table half, i.e. the 
“return-of-service-to-either-wing-court/player” rule applicable to Phases 1 
and 2 is waived. 
 
• ALL Net balls and Edge balls during Shoot-Out lead to a “let” call and 
hence rally replay.- This is another new feature for table tennis, 
designed to ensure a fair game outcome especially for very close games. 
Points during Shoot-Out should be won by genuine team/player effort 
rather than luck (or misfortune). By extending the net/edge “let call” 
provision to ALL such instances irrespective of when in any rally they 
occur (and not only during the Service Rallies), this can largely be 
achieved. Any rally during which a net- or edge-ball occurs has to be re-
played (*Footnote 8). 
 
• Teams change sides half-way through the Round, i.e. once 9 points have 
been played. 
 
• If no 3-point advantage is reached by the end of the Shoot-Out Round (by 
which time both teams have again served from both sides), the Shoot-Out 
phase, and hence the game, is brought to an end by either declaring a 
Draw, or, depending on tournament conditions/rules, by playing the 
three terminating (“sudden death”, but perhaps friendlier) “Golden 
Triplets” rallies to decide a “winner”. 
 
Footnote 8: It is realised that at the present time this rule may be difficult to enforce, 
particularly for edge balls. Especially for high-speed shots edge balls are very difficult to 
detect manually; they may ultimately need electronic sensors for detection, as described 
in Chapter 8.2. For this reason the author concedes that initially and with manual 
umpiring only the more readily detectable “Net Let” should be enforced during Shoot-
Out, the “Edge Let” decision being left to the discretion of the umpire and/or 
competition organisers of the day.  
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The “Draw” and “Golden Triplets” Finish 
At the end of the Shoot-Out Round (72+18=) 90 points have been played. If ever 
the game progresses that far – which will not occur often – the (spectator) 
excitement level may well have reached its climax, and the game, for the benefit 
of both players and spectators, should not be prolonged any further.  
 
The individual scores at the end of the Shoot-Out Round, and without the Triples 
Advantage having been achieved, is either 45:45 or 46:44. The fact that both 
teams have come through the Tie-Break and Shoot-Out phases, and arrived at 
such a close final score, really proves that the two teams are “equal”- especially 
in view of the fact that chance has largely been eliminated towards the end.  
 
This is acknowledged in Triples by declaring a Draw at this stage (as is the case 
in other team sports), irrespective of whether the score is 45:45 or 46:44. This 
will typically be the case in pennant matches or ongoing team competitions, 
where cumulative scores over time determine the teams’ standing. To 
differentiate between these two possible outcomes the 45:45 result is called a 
“Straight Draw”, the 46:44 score an “Advantage Draw”. 
 
The possibility of a “Draw” outcome with its variations is a third departure 
from conventional table tennis rules. 
 
However, in championship finals and some other instances a single “clear” 
winner must emerge, so that an alternative and quick finish to the game is 
needed at this stage. The decision as to which alternative is chosen has to be 
taken by the body organising the event. The simple alternative is to play for the 
best of three more “golden” points, the three “Golden Triplets”, thereby 
bringing the total point score to a maximum of 93 (this is a fitting conclusion 
compatible with Triples theory, with 93 being approximately 30 π). The above 
Shoot-Out rules still apply, including the following: 
 
• At the end of the Shoot-Out round a 1-minute “time-out” break is 
declared 
 
• As at the start of the Tie Break phase the choice of sides (“ends”) and of 
the first Triplets service is determined as follows:  
o For the 45:45 score both teams automatically change sides again, 
and the first service is determined  by an umpire - tossed coin. 
o For the 46:44 score the leading team has choice of service or side, 
the lagging team choosing the other 
 
• Triplets scoring starts at 0:0, irrespective of the actual Shoot-Out score, 
and no more than 3 rallies are played. Shoot-Out rules apply. 
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• The first team to win 2 points is the winner, with a 2:0 or 2:1 “Golden 
Triplets” score. Both the final Shoot-Out and Triplets scores are recorded. 
 
5.1.4 Conclusion: a New Table Tennis Scoring System 
 
In summary, it is claimed that the 3-phase approach described above represents 
an attractive, fair and exciting alternative to standard table tennis scoring, made 
possible by the inherent nature of the Triples game. Although based on 
conventional versions of table tennis, the new game plan progressively 
introduces new “excitement elements”. Whilst it is recognised that the Tie Break, 
Shoot-Out and Golden Triplets phases only apply in the case of increasingly 
close games, these nevertheless do happen. It is hypothesised that the overall 
probabilities of Triples games finishing in the Straight Game, Tie Break, Shoot-
Out and Draw/Triplets phases are approximately 50 : 30 : 15 : 5 %, respectively.  
On that basis up to half of all Triples games played will benefit from the new 
“close game” concepts introduced into the Triples game plan. This is one of its 
primary objectives, and provides continuous encouragement and stimuli for 
players and teams towards winning the game with an exciting finish.  
 
The rules for the Triples “Close Game” plan have been summarised for ready 
reference in Table 5.1, and the overall flow of game proceedings and decisions 
is shown in flowchart form in Figure 5.1. Together with Table 4.1 they cover all 
the essential rules of Triples needed to accommodate and manage six players 
playing table tennis on one table. It can be seen that they also contain some 
specific and experience-based changes or “improvements” to the standard rules 
of table tennis. 
 
The application of these rules is obviously restricted to Triples, i.e. with table 
tennis being played as a real team sport, although some of its features could no 
doubt also be adapted to the standard game of table tennis. They also create 
new challenges as far as timing and umpiring are concerned. These and the 
associated technicalities will now be discussed. 
                                                                             
5.1.5 Triples Matches and Timing 
 
As is the case for the conventional game, a Triples match consists of “the best of 
any odd number of games”, (c.f. ITTF law No 2.12.1). This will normally be three 
games, when played on a “standalone” basis, i.e. if no other matches accompany 
the Triples match. On the other hand, if the Triples game is, for example, played 
as a “culmination” of a series of singles and doubles matches between two 




Table 5.1: The Rules of Triples – Part  2: “Close Game” Plan and Scoring 
 
13. Tie Break: If both teams score 30 points the “TIE BREAK” phase as well as 
3-point“Triples Advantage” come into effect:                    
a. play must continue for two more Service Rounds (12 rallies), 
irrespective of score 
b. the game ends if a team at the end of the Tie Break phase leads by 
3 or more points 
 
      14.  Shoot-Out: If at the end of Tie Break the game score is 36:36 or 37:35  
  the “SHOOT-OUT” phase comes  into effect. After a 3- minute  
  time-out break: 
a. the game is won by the team first scoring the 3-point “Triples 
Advantage” lead 
b. choice of sides (“ends”) and of first service: 
i. at 36:36 both teams automatically change sides again, and 
the first service is determined  by an umpire - tossed coin. 
ii. At 37:35 the leading team has choice of side or service, the 
lagging team choosing the other. 
c. service alternates between  teams, changing sides after every rally 
/ scored point. Apart from being delivered from Centre Court, all 
restrictions on placement of service and service return are waived: 
play is completely “free”. 
d. the teams decide who serves when, with: 
i. no more than 2 consecutive services per player 
ii. no more than 3 services per player in total (3x6= 18 points) 
e. The three consecutive shots limit (“3-Shot Rule”) still applies 
f. ANY net ball or edge ball during Shoot-Out leads to a “let”, hence 
rally replay 
g. teams change sides after 9 points have been scored. 
 
15. Draw: If no winner has emerged at the end of the Shoot-Out Round, a  
                “DRAW” is declared and the game ends: 
i. at 45:45 a “Straight Draw” 
ii. at 46:44 an “Advantage Draw”.    
  
16. Golden Triplets:   If the event or situation calls for a “clear winner” (e.g.   
championship finals) the “GOLDEN TRIPLETS” rule comes into effect, 
which overrides the DRAW rule and quickly ends the game: Three more 
final rallies are played for the 3 “Golden Triplets” points: 
a. after a I-minute time-out break, play starts from a 0:0 “Triplets 
Score”, irrespective of the previous 45:45 or 46:44 score. Shoot-Out 
rules apply.  
b. First service and choice of sides is determined as before: 
i. At 45:45 both teams automatically change sides again, and 
the first service is determined  by an umpire - tossed coin. 
ii. At 46:44 the leading team has choice of side or service, the 
lagging team choosing the other. 
c. The team scoring 2 out of the 3 “Triplets points” wins the game. 
 




Figure 5.1: Flowchart of Triples Events and Decisions 
 
During “normal” Triples games anything between about 40 and 72 points, i.e. 
rallies, will have been played (corresponding to, say, a 31:9 Straight Game and a 
38:34 Tie Break Game). Whilst factors such as ball retrieval times, player 
rotations, let calls etc will, apart from the length of the rallies themselves, 
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determine the overall duration of a game, such “normal” games will generally 
take from 10 to 20 minutes, based on trial matches and the “4-points-per-
minute” rule of thumb, incl. all auxiliary times such as ball retrieval, lets, change 
of sides, “time-out”, etc. Typically top-level players will complete a game faster 
than lower-grade players – between 10 to 12 minutes for a “Straight” Triples 
game to 31, as borne out during trials. Lower-grade games tend to be slower, 
and together with Tie Break and Shoot-Out finishes, can approach the 20-min 
mark. As a first approximation it could therefore be said that a single Triples 
game can generally be scheduled to take about the same time as a best-of-five 
standard (11-point) table tennis match, i.e. around 20 minutes.          
“Pure” Triples Team Events or matches consisting of best-of-three games (and 
for top-level play even best-of-five) can therefore generally fit into a 1-hour time 
slot. If one schedules some longer breaks between games, the 1½-hour mark is 
reached, which approaches the time frame which “team game fans” typically 
associate with, and expect from, other team ball games. This then provides 
scope for all the other “trimmings” and spectator entertainment opportunities 
generally accompanying such events. It therefore helps to overcome the missing 
or lacking “event character” of table tennis events, which even some world-class 
players have criticised (*Footnote 9). 
 
5.2 Triples Umpiring  
 
5.2.1 Additional Umpiring Tasks 
 
Obviously the new Triples rules also create new challenges as far as umpiring is 
concerned, as there are more factors to be “controlled” by the umpire(s) in the 
Triples game than is the case in the conventional game: keeping track of who 
plays where and when, monitoring service direction and return, etc., - all in 
addition to the normal table tennis umpiring duties. Also, a clearly visible 
indication of the progress of the game (not just the point score) is of paramount 
importance for the orientation and benefit not only of the players, but also the 
spectators – and of course the umpire. Table 5.2 lists the additional tasks which 
must be performed during Triples umpiring, on top of those carried over from 
the conventional game, such as maintaining/calling the score, policing correct 





Footnote 9: For example Timo Boll, ranked world No. 1 in 2003, as quoted in the German 
Table Tennis Magazine “tischtennis” in January 2004 [29], in connection with ideas for 
successful marketing and sponsoring ploys for table tennis – such as an exhibition match 
between him and tennis star Boris Becker…. 
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5.2.2 Manual Triples Umpiring 
 
In the normal course of events most of these additional duties can still be 
handled “manually” by a single competent umpire. One exception may be the “3-
Shot-Limit” rule No.7. Its monitoring needs careful attention, although it has 
been found that since players are very aware of it, they themselves are the best 
“monitors” – both within their own as well as in the opposing team!  
Nevertheless the use of some assistant umpires is recommended, and in the 
case of top-level competition matches, should be mandatory. Whilst the main 
umpire is in charge of overall proceedings and the “standard” duties as a 
referee, the assistants are responsible for the extra technical issues listed in 
Table 5.2, such as numbers 1 to 9, 17, 19 and 22. This includes the calling of 
“Out” and “Net” balls during service (as is the case in tennis) and during return 
of service (No’s 4 to 6), and monitoring the 3-Shot-Limit (No.7) as well as the 
“Shoot-Out let rally replay” (No.22) rules.  
 
Triples Scoreboards 
As mentioned before, an important part of Triples matches is the overall, real-
time “Progress Display” board or screen (c.f. task No 10), which must be clearly 
visible to players, umpires and spectators. To satisfy spectators sitting on 
different sides of the match venue, a multiple display system, i.e. two to four 
strategically positioned boards/screens should be used, as is already the case 
for important matches and spectator events. This board, apart from showing the 
main point score, should typically display the current status of the information 
contained in Table 4.1.  
 
Apart from such “manual” umpiring it is certain that in future the umpire(s) will 
be assisted more and more by electronic devices such as net and edge sensors 
and intelligent displays. Electronic scoreboards are already in use and can assist 
the umpire with simple tasks such as advancing and displaying the scores. 
However technology will increasingly exist to also monitor some of the other 
umpiring tasks listed in Table 5.2.  Such “electronic umpiring” will be briefly 
discussed in Section 8.2, and research towards its realisation is progressing 
[e.g. 30, 31]. 
 











Table 5.2:  Additional Umpiring Tasks in Triples 















1. Observe and confirm player positions 
2. Check who serves 
3. Check who receives 
4. Check order and placement of Services (“Service Out” calls):  
                      2 to CC, 2 to RW, 2 to LW  
5. Check placement of Returns of service (“Return Out” calls): to either 
Wing Court – service returns into CC are “Out” 
6. Call a “Net Let”, i.e. stop play and re-start rally if at any stage 
during a Service  Rally (service OR return) the ball touches the net 
7. Monitor “3-Shot Rule”: no more than 3 consecutive shots per player  
8. Announce and monitor Team/Player Rotation after each Service 
Round 
9. Announce and monitor change of sides after first cycle (Round 6) 
10. Attend to real-time game Progress Display 













All of the above except (11.), plus: 
 
12.  Publicly announce “Tie Break” phase, with start score 30:30 
13.  Announce and monitor 3-point “Triples Advantage” 
14.  Monitor the completion of the two remaining Service Rounds 
15. At completion of 2nd Triples Cycle – ie. with 12 more points played, 
either: 
• declare winner and final score, or 
• if score is 36:36 or 37:35, start Phase 3: 












      
Those tasks from above still in force, plus: 
 
16.  Publicly announce “Shoot Out” phase, continuation of 3-point    
        Triples Advantage, and re-play of all net- and edge-ball rallies 
17.  Monitor 3-min “Time-Out” break 
18.  Monitor first service and choice of sides rule 
19.  Monitor alternating team service rule 
20.  Monitor no more than 2 consecutive services per player rule 
21.  Monitor maximum of 3 services per player  
22.  Call let for ANY net- or edge-ball, hence rally replay 
23.  Call change of sides after 9th point/rally (i.e. half way through 
round) 
24.  If/once 3 advantage points are scored, declare winner and final 
score 
25.  If not, declare DRAW or Golden Triplets play. Hence monitor this, 
declare winner, and record final Shoot-out and Triplets scores. 
 
 
For manual scoring, and following the simple flipchart designs commonly used 
in standard table tennis, the main information can be condensed onto a 
flipchart, one layout example being shown in Figure 5.2. This design features 
six flip panels. The central one shows the present Round number and Server, as 
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well as all 6 player positions, with team markings A and B corresponding to the 
physical location of the two teams (A to the right, B to the left of the table as 
seen by the players and spectators – this is replicated back to front on the back 
of the panels  for the umpire). Next to it is the Receiver panel showing who has 
to return the service. Below it is a space for special notices. The two outside 
panels on either side show the point score, with separate “tens” and “ones” 
panels. The Round/Server panel only has to be changed after every six rallies / 
points, the Receiver panel after every two, and the Score panels as usual. Figure 
5.2a shows the situation during the rally for game point No 18, Fig. 5.2b that 
for point No 70, by which time teams have changed sides, and Fig. 5.2c 
indicates the simplified layout for the Shoot-Out phase, with Team A serving for 
point No 83. 
 
Two prototype manual Flip-Scoreboards are shown in Figure 5.3. Fig. 5.3a is 
based on the single-digit design described above, and Figs. 5.3b to d show a 
more user-friendly version featuring single-flip scorecards with numbers from 0 
to 47 as well as colour-coded team identifier flip panels. The latter three depict 
the practical realisation of Figs. 5.2a to c.  
 
5.2.3  Triples Score Sheets 
 
Apart from keeping and displaying the game scores on this or similar 
scoreboards, and particularly during important competition matches, a running 
Score Sheet is required in which every point is recorded, and which may be 
analysed later for strategic and statistical information, etc. A preferred layout 





Figure 5.2: Manual Triples Flip-Scoreboard Design 
                (a)  Example showing score during rally for point No 18 
                (b)  Example showing game situation during Tie Break for point No 70 






  (a) 
  (b) 
  (c) 
  (d) 
 
Figure 5.3: Prototype Manual Triples Flip-Scoreboards 
(a) Single-digit “ones” and “tens” cards 
(b) Double-digit score cards and team panels for Service Round 3, 
(c) … hence Service Round 12 after change of sides, 
(d) ….and playing for point 83 during Shoot-Out. 
 
Table 5.3a shows a suggested Score Sheet design showing all pertinent 
information and guiding the umpire through the game. It is to be used in 
conjunction with the Flipchart Scoreboards as described above. The two teams A 
and B are again shown “playing sideways”, corresponding to their physical 
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location at the table. The first four columns of the Score Sheet (left side, to bold 
line) give instant access to the cumulative number of rallies/points scored, 
player positions, and server-receiver combinations:   
1. the first column shows the rally/point being played 
2. the second column indicates the Round number, the location of teams A 
and B, and the location of each player. It highlights the server and the 
direction of his/her services – remembering that the use of numbers 
identifying individual players is essential for this. 
3. the third column specifies the server for the particular round, and 
4. the fourth column the receiver of each service: these should progressively 
be crossed off by the umpire as an instant record of the game status. 
 
The right side of the Score Sheet then covers the actual scoring and provides 
space for (umpire or other) annotations: 
 
5. In column 5 the umpire marks off which team/side (A or B) has won each 
point, and then 
6. enters the running score in column 6, either progressively or at least at 
the end of each Round, during the “team rotations”, which are also 
indicated on the sheet. 
 
With the (“main”) umpire in charge of the ”live” Scoreboard, the “historical” Score 
Sheet may be filled in by an assistant umpire/referee, who only has to mark the 
“point won by” column and fill in the running score, plus note down any 
comments. However, once trained one person can usually handle both the 
Scoreboard and Score Sheet. 
 
As explained above, a “Straight Game” is finished when one team scores 31 
points, with at least 2 advantage points. Hence the game could theoretically be 
over as early as Round 6 (with a score of 31:0 to 31:5). At the other extreme the 
maximum score occurs in Round 10 as shown in the continuation Table 5.3b, 
with the whole Score Sheet needed in that case, and a “maximum” final score of 
31:29 or 30:30. If it is 31:29, this score and the winning team are entered at the 
bottom of Table 5.3b. 
 
However, if it comes to 30:30 the “Tie Break” box is ticked and one proceeds to 
the Phase 2 “Tie Break” continuation sheet shown in Table 5.3c. This is 
straightforward in terms of scoring in that all points from 61 to 72 must be played. 
The ”umpiring challenge” here is to police, apart from the 3-Shot-Limit rule, the 
three-point “Triples Advantage” and the let calls and re-plays: see Table 5.2. The 
final score at point 72 and the winning team are entered unless either of the 
“Shoot-Out” scores of 36:36 or 37:35 occur, in which case that box is ticked, 
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teams change sides, and the Phase 3 Shoot-Out continuation Score Sheet 
shown in Table 5.3d comes into force. 
 
During Shoot-Out services alternate between the teams, with the first service 
and choice of ends determined according to rule No. 14b in Table 5.1, which 
must be monitored by the umpire. The layout of the Score Sheet differs from the 
above in that only total points and the team serving are shown as a guide to the 
umpire. Since service is “free” the umpire has to record which player serves 
(column 3), and monitor the “no more than 2 services in a row” and “no more 
than 3 services in total” rules for each player. This is facilitated by the auxiliary 
“Server Record” table (column 4) on the Score Sheet, where the umpire simply 
ticks off the appropriate marks until everyone has delivered their 3 services. 
Apart from that, recording the running score occurs as before (columns 5 and 
6). The other main umpiring issues to watch during Shoot-Out are as shown in 
Table 5.1 and include monitoring the “3-advantage points” needed to win, which 
standard table tennis players are not accustomed to. 
 
If no such “Triples Advantage” is achieved at the end of the Shoot-Out round, the 
final (45:45 or 46:44) score is entered and, depending on the event, a Draw is 
declared or the “Golden Triplets” are played, and both the final game score as 







Table 5.3a: Triples Score Sheet 






Table 5.3b: Triples Score Sheet continued 






Table 5.3c: Triples Score Sheet continued 






Table 5.3d: Triples Score Sheet continued 





5.3  Verification Trials and Summing Up  
  
Chapters 4 and 5 have together introduced the modus operandi of table tennis 
Triples, setting down the ground rules which players and umpires must adhere 
to. All of these may appear feasible in theory, but can only be accepted in 
practice after they have been thoroughly tested and proven in practical game 
play. When viewed from a conventional table tennis perspective, this applies 
particularly to the new, unusual and what might perhaps be considered as 
initially “uncomfortable” aspects of the Triples game.  
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All the rules and regulations as set down above were therefore thoroughly 
tested in practical verification trials. The rules in fact incorporate various 
improvements based on feedback from and discussions with players, and on 
their practical Triples playing experience gained during these trials.  
 
Figure 5.4 shows a cross-section of action photographs taken during these 
trials. Apart from giving an impression of the general ambience and player-table 
interaction, it illustrates typical Triples Team game situations, from serious 
competition play to some of the “fun elements” of Triples. A variety of 
competitive players currently playing in regional “A-grade” and “B-grade” table 
tennis competitions were selected, and purposely included very experienced and 
mature players who could, and did, provide valuable feedback.  
 
The format for the trials included an initial “acclimatisation hit-up” using three 
balls, team formation and player identification using bibs, and playing and 
timing of all game phases - Straight Game, Tie Break, Shoot-Out, Golden Triplets 
– as well as testing of all the rules shown in Tables 4.2 and 5.1. Likewise all the 
umpire duties listed in Table 5.2, and the practical use of the score sheets of 
Table 5.3 were verified. A de-briefing and discussion session including filling 
out a feedback questionnaire concluded the events. A sample Trial Schedule as 
well as Feedback Questionnaire is given in Appendix 10.1a 
 
The overwhelming conclusion from these trials was that Triples, on the round 
table and with the rules described, qualifies as a serious competitive version of 
table tennis, with players really feeling part of a coherent table tennis TEAM. 
Based on the collective experience and wisdom of these (14) trial players – and 
the author – it therefore appears safe to claim that Triples, with the rules 
described in Chapters 4 and 5, can join the ranks of singles and doubles games 
as another serious table tennis competition game.  
 
With this foundation now laid we can look firstly at how teams can then develop 
their game strategies consistent with the Triples rules - whilst, perhaps more 
importantly, also cleverly exploiting them -, and secondly how Triples can be 
“seamlessly” integrated into, and indeed enhance, the existing repertoire of 
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Figure 5.4 continued 
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6.  TRIPLES TEAM STRATEGIES AND EVENTS 
 
No real team should go into any game without a game plan. The rules of Triples 
allow considerable scope for such game plans, and for teams to invent and 
apply different team tactics and strategies. Some typical examples will be 
introduced here, many more exist. They demonstrate the extra “team element” 
of Triples, and are particularly useful when Triples is added to the agenda of 
existing team matches consisting of singles and doubles games, which do not 
allow the same extent of team tactics as does Triples. 
 
6.1 Interpretation of “Service Rally” 
 
A basic feature of Triples is the introduction of the 2-shot Service “Rally” and its 
associated player positions. As mentioned before, all services in Triples are 
delivered from Centre Court, and the return of service must go to either of the 
two Wing Courts/players of the serving team. Each Service Rally therefore 
effectively involves four people, the server, the receiver, and the two possible 
Wing Court receivers of its return, of whom however only one will actually play 
the ball.  
 
The positions of the players at both the wing courts, in anticipation of the return 
of service, are therefore “fixed” during the Service Rally. This applies to all 
Service Rallies and means that all three of the serving team’s courts are “alive” 
during any Service Rally, with all its players at their defined starting positions. 
After the two service rally shots have been played they can of course change 
positions as they want, as long as they return to their starting positions again 
for the next Service Rally. 
 
However a different set of circumstances applies on the other side, i.e. for the 
team receiving the service. During the Service Rally, and as shown in Figure 6.1, 
only one court on its side is “alive”, the other two are not involved in it. This 
means that the two players nominally at those two “dead” courts are free to 
move around even during the Service Rally. The only restriction to this is that, 
whilst the position of the receiver is fixed, the other two players in the receiving 
team need to be at their designated positions only at the START of the 
Service Rally, i.e. as the server’s racket hits the ball. 
 
6.1.1 Player Exchanges 
 
This “starting position” provision allows the player exchange strategies 
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. For the two CC services the RW or LW players can stand at 
the “boundary” (defined by the hypothetical extensions of the Triples lines past 
the table) of, but still within their respective courts, as the server’s racket hits 
the ball. After that they are free to exchange positions with the receiver as 
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indicated in Fig. 6.1a. Likewise for either of the wing court services shown in 
Figs. 6.1b and c the CC player, whilst still within the CC boundaries as the 
server’s racket hits the ball, can exchange positions with either the receiver or in 
fact the other wing court player. Such early player exchanges may at times be 




Figure 6.1:  Possible Player Moves and “ Dead Courts” during Service Rallies 
S – Server, SR – Service Receiver 
 RW – Right Wing, LW -  Left Wing, CC – Centre Court 
 
6.2 Attack – Defence Strategies and Player Strengths 
 
Once “free play” is reached, i.e. after the first two shots have been played, both 
teams are of course free to develop their own strategies - this being one of the 




Figure 6.2: Examples of Player Strategies during “Free Play” 
a. Player "triangle" 
b. Player "line" 
c. All-forehand/backhand positions 
 
Figure 6.2a illustrates the “player triangle" suitable for strong wing attack 
together with strong central defence. The triangle may be very "long" (loop 
defence: see also Section 2.2.3 and Fig. 3.17), or quite "shallow", and the two 
wing players, e.g. a good forehand and a good backhand attacker, are 
strategically placed to essentially attack from anywhere in the field, with a 
strong central defender providing “backup”. The “triangle” may even turn into a 
”player line" as per Figure 6.2b, for strong central attack with wing defence. - 
Naturally there are other variations between these two extremes, as well as all-
attack, all-defence and any other mixture of block/spin/speed-centered 
strategies. 
 
The freedom of choice during “free play” can also be exploited to bring out 
player strengths and peculiarities in an optimal way. For example, the "triangle" 
configuration is particularly useful with strategically-placed right- and 
left-handed players. Likewise, "all-forehand" or "all-backhand" players may take 
up positions favourable for their style as per Figure 6.2c, showing their 
respective positions during return of service, for example.  
 
It must be stressed that all of the above are only theoretical patterns which in 
practice will change dynamically during a game or rally, in response to the 
opposing team’s actions. However it is useful to have such thinking models for 
discussion, training and implementation purposes. 
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Action shots demonstrating some of the above tactics are shown in Figure 6.3. 
Photos 6.3a to 6.3c were taken during junior training squad practice sessions on 
an earlier version of the “Practice” (2.74m) table [22]. They illustrate the 
“standard service” (a), “receiver exchange" (b), and "all-forehand" player 
positions (c: two right-handed, one left-handed), respectively. Photos 6.3d and        
6.3e, taken during trial matches on the Standard Triples table, then illustrate the 
“player triangle” and “player line” formations.  
 
The wide range of tactics and strategies possible with the Triples game can be 
appreciated from these examples; many more possibilities exist. Apart from its 
other new features, this flexibility and the freedom to allow teams to devise 
their own ingenious strategy variations, is one of the major attractions of 
Triples. 
 
6.3 Tie Break and Shoot-Out Tactics 
 
Naturally the importance of such tactics becomes even greater during the final 
stages of a close game, where they can mean the difference between winning 
and losing. One strategy is to “hold back” with any of the above tactics until and 
if these final crucial stages of the game are reached, and hence use them as 
“surprise tactics” in the final (hopefully winning) rallies. For example, during the 
Tie Break stage only players 3A and 3B are serving, so that they could typically 
be the team’s ”best servers”, such as extreme spin servers – services with a high 
degree of spin are very hard to return into either of the wing courts. 
 
During Shoot-Out there are  many ways to make use of the even greater freedom 
of choice allowed, for example: 
 
• Having the best server play his two services first: to the “weakest” receiver on 
any of the opposite courts – noting however that any player can return even 
the service during Shoot-Out, so that a “last-split-second” receiver exchange 
is possible for the return. 
• Positioning the strongest player in the centre, or others to suit their 
particular strengths. 
• Positioning two players behind one (e.g. the centre) court, noting that fast 
services to the extremities of either of the wing courts are unlikely because 
of the higher net  there.  
• Etc. etc… 
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    (a)                (b)  
   (c)    (d)  
(e)  
 
Figure 6.3: Action Shots demonstrating Player Strategies 
a. Standard Service 
b. Receiver Exchange       
c.   All -forehand Play 
d.   Player triangle during competition play 
e.   Player line during competition play 
 
6.4 Combination Team Events: Singles, Doubles, Triples  
 
The ultimate test to determine which of two teams really is the better “from all 
points of view" is to have them compete on an individual as well as a team basis.  
That can be achieved by having a combination of singles, doubles and Triples 
matches count towards the final match outcome. This is a direct extension of 
the commonly known and practised cumulative points system used in 
conventional table tennis “team” events, as discussed in Section 2.1 and 
summarised in Table 2.1. None of these events contains a single “team game” 
(with the exception of the 2-player Corbillon Cup system and some regional 
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pennant competitions), since neither team actually plays the other as a team at 
any one time.  
 
Various possibilities exist as to how, and how many, such singles, doubles and 
Triples matches should be played to make up a “Combination Match”, and still 
complete the event within an acceptable time frame. Also, the character of such 
Combination Matches is decidedly influenced by apportioning different relative 
weightings for each of its three “components” to arrive at the overall match 
score. These issues will now be discussed. 
 
6.4.1  Single Composite Table Matches 
 
On first sight such a team event would seem to necessitate having both a 
standard rectangular as well as a round Triples table available. However, that is 
not the case if a composite Triples table is used, whose inherent advantage as a 
“two-in-one” table becomes particularly apparent in such combined team events. 
Standard singles and doubles matches can be played with its basic rectangular 
layout first, followed by Triples on its round conversion, or vice versa.  
 
For example, with a single rectangular table and its composite Triples 
conversion it would seem feasible to complete 9 singles, 2 doubles and one 
Triples match within about 3 hours, provided that both the singles and doubles 
matches are best of 3 games only and that the Triples match consists of one 
game. This, among other things, accentuates the “short and sharp” nature of 
singles (with each team member playing each member of the opposing team) 
and doubles (with one member of each team playing in both), in contrast to the 
longer and usually more tactical nature of the Triples game. 
 
As an example, the weighting for the three match components (singles, doubles, 
Triples) with an approximately equal contribution to the final score from both 
the “individual” (singles plus doubles) as well as team events could be as 
follows, with 31 points to be scored in total (10 π - consistent with the 
fundamental Triples factor of 3), and with this odd number always ensuring a 
clear winner: 
 
• Each singles match is weighted as 1 point - a total of 9 points to be won 
• Each doubles match is weighted as 3 points - a total of 6 points to be won 
• The Triples match is weighted as 16 points - a total of 16 points. 
 
However, this 1-3-16 weighting may place too much emphasis on the Triples 
component, so that a 1-4-14 or even 1-5-12 weighting would be preferable. 
These options are compared in Table 6.1. Of the three alternatives shown it is 
suggested that the 1-5-12 system gives the best overall balance and best 
represents the player effort and team contribution from the three game types 
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towards the final score. This weighting is therefore recommended for the 
Combination Team Event as played on the composite table. 
 
Table 6.1:  Comparison of Weighting in Combination Team Events 
Weighting Contribution to final 31 
points 
Game 
1-3-16 1-4-14 1-5-12 
Matches 
played 
1-3-16 1-4-14 1-5-12 
Each 
singles 
1 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Each 
doubles 
3 4 5 2 6 8 10 
Triples 16 14 12 1 16 14 12 
 
The actual scheduling of the three different match categories inside such an 
event needs some consideration, with the winning points score for the overall 
31 points being 16. Once a team reaches this total the contest is theoretically 
“over” and the winner has emerged. In championship events that would end the 
match, whereas in pennant competitions play continues, with the remaining 
matches played to improve either team’s total score. To ensure that the “core” 
Triples match is always played it should be scheduled first, thereby establishing 
a 12-0 lead for one team. This is also preferable from a setup time perspective, 
since it usually takes less time to convert the round composite table back to its 
rectangular version than vice versa, thereby causing least disturbance during the 
event. After the Triples match various scheduling possibilities exist for the 
remaining 9 singles and 2 doubles matches, the following being one preferred 
sequence: 
 
1. Triples match  Total point score = 12 
2. Four singles matches        14 + 2 = 16 (theoretical 16:0 win) 
3. First doubles match         16 + 5 = 21 
4. Four singles matches         21 + 4 = 25 
5. Second doubles match        25 + 5 = 30 
6. Remaining singles match        30 + 1 = 31 (“decider” if 15:15).  
 
6.4.2  Two-Table Team Matches 
 
One disadvantage with the “single-table setup” is that players still have to wait 
for their turn for quite some time while others occupy the table. Another is that 
only one Triples game may not suffice to really test the teams playing as a 
whole. Best-of-three Triples games are a better and preferred solution, and also 
justify the relatively high weighting recommended for the Triples section. These 
“disadvantages” are largely overcome by the concurrent use of two conventional 
rectangular tables, one of which is converted into the composite round Triples 
layout during the event.  
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An example of the schedule for such a team event on two tables is shown in 
Table 6.2. First, during Match Part 1 and Match Part 2, two rectangular tables 
are used simultaneously for the singles and doubles matches shown.  After Part 
2 the doubles matches are completed. The remaining singles matches are 
played in Part 3 on the first table, whilst the second table is converted to the 
round  (composite) Triples shape (e.g. by the non-playing team members). 
Thereafter the best-of-three games Triples match completes the event in Part 4. 
The relative weighting of the three match components remains the same as 
described above, i.e. 1-5-12. 
 
 This schedule in fact allows the singles and doubles matches to be the standard 
“best of 5” games, rather than best of 3, resulting in an overall match time 
frame of approximately 3½ hours. Also, it is seen from Table 6.2 that this match 
schedule requires two players in each team to play five matches, and one, viz. 
players 3A and 2B in this case, to play six matches each. This again highlights 
the importance of allocating the appropriate positions within the team to each 
player – as is the case in any sporting team event. 











1 1 1 1 1 1 1A-1B 2A3A-2B3B  
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45 min -- 1 1 -- 1 1 2A-2B 3A-3B 
1 -- 1 1 1 -- 1A-2B 3A-1B  
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45 min 1 1 1 1 1 1 2A-3B 1A3A-1B2B 
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For reasons explained above the actual match playing schedule should 
preferably be the reverse of that shown in Table 6.2: 
 
1. Triples match   Total point score = 12 
2. 3 singles plus conversion         12 + 3 = 15 
3. 3 singles plus 1 doubles   15 + 3 + 5 = 23 
4. 1 doubles plus 3 singles   23 + 5 + 3 = 31. 
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6.4.3 Triples in 6-Player Team Events 
 
As shown in Section 2.1, some team competitions use teams consisting of six 
players, such as the German Federal League (Bundesliga) “Crossed Pairs” system 
(Paarkreuzsystem). The players are ranked and play up to 12 singles and 4 
doubles matches. Each of the 16 matches counts for one point, and the event 
ends and is won by the team first scoring 9 points.  
 
It was also suggested there that, from a “true team” perspective, 6-player team 
matches would be enhanced by the inclusion of a “Triples Option”, by dividing 
each 6-player team into two half-teams, viz. a “Triples A Team” consisting of the 
players ranked 1-3, and a “Triples B Team” consisting of players ranked 4-6. 
These half-teams then play against their counterparts from the other team.  
 
Naturally many alternatives exist for the design of a match schedule for this 
“Modified Crossed Pairs” event. One preferred option is to simply add the two 
Triples matches to the existing schedule and preferably double the point score 
for each of these, i.e. play for a total of 12+4+2x2 = 20 points. Should a 10:10 
“draw” be reached the winners of the two Triples games could play an “event-
deciding” third Triples match. Naturally timing and the exact location of the 
Triples matches in the overall match sequence needs to be carefully considered. 
 
Another, more rigorous option is to simply use Table 6.2 for both the A-Teams 
and B-Teams, (e.g. playing simultaneously on four tables) which essentially 
separates the event into two “half-events”. This means that players from the A– 
and B– teams never meet, so that some other “interactive arrangements” would 
have to be added. 
 
6.5 Triples in International Table Tennis Team Events 
 
Considerations such as these can of course also be applied to some of the other 
team events listed in Table 2.1. With the underlying desire to create “real team” 
competitions in table tennis it is conceivable that Triples matches will 
complement, or in some instances even replace, some of the traditional event 
structures.  
 
By way of speculation, the addition of Triples to some of the team events shown 
in Table 2.1 could lead to the augmented schedules shown in Table 6.3. One 
limiting factor in all of these is the overall time needed to complete the event. 
With the main emphasis on (full-) team play, i.e. on the Triples matches, the 
singles and doubles components could be curtailed, for example by playing 
them as matches consisting of no more than best-of-five or even best-of-three 
game matches. The time saved thereby can ensure that the overall event time is 
kept within acceptable limits, whilst the 3-component singles-doubles-Triples 
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team character of the event is still largely maintained. On the other hand, and to 
emphasise the “team play” aspect of the event, the number of games in a Triples 
match could be increased, say from best-of-three to best-of-five or even best-of-
seven game matches, with a corresponding higher weighting of the Triples 
component. In Table 6.3 weightings of 2 and 3 have been used.  
 
And as before, the Triples match should always be played before the winning 
point score is reached, with the event typically ending once this happens. This 
ensures that at least the “true team component” of the event will always be 
played, the “deciders” then resting with the doubles and/or singles matches. 
This is one solution, but event organisers will no doubt come up with other 
equally valid arrangements. 
 
Table 6.3: Possible Triples-augmented (International) Team Events 
 
Event 















Corbillon Cup (4) 4 1 1* 7 4 
Swaythling Cup 3 9 - 1* 11 6 
Modified 
Swaythling Cup 
3  6 1 1* 9 5 
Swedish League 3 9 1 1** 13 7 
World Team 
Championships 
3 5 → 4 - 1** 
 
7 4 
European Champ.  
League 
3 5 - 1* 7 4 
German 
Bundesliga 



























1** 11 6 
    * Triples match counts double             **Triples match counts triple   
 
6.6 Summary and Outlook 
 
The above team strategy and match scenarios are just examples of the many 
possibilities, in terms of new tactics, match structures and match organisation, 
opened up by the Triples game and the use of the round table. Many more are 
feasible and will no doubt be developed and tested as this “new dimension” in 
table tennis gains momentum.  
 
Both the “hardware“ and “software” aspects of Triples have now been covered. 
Part I of this book gave the reasons for and equipment needed to play the new 
game. Part II described its rules, scoring and event management, as well as 
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introducing the many new team playing and match strategies made possible 
through this game. 
 
This essentially covers all that needs to be known to effectively play the table 
tennis Triples game. This book would however not be complete without 
mentioning the many new table tennis game variants which the new Triples 
equipment allows, and indeed has been designed for. These Triples “extensions” 
are described in Part III. They are intended primarily for warm-up, practice and 
recreational play. Some “high-tech” innovations are also suggested which will 
further support the role of table tennis per se as a modern, dynamic and 
technology-integrated sport and recreational activity in the 21st century. 
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6.7  Register of New Terms Introduced in Part II 
 
Advantage Draw ‘Close Game’ ending with no ‘Triples Advantage’ 
being achieved and with a 46:44 ‘Shoot-Out’ score 
Advantage Point Point contributing to winning margin 
Close Game Game continuation following a 30:30 score, 
leading to ‘Tie Break’ and possibly ‘Shoot-Out’ 
Combination Team Event Team competition involving Singles, Doubles and 
Triples matches 
Dead Court Triples table court not involved in ‘Service Rally’ 
Draw ‘Shoot-Out’ game outcome with both teams even, 
i.e. no specific winner 
Edge Ball Ball visibly deflected off table edge by not landing 
on playing surface nor side of table 
Free Play Table tennis with unrestricted playing order and 
direction, only subject to ‘3-Shot Rule’ 
Game Rally Overall shot sequence leading to a scored point 
Golden Triplets Best-of-three final decider rallies, as alternate 
quick ending to (‘Shoot-Out’) ‘Draw’ game 
Line Ball “Good” ball, considered “in” adjacent court 
Net Ball Ball crossing net whilst touching it; replayed as 
“let” if occurring during either service rally shot, 
otherwise passed as “good” return 
Player Line Players positioned in a straight line, (usually) 
parallel to the net 
Player Numbering Triples team members must wear numbers 1, 2, 3 
indicating their playing positions   
Player Rotation Advancement of players to next sector/court after 
each completed ‘Service Round’ 
Player Triangle Typical Triples player positioning pattern 
Return-of-Service Court Alternate name for ‘Wing Court’ 
Server Court Alternate name for ‘Centre Court’ 
Service Rally The TWO shots opening a game rally: the service 
and its return 
Service Round The 6 game rallies during which one server serves 
twice to each opponent 
Shoot-Out Triples game continuation if no 3-point ‘Triples 
Advantage’ is reached at end of ‘Tie Break’ 
Shoot-Out Round Up to 18 more points/rallies to be played unless 
‘Triples Advantage’ is reached earlier 
Straight Game Triples game ending in 31-point winning score 
Straight Draw Triples game ending with score of 45:45 
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Three-Shot Rule Players in Triples are restricted to returning no 
more than 3 consecutive shots during play 
Tie Break Two more ‘Service Rounds” must be played if 
game score reaches 30:30 
Triples Advantage 3-point margin needed for winning ‘Tie Break’ or 
‘Shoot-Out’ phases in Triples 
Triples Cycle Set of 36 game rallies during which each player 
serves twice to, and receives two services from, 
each opponent 
Triples Game Can be a ‘Straight Game’ ending with a 2-point 
lead and winning score of 31, or a ‘Close Game’ 
ending either with the 3-point ‘Triples Advantage’ 
lead in ‘Tie Break’ or ‘Shoot-Out’, or as a Draw, or 










   
  






















7. PRACTICE,  WARM-UP AND  RECREATIONAL GAMES  WITH  TRIPLES   
EQUIPMENT      
 
Although the basic idea of Triples evolved from the desire to create a true 
team game in the context of competitive table tennis, and all the previous 
chapters have concentrated on that, the equipment developed in achieving 
this also allows many other new table tennis game variants. Apart from its 
use for practice and warm-up purposes, the new “Triples hardware” is 
particularly suitable for use in recreational, rehabilitational, educational and 
skills-training situations. The basic features enabling this are: 
 
a. The inherent benefits offered by the circular table shape, and  
b. The fact that the Triples table can be constructed from segments or 
modules, leading to the composite and modular table versions described in 
Chapter 3. 
 
This chapter outlines some of these game variants by way of examples. The 
full range of possibilities is much greater than that shown, limited only by 
the imagination of the table tennis players.  
 
7.1 Modified Combination Team Events 
 
The “three-tier” team events described in the previous chapter, i.e. consisting 
of singles, doubles and Triples matches, apart from their advantages also 
have disadvantages, such as the need for both rectangular and round tables, 
and the additional demands on event timing. These can to some degree be 
overcome by playing out the whole event on one circular Triples table. 
 
Although the Triples table is designed for Triples, it can of course also be 
used for singles and doubles play, albeit with some modifications to the 
standard singles and doubles game geometry and rules. The ways in which 
this can be accomplished need to be outlined first, before discussing the 
third option for the combined team event described above, viz. the “Modified 
Combination Team Event”, played on one Standard Triples table. 
 
7.1.1 Singles and doubles on the round table  
 
Naturally, and to “get used” to the Triples table, just 2 players can “hit up” on 
the Triples table (c.f. Fig. 3.17) thereby experiencing the exhilarating feeling 
of freedom when playing alone on this “huge” expanse of space. The same 
still essentially applies to 4 players playing doubles. Players can devise their 
own “fun rules” for these modes of play, which can use either the sloping 
standard Triples net, or just a standard-height conventional net. 
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Then, having been introduced and become accustomed to playing table 
tennis on a round table it is easy to see that, as a minor yet logical variation 
thereof, the Triples table can also be used to play several singles and 
doubles matches simultaneously, as indicated in Figure 7.1.  
 
Firstly, one can use the Standard Triples table and net and have one, or two, 
or even three “Triangular singles” games played simultaneously between 
opposing Triples courts, each with one ball, as indicated in Figure 7.1a. The 
three balls should preferably be of different colour, such as white, yellow and 
orange.  Or they can be played between corresponding Triples courts as per 
Fig. 7.1b, with ball trajectories crossing mainly over the Centrepiece. This is 
a direct extension of the warm-up session/mode commonly used by two 
singles pairs on one conventional table, playing with two balls at the same 
time as a hit-up before a competition match. As is the case there, ball 
collisions are very rare. Likewise a singles and doubles game can be played 
simultaneously with two balls as per Figs 7.1 c and d.  
 
 
Figure 7.1: Singles and Doubles Play on the Triples Table 
a. 3 singles between opposite courts 
b. 3 “crossover” singles between corresponding courts 
c. Simultaneous singles and doubles 
d. Crossover doubles and singles 
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Obviously some allowance has to be made for balls and players colliding and 
interfering with each other. This issue has been discussed elsewhere, and 
shown not to be a major problem in the context of recreational games [19, 
21]. It is however one reason why these game options, although fostering 
tolerance and mutual coexistence, cannot be considered for serious 
competition. Also, the high Triples net, although useful for practising Triples 
shots, preferably needs to be replaced by a standard-height net, particularly 
for the “crossover options” of Figs 7.1 b and d.  
 
In order to minimise player/ball interference during such games, a better 
and proven way to handle the multiple-games situation on the round table is 
to replace the Triples net as well as both the (60 degree-) Triples lines with 
standard-height nets, and accepting the fact that on the round table both 
singles and doubles have to be played on essentially “triangular” (actually 
sectoral) courts, bounded on two sides by nets. Naturally this differs from 
the standard rectangular geometry – but so does Triples… 
 
The basic feature enabling such “modified” games is the provision of a 
central net post as already described and illustrated in Figure 3.3, the 
“Centre Post”, or pillar. This can take various forms. By attaching appropriate 
fittings to it, any number of “half nets”, extending from the centre of the 
table to its periphery, can be attached. These may be standard height nets 
extending from the Centre Post to another post, the “Edge Post”, located at 
the table periphery, as shown in Figure 7.2.  
 
Alternatively the nets may be tapered down from the full net height of 
15.25cm at the centre to “zero” at the periphery, i.e. simply attached there 
close to the playing surface, as shown in Figure 7.3. This is a safer option 
since, especially in “social” play, the players are less likely to come in contact 
with the protruding Edge Posts. These are now reduced to peripheral “Net 
Clamps”, which can be moved around and clamped to any point around the 
table periphery. This means that the nets attached to them can be used to 
create courts of any size, or included sector angle, which creates a multitude 
of game possibilities. 
 
For ease of changeover and ball retrieval the tapered “nets” may also be 
constructed as hard (e.g. plastic) slats, secured simply by pushing them 
firmly into a specially slotted centre pillar (allowing different sector court 
angles) as shown in Figures 7.3c and 7.3d, thereby obviating the need for 















Figure 7.2:  Modified “Round Table Tennis” with Radial Half-Nets 
          (central net post replaced by modified Centrepiece)  
a. Three simultaneous Round Table singles games in 
progress 








                                                             (c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 7.3 : Tapered Half-Net Design   
a. Tapered nets attached to modified Centrepiece and edge clamps 
b. 8 juniors playing 4 simultaneous singles with 4 balls during 
school sports activity 
c. “Hard Net” configurations 
d. Detail of “Hard Net” construction and insertion 
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An Historical Sideline 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show equipment developed and trialled successfully in 
the early 1980s as part of the author’s original work on “Round Table 
Tennis” (RTT) [16 – 21], which followed his patents on the “Circular Dynamic 
Table Tennis System” (there referred to as “Improvements in or Relating to 
Games Apparatus”: [13-15]). This included various table attachments or 
targets over, through, into or against which the ball is played. Some 
illustrative sample patent extracts can be found at Appendix 10.2. With the 
fundamental idea of integrating physical activity with the fascination of 
electronic games and computer programming, these targets were designed 
to move under computer control, and the table itself to rotate and/or wobble 
slowly up and down at the same time…. 
 
But apart from such futuristic and technological ideas, the abovementioned 
initial publications [16 to 21] dealt with the full scope of Round Table Tennis 
from a table tennis perspective, as mentioned in Chapter 1. For the sake of 
completeness some extracts from the most comprehensive of these papers, 
[21], are given in Appendix 10.3, which the reader may find interesting, and 
which put the game examples shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 into 
chronological perspective. 
 
General RTT Features 
The examples of play with the radial nets shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 thus 
illustrate “Round Table Singles“ and “Round Table Doubles” play on a 3.14m 
diameter Standard Triples table. The intriguing feature of this system is that 
more than one game can be played simultaneously on one table. However, 
and as is to be expected, some concessions have to be made when 
comparing it with standard table tennis on the rectangular table – hence the 
name “modified” (or “round”) table tennis . Some main issues to be 
considered are: 
 
• More than one ball is in play. This means increased player concentration 
is needed (which is beneficial for match practice) in order to counter the 
distraction caused by the “other” balls and players. - Up to four games can 
readily be played simultaneously on the Standard (3.14m) Triples table 
with 4 balls, as shown in Fig. 7.3b. With eight (or more: up to 20 players 
have been usefully ‘employed’ around one table) players on one table, 
“Round Table Tennis” is especially suitable as a school sports activity, for 
recreational play and for social gatherings. 
• For “serious” table tennis a maximum of 3 balls, ie. no more than three 
simultaneous games, is suggested, as shown in Fig 7.2a The balls should 
preferably be of different colour. Obviously they will collide sometimes 
(although much less than one might think - they are rather small and the 
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space in which they move is rather large -), in which case a “let” is 
declared. 
• There can be many distractions, such as balls colliding or landing in the 
wrong court, players colliding or interfering with each other when 
retrieving balls, etc. - In each case common sense has to prevail and 
appropriate let breaks must be agreed upon. 
 
All of these new aspects point to the conclusion that this round-table version 
of multiple games is a much more gregarious and socially interactive affair 
than the “serious” conventional game. Indeed one can go one step further 
and say that, in order for it to be played successfully, it needs, and hence 
fosters, tolerance of one’s fellow human beings…. “Round Table Tennis” 
singles and doubles as described above is certainly not intended as 
“competition” to conventional table tennis, but rather as a “practice”, “warm-
up” or recreational complement to the existing singles and doubles games. – 
 
7.1.2 Modified Combination Team Event on one Triples table 
 
With the practicality of playing “modified” singles and doubles matches on 
the round table now established, it is only a small step to further utilise this 
possibility for playing Combination Team Events on just one Triples table, 
albeit in a practice, social or other non-competitive context. To distinguish 
this mode of play from the “normal” competitive combined event described 
in Chapter 6, it is referred to as the “Modified” Combination Team Event. The 
term “modified” refers firstly to the modified round-table version of the 
singles and doubles matches as described above, and secondly to the fact 
that this is not intended as a serious competition event. The only part of this 
event which could be perceived as “serious competition” is its Triples 
component, which of course remains unchanged in its original form.  
 
This multiple games system not only eliminates the need for two tables as 
described in Section 6.4.2, but also largely eliminates the need for the 
equipment setup changes needed for both the “serious” event options 
described in Section 6.4. These are reduced to two quick net rearrangements 
between the three phases of the event.  
 
The suggested playing schedule for the Modified Combination Team Event is 
shown in Table 7.1. It has been designed to represent “the ultimate” true 
team event, with all players involved to the same degree in the three 
disciplines, resulting in nine singles, THREE doubles and one Triples match, 
and continuous player participation (and also eliminating some of the 
drawbacks experienced in conventional table tennis interclub matches, such 
as long waiting times between games, scheduling of matches, etc.). Its 




• Only one table is needed 
• Three doubles are played, resulting in the optimum team match 
composition (9S, 3D, 1T) 
• All players play the same number of games (6), hence contribute equally  
• All players are continuously engaged – no waiting times 
• Physical equipment changes are reduced to a minimum 
• The event typically takes no more than 3 hours due to simultaneous 
games being played 
 
As can be seen from Table 7.1, the event takes place in three “Phases” and 
six “Rounds”, with players re-grouping between Rounds, and all (usually) 
starting the next Round at the same time: 
 
1. Phase 1: Singles  -  6 singles matches comprising Rounds 1 and 2 
2. Phase 2: Mixed Mode - 3 singles and 3 doubles: Rounds 3 to 5 
3. Phase 3: Triples  - the Triples match,  being Round 6. 
 
Note: Although this seems to be the logical game progression, i.e. from 
singles to doubles to Triples, for reasons explained in Chapter 6 it may be 
preferable to reverse this sequence, starting with the Triples match, followed 
by the others. However theoretically the three phases are completely 
interchangeable, any sequence can be used. 
 
During Phase 1 six “half nets” as described in Section 7.1 are used, creating 
3 singles “tables”. Two of these nets are removed for Phase 2, resulting in 
one singles and one doubles “table”, with the exposed Triples line acting as 
centre line for the doubles game. The doubles player constellations are as 
shown, and standard doubles rules apply. At the end of Phase 2 every player 
has played every player of the opposing team in singles, and all have been 
involved in 2 doubles matches. Between Phase 2 and Phase 3 a short break is 
called, during which all half-nets are removed and the standard Triples net is 
installed. The Triples match is best of 3 games.  
 
On average each Phase will typically take one hour to complete, with the 
“Singles Phase” taking less, the “Mixed Phase” a little more, and  the real-
team “Triples Phase” and any breaks completing the 3-hour event. 
Remembering the nature of this event it may not be necessary to tally the 
game scores during phases 1 and 2, these being the “fun” components. The 
Triples component in Phase 3 however can be taken either way – either as 
another “fun game” or as a serious competition match which the previous 




Table 7.1: The “Modified Combination Team Event” Schedule 
 
 
However if scores are kept and with the introduction of 3 doubles games, a 
possible weighting scenario is 1-3-13 (modified from the “standard” 1-5-12 
weighting shown in Table 6.1), resulting in an equal contribution of 9 points 
from both the singles and doubles matches, and 13 from the Triples match. 
The            
overall points to be scored remain at a total of 31. At the end each player 
has played 3 singles, 2 doubles and 1 Triples match. 
 
Depending on the standard of play this schedule, with its continuous player 
engagement over a prolonged time period, can be physically and mentally 
very demanding for all. This makes it especially attractive for practice 
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sessions focussing on strength, stamina and concentration training, in 
preparation for prolonged serious competition matches. - It will be recalled 
that the achievement of prolonged team engagement over extended match 
times, and the accompanying likely spectator excitement buildup, is one of 
the basic objectives of Triples. –  
 
On the lighter side, playing through this schedule in a casual and “non-
competitive” way can also be a lot of fun …. 
 
7.2 Practice Options with the (Two - Halves) Triples Table 
 
The round shape of the Triples table allows various game or practice options 
which exploit its circular symmetry. These options depend on whether the 
table is constructed in two halves, or as the Composite Table with its 
segments, or the Modular Table with its sector modules. Some of these 




The principle of variable sector angles described above and embodied in 
Table 7.1 also allows other variations to be played, for example handicap 
games. With the provision of the central net post the standard straight-line 
Triples net may be “bent”, resulting in a "Handicap Triples" game with 
unequal playing fields. Although essentially any area ratio may be set, 
practice has shown that shifting one half-net through one Triples sector is a 
good starting point, with the "stronger" team having to cover an area twice 
that of the "weaker" team (240 v. 120 degrees, respectively). This has been 
found to yield quite an effective handicapping and playing configuration. An 
example is shown in Figure 7.4.  
 
Depending on the standard and purpose of play either the standard high 
Triples net (“bent” around the Centre Post), or two low conventional-height 
half-nets may be used. Unless “removable” lines are used (shown dashed in 
Fig. 7.4b) one obviously has to also “bend” the service rules somewhat – that 
freedom of choice is left to the players/teams. For social occasions and as 
motivational or relaxation interludes during serious practice sessions even 
higher area ratios can be set, and can provide some humorous and 
stimulating situations…. 
 
When using a full-size Triples net as shown in Figure 7.4b, an alternative way 
to “bending the net” around the Centre Post is of course to use the 
“Standalone” Triples net units described in Section 3.4.6 and Figure 3.8. This 
type of Triples net construction was initially conceived to satisfy the (Triples) 
handicap requirements, especially the mobile “Triples Net Trolley” shown in 
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Fig. 3.8b, which can be readily wheeled around to set any court sector angle, 
as well as be used for other game and practice variations as described below. 
 
 
       (a)                                             (b) 
 (c) 
 
Figure 7.4: Net Settings for a  2:1 Triples Handicap Game 
a. Example showing use of Triples net without handicap lines 
b. Example of standard height nets with handicap lines 
provided 
c. Early 2:1 “Triples Handicap” trials, ITTF Stadium Tokyo, 
1984 
 
7.2.2 Robot Practice 
 
The circular periphery of the round table makes the Triples table ideally 
suited for practice sessions with table tennis ball robots. One robot placed 
centrally at one of the Centre Courts can be used to deliver the usual range 
of spin/speed shots either in the static mode, i.e. to one delivery point, or 
preferably in the oscillation mode, swerving from side to side to cover the 
whole Triples field. This can be particularly useful for “high net” practice, 
with returns across the sloping parts of the Triples net. 
 
The robot can also be stationed at either of the Wing Courts, and set to just 
cover the opposite Wing Court, resulting in combined “high net” and “Wing 
Court” practice. Furthermore, it can be located anywhere inside the players’ 
“Action Space” and far behind the table, to achieve loop and other shot 
varieties normally not possible with the conventional table (see Section 2.2). 
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The Triples table is also large enough to use more than one robot at a time. 
For example, one robot can be set up at each court, ie three in total, for 
simultaneous shot practice to three individual players (and balls of different 
colour), essentially replicating the “three singles” situation shown in Figure 
7.2a, but using one Triples net – and, among other things, also really testing 
the players’ concentration. - These are just some examples of “Triples 
robotics”: no doubt individual coaches and players will devise their own 
training strategies; suffice it to say that the Triples table offers many new 




Most conventional table tennis tables for home and general use allow a 
playback setting, i.e. with one table half locked in a vertical (or near-vertical) 
position, thereby enabling “solo practice” play, or interactive practice play with 
two players - similar to (“mini”-) squash. The same applies to the folding 
Triples table, as shown in Figure 7.5 (the conventional net shown can also be 
replaced by a Triples net). However, the inherent curvature and longer 
“playing edge length” (c.f. Section 2.2.3) of the round table allows more 
practice opportunities than the rectangular table. Firstly, more than two 
players, and comfortably up to four, can be engaged at the same time. 
Secondly, the curved playing edge allows different playback shot lengths to 
be practiced when played directly at (i.e. at right angles to) the vertical 
“playback wall”: from practically zero at the extremities of the Wing Courts, 
up to 1.57 metres, i.e. half the table diameter, at the centre of the Centre 
Court. 
 
When using a Triples net the playback geometry also offers a good 
opportunity for practising “high net shots” over the top of the sloping Triples 
net and close to it, which requires an added degree of sensitivity or “ball 
feeling” compared to the conventional game. 
 
Of particular interest however is the situation depicted in Fig. 7.5b, showing 
a half-table placed against a wall (the other half can be used likewise), or a 
whole table in playback mode, with the mobile “Standalone” net unit 
described in Section 3.4.6, which can be moved around to set different (e.g. 
handicap) sectors. The ball has to be played “obliquely” against the playback 
wall and onto the opposite side, to be returned either in the same way, or 
preferably alternating between one “oblique” shot against the wall and one 
directly across the net. Obviously other practice variants can be played, with 
the common aim of practising the high and angular shots not normally 




  (a)    (b) 
 
Figure 7.5: Playback Triples Arrangements 
a. Playback configuration with Triples table 
b. “Oblique” playback with mobile Triples net unit   
 
7.3 Practice Options with Composite Triples Table Segments 
 
As was hinted in Section 3.4.4, the four Triples extension segments (or 
“Quarter Side Leaves”) used for the Composite Table can be used in 
interesting new combinations, on a standalone basis, for practice and 
recreational purposes. They can be placed against each other in various ways 
and without the rectangular table, for players to familiarise themselves with 
the new table geometry and the “unaccustomed“ shape and height of the 
Triples net, and to practise the necessary new “Triples strokes” – and all of 
this can happen while the rectangular table is in use by others. As will be 
seen, the different setup possibilities offer players an exciting new table 
tennis environment.  
 
7.3.1 Wing Court Practice: “High Net” and “Side” Shots 
 
In conventional table tennis players very rarely have to play from the side of 
the table. Most shots are delivered either from behind the base line, or from 
above the table surface. However in Triples the two Wing Court players 
essentially play more and more “from the side” the further “outward” they 
stand from the Centre Court, i.e. the further they approach the net. This 
means that they have to become proficient not only in “high net shots”, but 
also in “side shots”. Figure 7.6 shows some Triples segment arrangements 
collectively aimed at “Wing Court Practice” which can be used to practise 
these shots.  
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    (a) 
 (b) 
 
Figure 7.6 : Two-Segment Setups for Specific Triples Shot Practice 
a. Setup for specific forehand and backhand shot practice over high net 
b. Reverse segment layout  
 
In Fig. 7.6a two segments are placed together as in the Composite Table, but 
with the conventional table “removed” – their straight edges are in line. This 
is for two-player practice only. The players stand on the curved part of the 
segments and play across the (shortened) Triples net: for two, say, right-
handed players this layout is designed to practice backhand (front 
segment/court in Fig. 7.6a) and forehand (rear segment/court) shots, and 
vice versa for left-handers.  
 
This can be extended to have a full Triples team of three players practice 
simultaneously on their own. For this the two segments above are placed 
against a wall similar to the “oblique playback” setup shown in Fig. 7.5b, with 
the net “shortened” as described in Section 3.4.6. This results in a shorter 
and faster game than with the “full-size” playback setup shown in Fig. 7.5b. 
One player on one side plays “obliquely” against the wall to the other two on 
the opposite side – with various optional variations. 
 
For general high net shot practice the reversed segment layout shown in Fig. 
7.6b is used. Players still play from the curved sides, and preferably two nets 
(or a high mockup net) are used as shown.  Both players now have the same 
playing geometry and can practice forehand or backhand shots across the 
high net.  
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Both the above arrangements mainly target individual shot practice, i.e. with 
one player per side. A more interactive practice mode, with four or six 
players (i.e. two “Triples practice teams”) practising Wing Court shots 
simultaneously, is achieved by using all four segments at the same time. 
This “Four Segment” or “Surfboard” table is shown in Figure 7.7. 
 
    
                    (a)                                                            (b) 
 
Figure 7.7 : Four Segment “Surfboard” Setup for Triples Team Practice 
a. Two or three players per side 
b. Prototype “Surfboard” assembly 
 
The removal of the rectangular table portion effectively speeds up the game 
since shorter shots are required, so that this setup combines the practice 
benefits from above with the additional option of fast “Free Play” practice. 
The net is made up of the two Triples net extensions alone (leaving an 
inconsequential gap in the middle), or a conventional net may be added as 
shown in Fig. 7.7b. And while, for example, four of the six players practice 
with this arrangement, the other two can meanwhile have “long-shot” 
practice on the conventional table fitted with the remaining “End Flaps”, as 
shown in Figure 7.8. Thus all pieces of equipment - and all six players - are 
utilised effectively. Naturally players would alternate between the two tables. 
 
 




7.3.2 “Mixed Mode” Practice 
 
If the conventional table is in two separate halves as shown in Fig. 7.8 it can 
also be used for “Mixed Mode” practice, with half the table conventional, the 
other half in a “Half-Surfboard” setup with two segments, as shown in Figure 
7.9. Practice can be with either a conventional net or, more realistically, a 
Triples net. The conventional net is 1.82m long and can therefore simply be 
left on the conventional (1.52m wide) table half, with the combined width 
(1.62m) of the two Triples segments still “covered” by it (and the two 
segments protruding by just 4.5cm each side). Likewise if the composite 
Triples net is used it is simply left on the segments as was the case in Fig. 
3.6b or Fig. 7.6a. The length of each table half is of course the same, 
i.e.1.37m. This mixed-mode setup is used for simultaneous Triples and 
standard table tennis shot practice, i.e. “side” and “high net” shots and 
positions, as well as conventional shots. With two players on the “Triples 
end”, one or two players can play from the rectangular table half. The latter 
is preferable since in that case the four players can actually play “quasi-
standard” doubles matches, the only differences from the conventional 
doubles game being the high net (if used), the strange shape of “the other” 
table half, and perhaps some modifications to the alternating play rule…. 
 
One extension of this is to fit an “End Flap” to the conventional table half as 
indicated in Fig. 7.9 and use the Triples net only, which changes the 
character of the game back to “pure Triples practice”, with combined and 
targeted long shot, high net and side shot practice. – For recreation and fun 
both a conventional as well as a shortened Triples net can be used 
simultaneously (shown shaded), each spanning half the table width – with 
interesting results. 
 
And finally it must be noted that a complete Composite Table consists of two 
such “Mixed-Mode” tables, so that in fact 8 players can practise 
simultaneously. With three players, i.e. one Triples team at each “Triples 
end”, even ten: two Triples teams and two doubles pairs. 
 
 
Figure 7.9: “Mixed Mode” Setup 
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7.3.3 “Hybrid Triples” with 4 or 5 Players 
 
Triples teams will want to practice as a team, but the 3 players needed for an 
opposing team may not always be available. In this case, and by extending 
the “Mixed Mode” principle above one step further, a singles player or a 
doubles pair may “take on” the Triples team on a “full-size” version of the  
arrangement shown in Fig. 7.9  – and of course get the benefits of practice in 
the process themselves. Such a “Hybrid” setup is shown in Figure 7.10. Half 
of a full-size Composite Triples Table is used with half a rectangular table 
and a full-size Triples net, as indicated in the figure. 
 
  
                          (a)                                                       (b) 
 
      Figure 7.10: Hybrid Play: Triples and Singles or Doubles Practice 
a. Singles-Triples Combination 
b. Doubles-Triples Combination 
 
For the “Singles-Triples” game shown in Fig. 7.10a the standard rules need to 
be modified only slightly. - Obviously players are free to make up their own 
practice rules. For example, the singles player successively serves twice to 
each of the three Triples courts and players, who in turn return the service to 
anywhere on the singles side. The Triples players still always serve from the 
Centre Court, but to anywhere on the singles side. The singles player then 
has to return the service successively to each of the three Triples 
courts/players. Player rotations occur more frequently, viz. after every two 
scored points, and after the service rally free play continues as in the 
standard Triples game.  
 
In general the singles player can cover the whole singles field, or table half, 
although “extreme angle” shots will not be returnable. A somewhat less 
demanding game for the singles player – and more demanding for the 
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Triples players - is achieved by restricting the singles area to the triangular 
“Centre Court” (shown shaded in Fig 7.10a) and covering the remaining 
singles field with some soft, “ball-absorbing” material. Alternatively the 
reverse arrangement, with the “Centre Court” covered, focuses ball 
placement practice to the side areas. The same applies to the Triples courts, 
i.e. the other way round. In either case the objective is to practise shots to 
specific parts of the playing surface, in ways and with materials also 
commonly used in conventional table tennis training sessions. 
 
Similar rule adaptations apply for the “Doubles-Triples” situation shown in 
Fig. 7.10b. Here the doubles players always serve twice from the right-hand 
court as usual, but again successively to each of the Triples courts/players. 
The Triples receivers have to return the first service to the server’s court, the 
second to the other court. The Triples serves are again delivered from the 
Centre Court, but with two to each of the doubles courts/players, to be 
returned by the doubles players to the Wing Courts diagonally opposite from 
their own. After the service rally free play continues for the Triples players, 
whereas the doubles players have to alternate as in the standard game.     
 
7.3.4 Practice with the Hexagonal Composite Table 
 
As described in Section 3.4.8 a hexagonal “Quasi-Triples” practice table (Fig. 
3.10) can be generated by adding four straight-sided triangular panels to the 
conventional rectangular table. Triples played on this hexagonal table does 
not necessarily require a Centrepiece, since each of the players can stretch to 
the net. Compared to the 3.14m Standard Triples table the rounded segment 
areas are “missing”, which results in a faster game with shot lengths similar 
to those on the conventional table. Only across corners can the full 
3.14metres length be achieved. This can be usefully exploited during 
practice sessions, with players then having the “extra length” available when 
playing competitively on the round Standard table.  
 
But apart from their use for Triples practice, the four side leaves of the 
composite hexagonal table can likewise be used on a standalone basis. For 
practice purposes this also makes this table very useful from the point of 
view of conventional table tennis play, since different (rectangular) table 
sizes can be generated by using the side leaves alone. Some possibilities are 
shown in Figure 7.11, and trainers/players can no doubt improvise others. 
While practice proceeds on these standalone triangle combinations, the 
conventional table can of course meanwhile be used independently. This 
“dual table” system is especially attractive for smaller clubs and home use. 
 
Two of the triangular leaves can be assembled into the practice- or fun- 
“mini-tables” shown in Fig. 7.11b, with nets facing either way. Four leaves 
can form the “midi-tables” of Fig. 7.11c, or the “diamond” table of Fig. 7.11d. 
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Also, since the width of each leaf is 0.81m, i.e. just 5cm wider than the 
0.76m width of one conventional doubles court, six roughly equal-size 
rectangular practice courts can be generated as shown in Fig. 7.11e, using 
the doubles centreline of the standard table. This rectangular “quasi-Triples” 
practice configuration can be used together with a full-size Triples net, but 
the limitations discussed earlier in Section 2.2.5 will soon become evident. 
 
 
Figure 7.11: Practice Layouts with the Hexagonal Composite Table 
a. Hexagonal Triples 
b. 2 Mini-tables 
c. 2 Midi-tables: “squat” and  “long” 
d. Diamond table 
e. “Rectangular” Triples 
 
7.3.5 “Do-Your-Own” Combinations 
 
It must be remembered that the game configurations described above are 
only examples of what can be done with Composite Triples Tables. They 
collectively illustrate the flexibility and some “alternate” games and 
practice/recreational layouts achievable with it. Others are possible, and 
their scope is limited only by the imagination of the players in arranging the 




7.4  Practice Options with Modular Triples Table Sectors 
 
The other option for achieving the round Triples table is to construct it in six 
identical sectors, resulting in the “Modular Triples Table” (see Section 3.5). 
This differs fundamentally from the Composite Table in that the whole table 
is designed specifically for Triples right from the outset, and not as an add-
on to an existing table. That is its main purpose. However, another reason 
for designing the table in six sectors is their use as the basis of a new 
“Modular Table Tennis System”, to be introduced in Section 8.1.  
 
As described in Section 3.5 and shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, one feature 
of each of the six sector modules is the central recess provided at the “sharp 
end” of each sector, which allows standard nets to be fitted along their 
straight sides, or “flanks”. As the Modular Triples table is always of 
“Standard” size, i.e. 3.14m diameter, or 157cm radius, the latter is therefore 
the design length of each of the straight flanks of the table sectors. On the 
other hand, the width of a conventional table is 152.5cm (5 feet), and 
conventional nets are designed to span that distance plus the 15.25cm (6 
inches) overhang each side. By providing a central 4.5cm recess on each 
sector, i.e. creating a central hole in the table 9.0cm in diameter, the lengths 
of the sector flanks are reduced to 157.0 - 4.5= 152.5 cm, corresponding to 
the width of a conventional table. Hence apart from a Triples net any 
conventional net assembly can conveniently be attached along any of the 
straight flanks of the sector modules (c.f. Fig. 3.13). 
 
7.4.1 Table tennis on two Triples sectors 
 
As a first and convenient Triples shot practice arrangement two of the 
sectors are attached to each other, either as part of a round table (or as the 
“folding pair” shown in Fig. 3.11b), or facing the opposite way. In either case 
a net can be attached over the joint, thereby creating a rather interesting-
looking new table tennis table. A prototype opposing sector - or “peanut” - 
shaped table is shown in Figure 7.12. It shows four net options: a 
conventional standard-height net, a “high-net” variation thereof (the sliding 
inner net posts on some commercially available units can be raised by more 
than 10cm), one half-Triples net, and a setup with two half-Triples nets. Each 
of these serve a particular purpose.  
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                           (a)                                                 (b) 
          
                            (c)                                               (d) 
Figure 7.12 : Net Options for Practice on Two Opposing Sector Modules  
a. “Peanut” layout with standard-height/length conventional net 
b. Raised net and doubles option with conventional net assembly 
c. Use of one Triples half-net  
d. “Confined” Triples practice with two Triples half-nets 
 
The “Peanut Table” sector arrangement in Fig 7.12a is of course not unlike 
the “reversed segment” layout shown in Fig.7.6b. The length of the curved 
parts or sector arcs is the same in both, but obviously the sector playing area 
is larger, and the nets are longer, resulting in a more meaningful game. 
Apart from the practice games listed in Section 7.3.1, two players can 
oppose each other in singles on either the curved or the straight sides.  
 
Alternatively, four players can simultaneously play two practice singles 
games with two balls, across the straight and curved sides, respectively. 
They can also play “sector doubles”, for which a (removable, e.g. using tape 
or chalk-string) “doubles line” across the diagonal may be added, as shown 
in Fig. 7.12b, also illustrating high-net practice. In these examples the 
training objective is to become familiar with the unaccustomed table shape, 
and the possibility of playing very close to a net whose height can vary. 
 
This becomes even more pronounced with the use of a Triples net as per 
Fig.7.12c. Either a Triples half-net can be used as shown, or a Triples net 
extension as per Figs. 3.6b and 3.7 can been added to the full-length 
conventional net, thereby replicating a complete Wing Court situation for the 
(near-side) player(s). Again any of the above games can be played, with 
special emphasis on Triples ball skills. And finally, a second Triples half-net 
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can be added as per Fig. 7.12d to further practice closeness to the Triples 
net, e.g. by two players situated at the sector arcs.  The challenge in all these 
game forms is to play without touching the nets. As is the case in 
conventional table tennis, neither the players “…nor anything they wear or 
carry…” are allowed to touch the net assembly (ITTF rule 2.10.1.9) in Triples. 
 
It should also be observed that the sector layout shown in Figs.7.12a, b and 
c differs from that of Fig.7.12d, in that the latter is the mirror image of the 
former. This effectively reverses the relative position of the net with respect 
to the players. Right-handed players located at the arcs in the first three 
photos, because of their position, will predominantly concentrate on 
backhand shots, but mainly on forehand shots with the reverse layout of Fig. 
7.12d. - And finally a reminder that one Modular Triples table of course 
makes up three such “Peanut Tables”, so that 6 or even 12 players can 
practise on them simultaneously. 
 
7.4.2 Multi – Sector play 
 
The idea of arranging conventional table tennis tables or table halves in 
different ways for training purposes is well accepted and practised, 
particularly for junior training sessions. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Blum [10] lists many of these in his 1014 practice/exercise examples, 
including all kinds of geometrical arrangements with both half and whole 
tables, such as offset or separated (“gap”) table halves, tables set up side-by 
side, in-line, in a circle, semicircle or triangle, and with inclined, triangular 
and other table formations. All of these are designed to create fascinating, 
entertaining and interesting game situations, and can be used to test not 
only players’ ball skills, but also their team- and communicative skills. 
 
This likewise applies to both the Composite as well as the Modular Triples 
table equipment. As was the case with the “elements” of the Composite 
Table, the scope of arranging the “elements” of the Modular Triples table in 
new and unusual combinations is only limited by the imagination of the 
players. Both design options of the Modular Triples Table, i.e. the six 
individual sector units as well as the three double-sector pairs, can be 
arranged in many configurations. Some (and not all) of these represent new 
table geometries which, together with conventional and/or Triples nets, 
create viable and interesting possibilities for playing table tennis on them, 
i.e. “make sense” from a table tennis perspective.  
 
However as more sectors are added the game progressively loses its Triples 
character and becomes a new table tennis system in its own right, the full 
treatment of which goes beyond the scope of this book. The basic strokes 
used are of course still those of conventional and Triples table tennis, so that 
the new configurations are also useful for practising those skills. Each 
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configuration is built around one or more of the following three basic pieces 
of equipment, all of which were discussed in Section 3.5: 
 
• a 60-degree sector module 
• a conventional “off-the-shelf” (ITTF-standard) table tennis net assembly 
• a half-Triples net (including a Centre Post) 
 
Based on the criterion of flank contact only, i.e. that sectors are always 
placed against each other along their straight sides (“flanks”), it can be 
shown that the 6 sectors can be arranged in 1024 possible combinations. 
And there are many other feasible possibilities without flank contact… 
Collectively these constitute the basis of a new “Modular Table Tennis 
System” (MTTS©) [28], for which some sample layouts will be given in 
Chapter 8, illustrating its scope. 
 
7.5  Summing Up  
 
The purpose of Chapter 7 was to show how the Triples “hardware” can be 
used for training and recreational purposes, and to illustrate the many new 
and exciting table tennis game possibilities which it allows. Its emphasis has 
been on serious Triples practice, warm-up and skills training possibilities, 
although some of the practice options shown obviously will also benefit the 
“conventional” table tennis player.  
 
To complete the picture, Chapter 8 will consider some developments directly 
following on from Triples. Firstly the concept of “modular” table tennis is 
described in some more detail.  Then the increasing need for and 
possibilities of “electronic umpiring” in Triples - and in the standard table 
tennis game - are discussed, with a view to removing chance, increasing 
accuracy and fairness, and providing even more player and spectator 
satisfaction. And finally a very logical question is considered which arises 
after having seen the practical possibility of Triples: can the multi-player idea 
not be extended to “Quadruples”, with teams of 4 players, as used in some 
existing table tennis team events? 
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8.  FUTURE  DEVELOPMENTS  
 
8.1 From “Basic Triples“ to “Modular Table Tennis” 
 
This book has so far covered the rules, possibilities and equipment of what 
could be called “Basic Triples”. Basic Triples essentially centres around the 
circular table shape, with only a few deviations from that shape. The main 
purpose of such “deviations”, described in Chapter 7, i.e. the use of the 
various extensions in configurations other than in the round table, is for 
practising the ball skills peculiar to the Triples game. This applies to both 
the Composite Table extensions as well as to the Modular Table sectors. 
 
As said before, the Modular Table sectors have yet another purpose, viz. to 
serve as the basis of an entire new (geometry-based) approach to table 
tennis, which can collectively be referred to as the “Modular Table Tennis 
System” (MTTS©). The crux of this new system is its flexibility or 
“modularity”. No single fixed geometry of the table-net combination exists: 
by using the modular table sectors as the basic “building blocks”, players can 
choose and enjoy their own table- and net- layouts from a large number of 
possibilities. Its basic features are that: 
 
• the individual table sectors may be arranged in different combinations – 
as all flanks are the same length they always match up, with the 
modules facing in either direction 
• the sectors are designed to accommodate both conventional as well as 
Triples nets, either singly or in combination.  
• players themselves can choose their table and net combinations, so that 
anyone, from novice to champion, can “invent their own game”, i.e. 
decide: 
o the table geometry 
o the net geometry 
o the number of players 
o the rules. 
 
These lead to the three main objectives of the Modular Table Tennis System 
(descriptors other than “MTTS” would be “adjustable”, “variable-geometry-”, 
“jigsaw-”, “triangular-”, “puzzle-”, “sector– “ etc. table tennis…): 
 
1. to create a new way of playing table tennis 
2. to practise ball- and coordination skills specifically (but not 
exclusively) for Triples 




A complete description of all the aspects and possibilities of this new 
“species” of table tennis will be presented elsewhere [28]. Here a few 
illustrative examples will follow and suffice to indicate its overall scope. 
 
8.1.1 Table tennis on 3 Triples sectors 
 
Of the 16 geometric combinations possible with 3 (flank-contact) sectors, 
Figure 8.1 shows the three basic types: 
 
• No. 1 is simply the half-round Triples table 
• No. 2 comes in the “forehand” and “backhand” versions (again relative 
to players at the single-sector arcs), one being the mirror image of the 
other. 





Figure 8.1: Basic Arrangements of 3 Triples Sectors 
 
With players located at, or playing from the arcs only, any of the three 
options is “playable” from a table tennis perspective. In option No. 1 the 
central player alternatively plays over the two nets to the Wing Courts. In 
option 2 the “singles” player practises forehand and backhand shots to two 
“doubles” players.  The two-net setup of option 3 is a combination of these. 
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All three options are attractive from a Triples viewpoint since they allow a 
complete Triples team to play/practise simultaneously.  
  
Some practical realisations corresponding to the layouts in Figure 8.1 are 
shown in Figure 8.2.  For all three layouts and as metioned above, one player 
typically plays from each Wing Court, the Centre Court player alternatively 
delivering to the left and right sectors. Reflexes, ball control and directional 
shot accuracy especially of the centre player are tested; the “outer” players 
will benefit from predominantly forehand and backhand play, respectively. 
Game difficulty increases with increasing net height, i.e. from (a) to (c). The 
size of the Centre Court can in each case be reduced by moving the 
peripheral (“outside”) net posts together along the periphery of the middle 
sector as indicated in Fig. 8.1- (3), for a handicap and/or fun game. – And 
once they “meet in the middle” (or with one central net only), an interestingly-
shaped table tennis table results for “conventional” doubles or singles games, 
with players in this case playing from the straight flanks, as indicated. 
 
The underlying premise in all of the sector combinations so far has been that 
the sectors are always joined together along their flanks, i.e. straight sides. 
This does not have to be so. Some “playable” and interesting game variants 
in which this is not the case are shown in Figure 8.3. The new feature is the 
introduction of strategically placed “gaps” or “ditches” complementing or 
replacing the net(s). One convenient net option in this case is to use one or 
more of the mobile “net trolleys” presented earlier (Fig. 3.8), which can 
readily be moved around to suit.  
 
  (a)  (b) 
  (c) 
Figure 8.2: Realised Examples of  3-Sector Practice-Table Layouts 
a. Conventional nets on “Butterfly” table as per Fig.8.1 – (3) 
b. Mixed-net arrangement on table of Fig. 8.1 – (2b) 
c. Triples nets on half-table setup as per Fig. 8.1 – (1) 
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8.1.2 Play on 4 to 6 sectors: a new dimension in table tennis  
 
For four sectors with flank contact there are 64 possible combinations, for 
five sectors 256, and for six 1024, etc. (including duplications). Figure 8.4 
shows a few interesting “multi-sector” and net combinations and typical 
player positions for four, five and six sector modules which “make sense” 
from a table tennis perspective [28]. It should be noted that some of these 
can also be achieved with the “folding pair“ table construction described 
earlier and shown in Figure 3.11b, since one of these units is obviously 
equivalent to two single sectors placed side-by-side. The reader is now 
invited to exploit some of the others – and have fun in the process!  
 
Noting that any of the 3 net options, i.e. conventional, raised or Triples nets, 
can be used with any of the layouts shown, typical games on them are [c.f. 
28]: 
 
a. “Lateral Doubles”: a doubles game using the raised conventional 
net, for short- and especially long-shot practice: the distance 
across corners in Fig. 8.4a is 4.14 metres ! 
b. “Gap Triples”: one Triples team plays on two inverted sectors, with 
two “flank players” and one “gap player”. 
c. “Pelican Triples”: Three doubles teams are involved, the middle 
team alternating shots to the two wing teams. A match consists of 
3 games, with each team occupying each double court once. 
 
 
Figure 8.3: Sector Layouts and Player Positions without Sector Flank 
Contact 
a. Two-sector singles layout 
b. “American Doubles” on 3 sectors 
     c.   “Round-Robin” layout 
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These are just three examples demonstrating the versatility of the Modular 
Table Tennis System. In general the only “constant”, or basic rule with all of 
its combinations, is “one player per sector” – although even that rule may be 
broken – as in (b) above…. 
 
 
Figure 8.4: Examples of Modular Table Tennis Layouts 
a. 4-sector (or 2 folding pair-)“Lateral Doubles” 
b. 5-sector “Gap Triples” 
c. 6-sector (or 3-pair) “Pelican Triples” 
 
8.1.3 The table tennis “Hurdles Race” 
 
One special configuration of the six sector modules is shown in Figure 8.5: 
the “Table Tennis Hurdles Race”. It has the potential of becoming the basis of 
a new “Table Tennis Event” in its own right, and will be described briefly to 
close off this section.  
 
 
Figure 8.5: The “Table Tennis Hurdles” Arrangement 
“x” marks strike points for players A and B 
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In this arrangement opposing sectors with conventional or Triples nets are 
arranged in a straight line. A gap is preferably, but not necessarily, left 
between them: the bigger the gap, the more challenging the game. A zig-zag 
net structure results, across which balls can be played in various ways. 
Conventional nets are shown in Fig. 8.5 which can be replaced by Triples 
half-nets, or by a combination of these on alternate sectors. Typically the ball 
is played progressively from sector to sector as indicated, the objective being 
to complete a “lap”, i.e. play the ball from end to end and back again, as 
quickly as possible. This is a team game in which the ball (not the players !) 
effectively performs a “hurdles race”. On or behind the final sector a 
(variable-angle) playback wall may be located as indicated in Fig. 8.5, or 
more sectors may be added in different directions [28].Two main player or 
team alternatives exist: 
 
a. players move with the ball – typically two players 




Here player A either serves to player B, or the ball is “delivered” (e.g. dropped 
onto the first sector) to player A by the umpire/timer. A then plays to B and 
immediately advances to the next sector, on which s/he then receives B’s 
return, etc. Both players then have to move along whilst playing the ball, 
until they approach the end sector at which a playback wall is located. At this 
point A has hit the ball three times, B twice, his/her third shot being against 
the wall. This wall then reverses the direction of play, so that B returns the 
bounced-back ball to A, and both players continue to play the ball back to 
the start position. At that stage there are two options: 
 
1. the time is recorded when the umpire receives the ball - the 
race is over after one lap  
2. another playback wall is used at the starting sector and the 
race continues with as many laps as needed, after which the 
time is recorded. 
 
If a mistake is made the player responsible has to serve the ball back into 
play from the sector on which it was made. In this mode the event is simply a 
”race against time”, in which teams of 2 compete consecutively. In a 
technically more advanced version timing sensors are located in the playback 
walls for accurate lap time recording and for providing audible signals, and 
the first ball is ejected mechanically at time zero. 
 
Six-player hurdles 
Alternatively a team is made up of 6 players (as in some standard table 
tennis team competitions), each of whom is in charge of one sector/court. 
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The ball is played over its zig-zag course as above, but with players staying 
at their courts. Although physically less demanding than (a), this results in a 
faster game in which the reflex and coordination skills of the best team 
(remembering that it is a race against time) decide the winner. All rules are 
as above. Six-player team events should typically comprise around 50 laps. 
 
It must be noted that both the above “races” differ fundamentally from all 
other forms of table tennis in that there are no “opponents” as such, only 
time.  They therefore test a fundamental necessity of any team game, viz. 
the capacity of team members to cooperate with each other under pressure 
in a competitive situation. 
 
An even more interesting, and from a spectator viewpoint more exciting 
extension of the above is to arrange two “hurdles lines” in parallel, i.e. using 
the 12 sectors available from two Triples tables, or even more…This gives 
rise to a really competitive sporting event, with increased spectator appeal, 
since two (or more) teams can race against each other simultaneously.  
 
In this case the use of playback walls is optional, the end player simply 
returning the ball to the penultimate player, and play oscillating between the 
two ends (similar to a relay race) until the required number of laps has been 
covered. - On the other hand, for added excitement audible signals can be 
provided when the balls strike the playback walls, and “split times” can be 
recorded/displayed, if necessary. Obviously the  delivery of the balls at the 
start must be synchronised, and the finish clearly specified. Much of this is 
facilitated by the use of electronics, to be addressed in the next section.  
 
A more peaceful game alternative, in which speed is less important, is the 
“endurance trial”, in which the objective is to see which team can keep the 
ball “alive”, i.e. in play without any mistakes, the longest. As soon as a team 
makes one or more (i.e. some agreed number of) mistakes the other team 
has won (or, for more than two sets of tables / teams in play, teams are 
eliminated progressively).- And finally, depending on space availability and 
number of players, all the 12 sectors making up two Triples tables can of 
course also be progressively arranged in-line, or in other geometric 
(e.g.circular) patterns to accommodate 8-, 10-, or 12-player teams, and more 
[28].  
 
8.2 Electronics in (Triples) Table Tennis: Towards a Fairer Game 
  
As pointed out in Section 5.2, competitive Triples places extra demands on 
the umpire(s), with more parameters to be controlled and monitored than in 
the conventional game. Although all the umpiring tasks in Triples can of 
course be performed manually, there is no question that the use of 
electronic aids such as sensors and intelligent displays will ultimately 
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provide the optimum solution to Triples umpiring. - And there is no reason 
why the same argument should not also apply to conventional table tennis…. 
 
8.2.1 Electronic Sensing: the “Intelligent Table Tennis Table” 
 
The general permeation of electronics into all types of sports, and the 
author’s  experience with the application of sensors, robotics and general 
automation in various fields [e.g. 32-36] suggest that table tennis will 
increasingly also benefit from that trend. Umpire-activated electronic 
scoreboards already exist, but do not involve any sensors. The umpire still 
has to make a decision in the case of net balls, edge balls, and line calls (in 
doubles and Triples). All these can be detected using various types of 
sensors. Their experimental application to table tennis ball sensing is being 
developed, and has already been partly implemented in some of the author’s 
“biomechatronics” projects [30, 31, 37-39]. Similar technology is applied in 
other sports such as tennis, where for example the “Hawk Eye” technology 
assists in resolving line ball issues [e.g. 40]. 
 
Such sensor technology and the associated computer software have the 
potential to raise the image of table tennis per se to new levels, not only in 
terms of objectivity, impartiality and accuracy of decision making by the 
umpire, hence leading to a fairer game, but also in terms of player and 
spectator participation and enjoyment. This increased technology orientation 
also facilitates media coverage in that, for example for important Triples 
events at national or international level, these devices can be interfaced and 
coordinated with interactive Television coverage. This enables real-time, 
world-wide viewing and accessibility via the Internet, thereby collectively 
extending the technical development of table tennis per se, and supporting 
the stated ITTF priorities of increasing ”…public awareness, …the recognition 
factor of the sport and its participants, and … television coverage of events” 
[2]. 
 
Appropriate sensors and displays can reduce the recording task of the 
umpire to pressing a single button after every point scored, so that s/he can 
pay full attention to monitoring and refereeing match proceedings – the 
prime umpiring function. Also, the need for umpiring assistants will 
diminish. The whole range of umpiring and display tasks listed earlier in 
Table 5.2, and also, if needed, different audible and/or visual signals 
indicating net-, edge- or line- (“out”-) calls, as well as an indication of player 
positions, of who serves, who receives, etc., can be taken care of by 
appropriate computer software programs. These, last but not least, also 
manage the automatic print-out of the completed score sheets. 
 
Obviously all of this costs money, and the average table tennis club may not 
be able to afford such “luxuries”. The “manual” scoring and recording system 
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will therefore always be required, and it is safe to say that club secretaries 
will not have to worry about computer and software problems for some time 
yet… However for high-level competition, public and exhibition matches the 
“electronic solution” is certainly preferable – and spectator admission fees as 
well as commercial sponsors will pay for it.  
 
8.2.2  “Electronic (Triples) Umpiring” and Possible Rule Changes 
 
The three most common contentious situations in table tennis umpiring arise 
from line balls, net balls and edge or side balls. Sensors are able to 
objectively, i.e. without any human input, detect any of these shots and 
hence impartially resolve these situations, all of which are caused by chance - 
or luck - rather than by the skill of the player.  
 
Apart from assisting the umpire with decision making, the use of such 
electronic sensing devices in table tennis however raises a more 
philosophical question. Should luck - or, from the opponent’s view, 
frustration - be eliminated from table tennis? - This issue certainly warrants 
further investigation, but first we need to see how the above “contentious 
situations” can be resolved technically. 
Line balls 
The (single) centre line in doubles table tennis is deemed to be part of each 
right-hand court, so that a service landing on it is still a good service. The 
same principle applies in Triples, where both the Triples lines need to be 
monitored during the Service Rally. On the server’s side and during the 
service they are both deemed to be part of the Centre Court. This also 
applies to the receiver’s side during the first two (CC) Service Rallies. For the 
remaining ones both lines on the receiver’s side are part of the respective 
Wing Courts, as is the case during the return of service to the server’s side.  
 
Line sensors can detect any balls landing ON the line(s) during the Service 
Rally, but cannot detect on WHICH SIDE of the line the ball lands, i.e. whether 
the ball was “IN” or “OUT”. For this a second set of sensors in the “OUT” 
courts must be provided next to the line sensors themselves. If activated, 
they provide an audible signal (as in tennis) indicating an “OUT” ball. The 
activation of the various sensors and the coordination of their signals can be 
handled electronically. After the two Service Rally shots the output signals 
from all sensors must of course be cancelled for the rest of the rally, i.e. 
during Free Play. Every time the umpire presses the score button (see Section 
8.2.3) they are re-activated again. 
 
The sensors themselves may for example be in the form of polycrystalline 
ceramic piezoelectric strips embedded in and around the Triples lines, or in 
the form of light/laser beams emitted along the lines from a source mounted 
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inside the Centrepiece. They provide a clear and unequivocal decision of 
whether the ball was “in” or “out”, on which the umpire can act. As was 
indicated in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.5 all the electronic hardware and other 
equipment needed for converting and processing the sensor signals can be 
housed underneath the Centrepiece of the Triples table. 
Net balls 
The sensing of net balls is relatively straightforward. A contact- or light/laser 
beam sensor along the top of the net provides the input for an audible 
signal, which only sounds if the ball has touched the net. The sensitivity of 
this system, i.e. the “cutoff” point at which the sound signal is activated, 
must be carefully adjusted as there are various “degrees of touching”. A 
possible cutoff criterion might be the instant at which the trajectory of the 
ball starts to be changed as a result of its contact with the net. 
Edge balls 
Whereas both the above are clear-cut “yes-no” (or right-wrong, in-out) 
decisions with one output signal, the situation is somewhat more 
complicated with edge balls. Here two situations can arise, as indicated in 
Figure 8.6, showing an enlarged cross-section of a table edge, noting that 
any edge has a certain finite radius which can be duplicated by the sensor. If 
the ball lands in region (1), i.e. on the playing surface, it is “good”. If it lands 
anywhere in region (2) it will be deflected, and is usually accepted as an 
“edge ball” in standard table tennis without further action (except perhaps a 
show of frustration by the receiver…). If it hits the table in region (3) it is 
clearly wrong since any ball hitting the side is not acceptable.  
 
 
Figure 8.6: Electronic Edge Ball Sensing 
     
Sensors embedded in the edge can detect and hence distinguish between 
situations (1), (2) and (3). In conventional table tennis edge balls are not an 
issue, but simply “good/bad luck”, so that a decision is only required if 
situation (3) arises. Nevertheless the possibility now exists of also calling a 
let if a ball is deflected by landing in region (2), as detected by the edge 
sensor. This is very desirable during the Shoot-Out phase of Triples, in 
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which, it will be remembered, any net- or edge- ball anywhere during the 
rally lead to a replay of that rally (c.f. Table 5.2). 
Towards a fairer game 
As can be seen, the use of sensors for both NET and EDGE balls (in addition 
to line balls) is a viable and perhaps desirable proposition. They have the 
potential to completely eliminate chance and disputes, and provide the 
possibility of “absolutely” deciding whether a “doubtful” shot was right (i.e. 
point won), or wrong (point lost), or whether it should be replayed. Sensors 
furthermore allow ANY net ball and ANY edge ball to be detected – anywhere 
during a rally, and not just during the service (or Service Rally in Triples).  
 
This then leads to the logical - but debatable - question of whether a new 
rule should ultimately be introduced in table tennis which requires ALL net 
and edge balls to be replayed irrespective of when in any rally they occur. 
The result would be a “completely fair” game. As mentioned before this is 
already a mandatory part of the Shoot-Out phase in Triples: a let is declared 
and the whole rally is started again. This eliminates the frustrating and 
“unjust”, yet frequent situation occurring especially towards the end of any 
close table tennis game, in which luck, rather than skill, decides the final 
outcome. There seems to be no reason, apart perhaps from cost and the 
predictable resistance to change, why this “electronic” umpiring approach to 
dealing with line, net and edge balls should not also be implemented in 
conventional table tennis. 
 
On the other hand it may be argued that this “technical” solution takes away 
some of the thrills, and perhaps spectator excitement, of table tennis: should 
luck be completely eliminated or not?  Should a soccer goal caused by the 
ball reflecting off the goal post be allowed or not? Should all net balls in 
tennis be replayed?  - This is not the place to discuss this philosophical 
question; suffice it to say that in table tennis the technology exists to 
provide such a “completely fair” game. The table tennis community at large 
will have to decide whether to use it. 
 
8.2.3 Computerised Displays 
 
As was discussed in Section 5.2, apart from umpiring a match, and especially 
in Triples with its more challenging rules and regulations, it is important that 
the players and spectators are continually kept informed of the current 
situation of match proceedings. And although that can be done “manually” as 
described there, it is clear that the use of computer-controlled displays is a 
much more efficient and elegant solution, which spectators expect and are 
accustomed to in today’s electronic age. Quite apart from this the “electronic 
solution” is able to “instantaneously” cope with many variables; it avoids 
human error, and in general assists the umpires to perform their function 
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more effectively. A computer-controlled monitor can readily display far more 
information than that contained in the “manual” Triples scoreboards shown 
earlier (Figs 5.2 and 5.3), including additional graphics, if necessary. 
 
The basic information to be displayed is essentially that contained in the 
score sheet shown in Table 5.3, with the display monitor being effectively a 
“live replica” of that table. The main variables to be displayed are: 
 
1. The Round number 
2. The 6 current player positions, also flagging Team Rotations 
and Side Changes 
3. Who serves and where to, and who receives: players and courts 
4. The main point score for both teams 
5. The overall point No. being played 
6. The present Game Phase: Straight – Tie Break – Shoot-Out  
7. The elapsed time 
8. …and other information or announcements, such as time-out, 
2- or 3-point advantage mode, final result, etc. 
 
Of these, the umpire only needs to press one button for updating (4), and to 
attend to (8) as required. The (predictable) progression of all other variables 
is taken care of automatically by the associated computer software program. 
Naturally the umpire must have the power to override the latter manually.  
 
For the “intelligent table” containing the sensors as described above, the 
display can be interfaced with these sensors to also indicate line balls (in-
out), net balls (no-yes) and edge balls (no: good/side – yes: replay). Figures 
8.7 indicates the basic arrangement and display panel of an experimental 
system for table tennis (Triples and conventional) incorporating those 
features [30, 31].  
 
Such advanced recording and display systems can, especially for 
international championship events, also be interfaced with ceiling and/or 
peripheral Television cameras for TV/internet transmission. This in turn 
allows any sponsorship announcements and advertising to be interspersed, 
but can also be used for later replay and analysis, as well as to provide game 
statistics. 
 
Summarising, the objective of this “electronic” Section 8.2 was to foreshadow 
possible future technical developments particularly in Triples table tennis, 
but possibly also in the conventional game. Their implementation will lead 
to: 
 
• a fairer and less chance-dependent game for the players 
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• a more effective, less stressful and easier execution of the tasks to be 
performed by the umpire(s) 
• a more transparent, lively and modern event presentation for the 





Figure 8.7: Sensor-assisted Table Tennis Scoring and Display System 
a. General Experimental Arrangement 
b. Electronic Display Panel for “Intelligent” Table 
 
The basic technology for realising these developments already exists. Its 
application is a matter of further development, cost, and acceptance by the 
table tennis authorities and players. Market forces and public opinion will no 
doubt drive this development. 
 
8.3  Going one Further: “Quadruples” with 4-Player Teams?  
 
Some table tennis team competitions are based on teams of four players (see 
Table 2.1). A mix of individual singles and doubles matches is used to decide 
which is the “better team”. – How valid is that, without the complete teams 
ever playing each other at once? Could the “Triples scenario” perhaps be 
extended to “Quadruples”? - And have the existing 4-player team events 
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culminate in one final match in which both full teams are engaged 
simultaneously?  
 
This section will investigate that possibility as a logical extension to Triples, 
and based on the round Triples table and some variations thereof. The 
“Standard” (3.14m diameter) Triples table can in fact also and easily 
accommodate 8 players around it, as illustrated earlier (Figure 7.3b). The 
challenge is to devise rules which suit individual player satisfaction as well as 
testing team strength. This will now be attempted, although the objective 
here is not to provide a complete treatise on “Quadruples Table Tennis” (– or 
“QuaTTs ©”), but to show that its implementation is indeed practically 
feasible, based on turning the Triples table into a “Quads table”, and 
appropriately modifying the rules of Triples. 
 
8.3.1 Table Tennis Quadruples:  introducing “QuaTTs”© 
 
Many of the ideas embedded in the above treatment of Triples can logically 
be extended to teams of four players, particularly when playing on the 
(3.14m diameter) Standard Triples Table. The geometrical parameters of it 
and the Triples game were described in Section 2.2. The overall table and 
space dimensions for Quadruples are kept the same as for Triples. The only 
difference between the “Quadruples” variation and the latter is therefore that 
the available space is divided between 4 rather than 3 players. 
 
The first question is how to sensibly arrange possible courts for four players, 
and how they affect the game during the Service Rally. Four equal sectors, 
i.e. three “Quadruples lines” on the table, are a logical first solution. If one 
divides the available half-table edge length (see Fig. 2.2) by four, the edge 
length per player is 1.23 metres, which is still nearly half a metre (47cm) 
longer than that in the conventional doubles game, i.e. individual 
Quadruples players effectively have 62% more edge space than in doubles. 
Figure 8.8 shows this relationship in comparison with the Triples edge 
length of 1.65m. From the viewpoint of player action space availability, 






Figure 8.8: Player Edge Lengths for Doubles, Triples and Quadruples 
 
However four equal sectors are only one possible solution, and there is merit 
in also considering other options at this stage. The final layout will be the 
result of further trials, perhaps with “adjustable lines”, such as thin adhesive 
tape which can be moved to different angles without damaging or marking 
the playing surface. - And no doubt there are a number of practical solutions, 
each emphasising different aspects of team interaction. Figure 8.9 shows 
four possibilities. As is the case for Triples, the common features in all are 
that:  
 
• a Standard 3.14m Triples table is used with a Standard Triples Net 
• the service must always be delivered from a central position 
• the return of service is specified and part of the Service Rally 
• Free Play applies after this Service Rally. 
 
Figure 8.9a shows the above “logical first solution”, with four equal courts 
formed by 3 “Quadruples lines”, and all players nominally having “their” 
individual courts. These are logically called Left Wing and Right Wing (as 
before), with the previous single Centre Court now replaced by a ”Left Centre 
(LC)” and “Right Centre (RC)” court. All services are played from the Right 
Centre Court, and each opponent receives ONE service. 
 
The acronym “QuaTTs©” is used to describe the game played by two 4-player 
teams using this 4-court  table geometry. 
 
In the single-line layout shown in Fig. 8.9b the players have more freedom of 
choice even during the Service Rally, with either of the two players on the 
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receiving court free to return the service. A combination of these two options 
is shown in the two-line layouts of Figures 8.9c and d, each emphasising 
different serving skills - precision service placement in (c) and precision 
services across the high (Triples) net portion in (d).  
 
The symmetrical “2-line” option (d), as a special case of QuaTTs option (a), is 
of particular interest in that it combines both singles and doubles elements 
into one team game. It may ultimately become the preferred and perhaps 
more “elegant” QuaTTs solution. Of the four options shown, (a) or (d) are 
likely to become the “Standard QuaTTs” solution. Both need to be tested in 
practice to let the table tennis fraternity decide which one they prefer.  
 
 
Figure 8.9: Possible Court Layouts for Quadruples 
LW – Left Wing, LC – Left Centre, RC – Right Centre, RW  - Right Wing 
 
8.3.2 The Oval “QuaTTs” table 
 
As shown in Figure 8.9 the edge length per player on a Standard 3.14m 
Triples table is 41cm shorter for Quadruples (1.23m) than that for Triples 
(1.64m). It would be good to overcome this “restriction” and give the players 
the same freedom of movement as in Triples – or indeed as in the 
conventional singles game. 
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In order to generate the same edge length per player in Quadruples as in 
Triples on a circular table, its diameter would have to be 4.19 metres. Also, 
the Centrepiece would have to be 1.45 metres in diameter in order  to 
maintain the “maximum player stretch” limitation as in the conventional 
game (1.37m). Neither of these requirements are inconceivable. One could 
argue that this scenario could lead to a new form of “Maxi” table tennis (not 
unlike the “Longer-Reach” format described earlier [24]), since over such long 
distances special ball skills would be necessary, different (eg heavier) balls 
may be required, possibly different rackets, etc. etc……… 
 
On the other hand, and as foreshadowed in Section 2.2.5, a much more 
elegant solution is to make the table for Quadruples elliptical, or “oval”. As a 
basic playing requirement the limiting “length” (measured perpendicular to 
the net) of the elliptical table should be kept at 3.14 metres. Its “width” 
(measured along the net) can be varied. These two measurements constitute 
the minor (2r1) and major (2r2) diameters of an ellipse, respectively. Its 
circumference is approximately π(r1+r2), with r1=1.57m.  
 
From a practical table tennis perspective two feasible “edge length per 
player” situations can be used to determine the table width. Firstly, to make 
it the same as in Triples, i.e. 1.645m, and secondly to make it the same as in 
the conventional singles game, i.e.1.525m, corresponding to the width of 
the standard rectangular table. For 8 players this results in circumferences of 
13.16 and 12.20 metres, respectively, leading to major diameters, or table 
“widths” at the net, of 5.24 and 4.61 metres. These two ellipses have been 
represented in Figure 8.10, superimposed on the Standard Triples and 
conventional tables.  
 
 
Figure 8.10: The Oval Quadruples Table 
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Based on considerations of cost, convenience and player satisfaction it is 
suggested that the 4.61m width represents the best compromise solution. 
This is therefore taken as the standard “Oval QuaTTs” size, and appropriate 
designs for the accompanying Courts, Net and Centrepiece to suit that size 
are also shown diagrammatically in Fig.8.10. From this it is seen that: 
 
• The 4 QuaTTs Courts on each side are formed by the centreline and 
by two “Quatts lines” inclined at 40 degrees to the net (not 450 as in 
the round Quatts table). With this court geometry a better-balanced 
table-net combination results: realising that the players at the Wing 
Courts “behind” the high portions of the net will only receive a small 
proportion of shots close to the net, they have a 13% larger court area 
to cover than those at the two Centre Courts. 
• The QuaTTs Net is a modified Triples net with the same 41cm height 
at the periphery. The two sloping portions and central standard-height 
parallel portion are now each 1.537m long – just over the (1.525m) 
width of a conventional table. This means that “conventional table 
tennis” can essentially be played over the central Quatts table portion. 
• The QuaTTs Centrepiece is an elongated version of the Triples 
Centrepiece, its shape being defined by the 1.37m maximum-stretch 
criterion. 
 
As a final remark, the above “principle of the elliptical table tennis table” can 
of course be extended to more than 8 players. For example, two 6-player 
teamswith the Triples edge length per player of 1.64m would need a 9.42 
metres wide table…..! 
 
8.3.3 QuaTTs rules: 41-point v. 41-minute games 
 
For the purpose of demonstrating the practical feasibility of Quadruples 
table tennis, possible rules and scoring for either of the above options, viz. 
the basic circular layout of Figure 8.9a (and 8.9d) or the oval layout of Fig. 
8.10 will be briefly outlined – the shape makes no difference to the rules. An 
in-depth discussion of all other possibilities and other associated issues is 
however beyond the scope of this book. 
 
One other point needs to be raised: with 8 players engaged simultaneously, 
the concept of a “real team game” is approached even further in Quadruples 
than in Triples. This raises the question whether, as is the case in many 
other team sports, Quadruples should be played in a time-based format 
irrespective of score, or with the perhaps more logical (see *Footnote 7) 41-




Score-based QuaTTs : the 41-point game 
At the start of the game the players, numbered 1 to 4, occupy the four 
courts as shown in Figure 8.11. All services are made from the RC courts. 
ONE service only (not two as in Triples) is delivered to each court, in the 
sequence RC-LC-RW-LW.  If the “2-line” option of Fig 8.9d is used the first 2 
services are simply from Centre Court to Centre Court. These four services 
make up one QuaTTs Service Round. Service receivers must make their 
returns to either of the two Wing Courts, as in Triples. Alternatively the 
return of service could also go to the Left Centre Court, thereby keeping all 
of the serving team “alert” – practice will tell.  
 
The service and its return constitute a Service Rally. The serving team rotates 
clockwise after each Service Round and the service changes sides, as was the 
case in Triples. “Free Play” rules apply after each Service Rally, and teams 
change sides after the 10th Service Round. The winning score is 41, with 2 
advantage points (also see Section 5.1.1), so that the maximum point score 
in this “Straight Game” phase is 41:39, with 80 points and 20 Service 
Rounds having been played.   
 
 
Figure 8.11: Courts and Players in “QuaTTs©” 
 
If the score becomes 40:40 the QuaTTs game goes straight into “Shoot-Out” 
mode, since with four-player teams an additional “Tie Break” phase would 
unnecessarily complicate the game. Each player is allowed a maximum of 2 
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more services, apart from which standard Shoot-Out rules apply (c.f. Section 
5.1.3), as follows: 
 
• The teams play for a 3-point advantage whilst alternating with one 
service each. 
• The “Shoot-Out Round” comprises a maximum of 2 x 8 = 16 scored 
points, with each player serving no more than twice, at any time 
during that Round. Teams change sides after point 8. 
• Service is free – the team decides who serves when.  
• Ball placement is free – although the service must still be delivered 
from the Right Centre Court, it can be directed to, i.e. land 
anywhere on the other team’s table half. 
• Player positioning is free, even during service: the team decides who 
should stand where during service, and no restrictions are placed on 
player movement during any rally. However, the “3-Shot Rule” still 
applies, as in Triples. 
• Return is free – any one of the 4 players in the receiving team can 
return the service to anywhere in the server’s table half. 
  
“Free Play” then continues until the three-point advantage is achieved. At 
the end of the Shoot-Out Round 96 points will have been played. If the score 
becomes 48:48 or 49:47 the same Draw/Triplets procedure as in Triples 
applies, with a maximum of 99 points having been played. 
 
Time-based QuaTTs: the 41-minute “Field Game” 
The more “weighty” 4-player teams on the other hand may warrant this even 
more team-oriented approach to playing. As in other team sports such as 
soccer etc, two half-time game periods are played irrespective of the score. 
For example, the overall match is divided into two halves with 20 minutes 
playing time each, separated by a half-time break of 10 minutes. The above 
“Straight-Game” rules apply throughout.  
 
If at the end of the second half the scores are equal and a decision other 
than a Draw must be reached, a one-minute extension is first granted 
(bringing total playing time to 41 minutes), after which Shoot-Out rules come 
into force. This radical departure from table tennis thinking, to which “team 
sport spectators” however can readily relate, would simplify scoring and 
open up new horizons for event organisers… 
 
8.3.4 Composite table QuaTTs 
 
In line with the reversible and gradual change approach to Triples possible 
with the Standard Composite Triples table presented earlier (Section 3.4 and 
Figure 3.6), Quadruples can of course be played on that table if the lines are 
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rearranged to suit. This is yet another argument for having “adjustable” (e.g. 
taped) lines. Likewise the Oval QuaTTs Table can be constructed as a 
composite table. For this the two basic extension segments have been shown 
shaded in Fig. 8.10. 
 
On the other hand, and/or if players cannot get accustomed to the round 
shape, other options for Quadruples tables exist, one interesting variation 
being shown in Figure 8.12. The four “angular” side leaves together with the 
centre line of the conventional table automatically generate four courts, and 
no extra lines are required. The Wing Courts still have “ends” and “sides” and 
therefore still resemble the conventional table tennis environment. A self-
supporting standard Triples net is used (Fig. 3.8), and the “voids” left 
between it and the Wing Courts create an interesting new game challenge. 
The playing edge length of the Wing Courts is slightly larger than that of the 
two (standard doubles) Centre Courts. If required, optional End Flaps as 
shown at the bottom of Fig. 8.12 may be added. 
 
 
Figure 8.12: Example of an “Angular” Quadruples table  
 
The centre line and the two edges of the parent rectangular table now 
replace the 3 “Quadruples lines” on the round QuaTTs© table. The rules for 
this “angular” Quadruples game are the same as those described above, 
being independent of the geometric shape of the four courts. 
 
8.4 Summing Up 
 
Chapter 8 has shown that Triples can lead to a number of further interesting 
developments in table tennis. Firstly, the concept of “Modular Table Tennis” 
warrants a complete treatise on its own [28]. Its attraction lies in the 
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flexibility of multiple sector arrangements which can be used not only for 
standard and Triples shot practice, but gives rise to new forms of table 
tennis – such as the table tennis “Hurdles Race”. Secondly, although 
particularly applicable toTriples, the ever faster conventional game will also 
and increasingly necessitate some form of “electronic umpiring”. Some first 
sensor and all-encompassing display possibilities have been described which 
will no doubt one day culminate in the “intelligent table tennis arena” with 
computer-controlled umpiring and display installations. And finally it has 
been shown that “Quadruples” with 4-player teams are a practical possibility 
on the Standard Triples table, but even more so on an Oval “QuaTTs” table, - 
and that it can also be easily realised on a conventional table tennis table 
with angular extension leaves… - all in all: 
 
The future of table tennis looks exciting. 
 
In conclusion, the world of table tennis has over the years seen many 
changes, from players and technique to equipment and rules. Historically, 
the initial European dominance of table tennis has largely moved to Asia, 
where, according to Chinese author Su Piren in 1996, innovation “as a 
motive power upon which the advancement and development of table tennis 
relies” has played a major role [41].  
 
And organisational changes such as bigger balls, shorter games, more 
games per match, ”time out”, visible serve impact, etc. have underlined this 
in more recent times. They have also resulted in other variants of table 
tennis such as the Japanese “Large Ball” initiative using 44mm diameter balls 
and 17.25cm high nets [42]. And as a fundamental requirement of any 
spectator sport, they have responded to the increasing need to consider the 
wishes of the spectator – and television – in any rule changes [e.g.43]. This, 
it is safe to say, also applies to Triples in table tennis. 
 
Perhaps the most significant advancement from a table tennis team 
perspective will be the staging, for the first time in table tennis history, of 
table tennis team events at the 2008 Olympic Games – with teams 
consisting of three players [44] – and, it is safe to say, with the decision 
makers having been unaware of this Triples book….  
 
These changes continue to be documented in the ITTF’s official journal table 
tennis ILLUSTRATED. On the occasion of its 50th issue in July 2004 its editor I. 
Marshall remarks that “…table tennis has undergone the greatest changes in 
its history…, the one hundreth issue will no doubt be reporting on an even 
more vibrant sport, a sport that is in the vanguard of progress...” [45]. 
 
Maybe Triples, and this book and its consequences, will help. 
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8.5  Register of New Terms Introduced in Part III 
 
American Doubles Game form with one (singles) player playing 
against two (doubles) players 
Butterfly Table Specific arrangement of three 60-degree 
Triples sector modules 
Crossover Singles / 
Doubles 
Multi-ball/game play with ball trajectories 
crossing each other 
Electronic Umpiring Use of electronic sensors to assist umpires in 
decision making and scoring 
Field Game (Table tennis) game in which time, not the 
score, determines the end of the game 
Flank Either of the two straight sides of a 60-degree 
Triples sector module 
Gap Triples Triples with one sector module removed 
Handicap Triples Triples with different playing areas per team 
Hard Net Self-supporting “net” made e.g. from plywood, 
plastic, wire grid etc. 
High Net Shot Any shot crossing the raised portion(s) of the 
Triples net 
Hurdles Race Competitive table tennis game using a 
particular 6-sector in-line module layout 
Hybrid Triples Triples team playing against one (singles) or 
two (doubles) opponents on a half-Triples and 
half-conventional table 
Intelligent Table Tennis 
Table 
Table fitted with electronic sensors and 
computerised display(s) for umpire assistance 
Modified Combination 
Team Event    
Singles/Doubles/Triples combination matches 
played on one round Triples table   
Modular Table Tennis 
System    
Variable geometry table tennis based on 
modular  60-degree Triples sector 
combinations       
Oval (Quadruples) Table 4.61 x 3.14 metres elliptical table tennis table 
for two teams of 4 players each 
Peanut Table Table shape resulting from 2 opposing sectors 
Pelican Table Wing-shaped table combination with six Triples 
sectors 
Playback Triples ½ -table shot practice against a (vertical) wall 
Quadruples (table tennis) Teams of 4 people playing table tennis against 
each other simultaneously on one table 
QuaTTs © Quadruples table tennis team game with 
specific table layout, equipment and rules 
Round Robin Play Play with players and/or ball(s) circulating 
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Sector Table Tennis Table tennis played on (any number of) courts 
consisting of (60-deg.) sectors 
Side Shot Shots played from the side essentially along, 
rather than perpendicular to the table 
periphery 
Surfboard Table Specific table shape made up of 4 ‘Composite’ 
table quarter side-segments/leaves 
Table Tennis Hurdles see ‘Hurdles Race’ 
Tapered Half-Net Radial round-table nets sloping down from 
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10.  APPENDIX 
 
 10.1a   Example of Trial Schedule for Triples Rules Verification  
 









                                                                            Service Rally 
Introduction                                                              Service Round   
• Rules: new players intro, others revision          Triples Cycle 
• General Hitup/familiarisation – 1 ball               Rotations 
 
7.30 
Triples Shot Practice: 3 balls/pairs 
• Across corresponding courts – 3x3mins 
• Across opposite courts – 3x3mins 
 
7.50 
Trial (Slow) Game in teams 
• Form 2 teams;  toss coin: Teams A, B, - bibs 
• Play (push) “STRAIGHT GAME” to 31 to test: 
1. Triples shots in action 
2. NEW: All service RETURNS to Wing Courts ONLY 
(i.e. to EITHER of the 2 WCs, Centre Court is OUT !) 
3. Free Play and “3-Shot Rule” 
4. Timing: length of a “slow” Triples game 
5. Umpiring: “3-Shot Rule”, Service returns 





Trial “Close Game” Rules & Scoring:  (same teams?) 
• “TIE BREAK” , 3-point “Triples Advantage” 
Play 2 games starting with 30:30 (Service Round 11) 
• “SHOOT-OUT” - 3 games starting 36:36, 37:35, 35:37 
Test “whole rally replay” for ALL net AND edge balls 
• Play ”GOLDEN TRIPLETS”: start with 45:45 
 
9.00 
Triples Tactics  
• Interpretation of player positions during Service Rally 
• Server/receiver “exchanges”  
• Team tactics talks / trials for: 
 
9.15 
Main Game(s)  - ½ hour  









APPENDIX 10.1b   Example of Verification Trial Feedback Questionnaire 
 
TRIPLES  TRIAL  FEEDBACK  QUESTIONNAIRE   Trial III 
(Only new players need to answer all questions – others please do new ones and 
feel free to re-visit others) 
Name:            Player TT Standard/Grade:              Date: ___________                           
                                                               
1. What was your first impression of the Triples setup (table/net)?________________ 
 
2. What do you think of “Free Play”? ____________________________________________ 
 
3. How do you feel about playing with 3 players around a semi-circle ?: 
Cramped-up  (  )               comfortable (  )             “lost” in the big space  (  ) 
 
4. What is your general reaction to the new rules? _______________________________ 
 
5. Did you have problems following game proceedings  ?                      Yes/No 
 
6. Please comment on the following (one tick per line): 
 
 silly ok great Other (in one word) 
a. The 2-shot “Service Rally” concept     
b. The 6-service “Service Round” concept     
c. The Service return to Wings only rule     
d. The “Player Rotation” system     
e. Playing to 31 points (“Straight Game”)     
f. The 3-point “Triples Advantage”     
g. The “Tie-Break” system     
h. The “Shoot-Out” (S/O) system     
i.  The possibility of a “Draw” result in TT     
j.  Full rally replay for S/O net/edge ball lets     
 
7. Did you really get the feeling of being part of a coherent “T. T. Team”?    Yes/No  
 
8. Do you think this game could succeed as a serious competition game?       Y/N      
 
9. What feature did you like least about Triples? _________________________________ 
 
10. What feature did you like most about Triples? _________________________________ 
 
11. Will you allow me to use photos/film taken today and with you in them in my 
book and in other “demonstration” material?                               Yes/No 
             
12. Any other comments? ________________________________________________(pto) 
 
                                        
Thank you for your time   
                                © G. Arndt 2/06 
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APPENDIX 10.2    RTT Patent Extracts  
 
 
    
            
 
 
Figure extracts from original Round-Table-Tennis patent [15], showing examples 
of target devices with which the player(s) can interact in a static or dynamic 









APPENDIX  10.3a   RTT Game Possibilities 
 














APPENDIX 10.3b   RTT Mass Player Participation 
 






  30 players practicing with 3 balls           40 players playing with 2 or 4 balls 
 
 
                             a : 24 players                             b: 38 players 
 
Theoretical stadium comparison study: 
 
a. 15x15m conventional stadium: 6 tables with 2 to 4 players each: 
maximum 24  players 
b. Same stadium with 7 round tables (1 Standard Triples, 3 Practice Triples, 













APPENDIX 10.3c   Further RTT Implementation Examples 
 
Early implementation examples of Round Table Tennis further illustrating some 
of its versatility [21] 
 
   
 






a. Children playing target practice on the low 2-metre diameter “Junior” table 
b. The same table used to cater for seniors, disabled persons and children 
c. Example of full-size (3.14m diameter) inclined round table: 7 players having 
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A NEW TEAM SPORT
THEORY, EQUIPMENT, RULES, STRATEGIES 
and Future Possibilities of a
NEW  FORM  OF  TABLE  TENNIS
Günter Arndt
 “It is extremely refreshing to read a book that presents to 
us a new vision of our sport—a variation on a common and 
traditional theme. Singles in table tennis are the marquis 
events of any major international championship. Doubles 
are a traditional event as well, and give us a glimpse of 
what a team could be. But it is not really a team event. This 
brings us to the “traditional” team events with a myriad of 
playing systems over the years. In fact, what we have is an 
accumulation of single matches within a team structure, 
but it is not really a playing team in the pure sense of the 
word.”
“The author opens our minds towards a new form 
of play. TRIPLES. This ingenious playing method 
actually combines all the current forms of traditional 
table tennis playing systems into one exciting 
package. We have three players as in the current 
team matches; we have players playing side by side 
as in the current doubles; and we have a head-to-
head confrontation as is the tradition in singles. 
The author proposes a dynamic and exciting new 
way to enjoy our sport. With a slight modifi cation in 
equipment, but maintaining all the basic elements of 
our sport, a new way to play is born.”
The ITTF and its President welcome with open 
arms a new, creative and innovative method that 
stimulates us to pick up our racket and TRIPLE our 
fun…”
From the Foreword by Mr. Adham Sharara, President of the International 
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